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TERRIBLE LANDSLIP AT SANDGATE

GREAT DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY

SEVENTY HOUSES DAMAGED

Between seven and eight o’clock on saturday evening a female rushed

out of the Coastguard cottages, Sandgate, exclaiming ”There’s an

earthquake, the house and and ground are all of a tremble.”

Simultaneously some hundreds in other houses were terror stricken

with similar experience of what turned out to be a serious landslip,

which has worked havoc amongst the homes, roadway, and property in all

directions in this charming watering place. That there were

indications of what was likely to happen is only too palpable.

Witness the evidence of Mr TUrner, a lodging house keeper, of

Wellington Terrace. He says that on a previous night, he heard a

rumbling sound, and remarked to his wife about the peculiarity, and

the next day there was an ominous crack in the wall of a back room. On

Saturday evening there was the same rumbling sound, a sense of

rocking, a crash at the back, and a rush out of the house terror

stricken, only to find neighbours in the roadway suffering from the

same awful experience.

Then the news flew far and wide that Sandgate was falling, an

earthquake or some other terrible calamity had happened to the place.

They came rushing down from the hillsides, people dazed with fright

got out of their residences in Chapel Street, and in several houses at

the back of Sandgate. Mbthers held clinging children in their night

shirts, men terrified about their household treasures and themselves.

From fire, possessions can be saved, but who cares about clearing out

houses with large cracks in them? small houses too, which for a sudden

seemed to sink into the ground and to lean over.

The pavements in the streets were jerked up, falling tiles rattled

upon the ground, and every now and then there was a sound like the

tearing of calico, which meant a crack in the wall, or a breach in a

building, a gap in some structure. Reverting to Mr TUrner’s house, as

an instance of the force of the movement, the outhouses at the back

were displaced. The washhouse; the coalhouse, and outbuildings seemed

suddenly squeezed together, and the door of the coal cellar cannot

know be forced to remove a full stock of coal for fear of the whole of

the building collapsing.

This is but a sample of the injury done to the whole of this terrace.

No overdrawn picture can be made of the people who, from the hour of

the wreckage, right through that fearful night, were to be met with

flying from Sandgate to Hythe, or to Fblkestone, for shelter. No one

can have any idea of the mischief unless they know Sandgate. Mbst

people look upon the town as one street. But on the hillsides, in

sheltered nooks, are cottages, villas, and artizans’ dwellings, with

gardens attached, and here this awful visitation becomes more

apparent.

 



The cause, perhaps, is not far to seek. The heavy rains, acting upon a

treacherous subsoil. had loosened the earth, which must have swept

down like a torrent of moving matter, and sent upheavels in all

directions. Let us take the beach for instance. The sea wall has given

away from time to time, no doubt through the want of protecting

groynes. Groynes have been put up by the Sandgate Local Board, with

the result that the beach has lately largely accumulated. But this

mighty force has actually made splits in the Parade, it has come with

such an impetus that one groyne is split in twain, and another turned

into a Zig—zag, splintering the wood, which makes this strange curve.

The opposite one sees paving stones upheaved, cracks in walls, seams

in the fronts of houses — everywhere the effects of this remarkable

subsidence. The Coastguard Station seems, however, to have felt the

severe brunt of the shock. Not only has the boundary wall been split,

and the cottages mutilated in every possible way, plaster falling,

fissures in the walls, and staircases doubled up, but the land has

moved, and the roadway in front of the houses has been jagged and

ruffled and strained out of shape.

In this general detail, for other particulars of this event are

elsewhere given, we must draw special attention to Encombe. Probably

most of our readers will remember this lovely place, for in the summer

the owner, Miss Reilly, opened it to the public for the benefit of

charities. The land rose in lovely greensward. with dales and dells,

and in uneven patches, prolific in emerald verdure, but probably only

too suggestive of the treacherous soil beneath.

It was a land bursting with springs. Here, years ago, Mr Morris had a

house, which was injured by gradual land subsidences, and was

eventually pulled down. The effects of the landscape can be seen here

with plain suggestiveness. Picquets were told off of military and

police, to prevent people going there, for greenhouses in heaps of

ruins, falling masses of earth, gaps in the pathway, fissures in all

directions, fallen trees, the roots almost wrenched out of the soil,

told only too plainly that the mischief, to a great extent, arose in

this direction.

The most remarkable circumstance in connection with the event is the

variety of damage done, and the limited area over which it is spread.

Experts must decide the cause, but a cursory inspection almost

confirms the opinion that the slip is purely local and confined to one

part, that is where ever the shock touched, which does not appear to

have affected the east side of the town, certainly not near the

railway station, and probably this confinement of the evil may hold

out the hope of tracing its source and somewhat mitigating fears of

future calamity.

The houses facing the sea within the area of the mischief. Gloucester

Terrace, Castle House, Lymington House, and MT Birch’s residence.

below the Clarendon Inn, on Brewer’s hdll, have severely suffered, but

in contradistiction to this, and showing the eccentric course of the

landslip, it may be instanced that Beach Rocks Convalescent Homes

escaped injury. Spring House seems to be the most notable instance of

damage done. The house is half capsized, and this particular form of

injury is evidenced in several houses on the hill side, particularly

near Brewer’s Hill. Here there has been a subsidence in the hill just

above the Clarendon Inn, and men were busy on Monday digging up the

 



soil, endeavouring to reach the drain pipes beneath.

Of course such a subsidence has seriously injured the drains, the

water pipe, and the gas pipes, and so the difficulties affecting these

has greatly added to the misery of the situation. Sunnyside, Prospect

House, Portland Villa, Littlebourne Lodge, the Homestead, Stanhope

Villas, Glenart House, and Devonshire Terrace. all these houses are

more or less rendered uninhabitable. The vacant houses at Seabrook and

Hythe have been taken by families, and all Sunday and Monday was

occupied in the removal of goods, whilst thousands of spectators came

to inspect the scene of havoc.

In Chapel Street, where the damage has been most severe, the artisan

and the labouring classes are the sufferers, also that class has

occupied many humble dwellings with which the back of Sandgate

abounds, and it was pitiable to see them removing in the panic their

goods on Saturday night. Through the kindness of the Rev. Russell

wakefield the National Schools were utilised for sleeping purposes.

The rev. gentleman has been most energetic in this grave crisis, and

his kindness, forethought, and promptitude in action have been of

great service.

The half—past nine o’clock bus was beseiged by a number of worried

women who had taken just enough clothes for the night’s use and were

going to Hythe in search of lodgings. The White Hart, the Swan, and

the Seabrook Hetels being speedily filled with refugees. It was not

until about nine o’clock that the news became generally known, and as

it was a lovely moonlight night, crowds soon assembled and discussed

the situation. It must be spoken to the credit of Sandgate people,

that those whose property was safe, speedily extended hospitality to

their distressed neighbours.

When the first shock was over, men and women settled themselves down

to the inevitable consideration of what was to be done for the night.

It is in such cases that we realize the truth of the saying ”one

touch of nature makes all the world akin,“ for frightened children

were caressed, and weeping women comforted. Uhlike a fire, there was

no need to remove the furniture, there was time the next day to survey

ruined homes, and to remove the household goods. Long into the night

stragglers were seen with bundles seeking a resting place. All the

occupants of Coastguard Cottages were cleared out, and perhaps,

sympathy was not needed in their case so much as with others, as

Government will see these out of the difficulty.

Early next morning the people were astir. Police and military provosts

had guarded the town during the night, and with early morning, came

streams of people, thousands who inspected the ruinous scene. Now men

and women wearing troubled looks, and children whose laughter was

hushed, were seen overhauling the furniture, some removing it to the

roadways or gardens attached. Then the suffering such a calamity

entails, became apparent. People were in search of cottage property in

Seabrook and Hythe. There is very little in either to let, and that

which was available was eagerly snatched up. In Folkestone they very

probably fared little better.

But if the artizan and labouring class suffered, the lodging house

keepers perhaps. in comparison suffered more. Several of them have

invested the whole of their capital in furniture, spring cleaning has

 



been going on, and they were preparing for the season. Yhe injury that

furniture has received, the difficulty of getting other houses, the

loss of all hope of a return this season,means absolute ruin. It

would be unfair if we did not put the deplorable plight of these

people in the most forcible light. Sandgate is ruined for this season.

With the loss of lodging houses will be the decline of trade, lack of

work for the labouring class, and if ever public sympathy shou’d flow

in a genuine channel of relief, this is one.

Happily the Local Board were alive to their responsibilities. A

meeting was held on Sunday, report of which appears in another part of

the paper. Unfortunately for Sandgate a most ill—judged report was

sent to the Sunday papers. In all conscience the affair is bad enough

without piling on the agony a report likely still to do further damage

to the town. There is a difference between a landslip and an

earthquake which perhaps the scribe could hardly understand. It must

not be taken that all the houses affected will be rendered

uninhabitable this year. Some probably will be repaired, but

confidence will have to be restored.

On Monday morning and throughout the day crowds visited Sandgate,

coming from all parts of the neighbourhood, indeed greater numbers

than visited the Benvenue wreck on November 11th. 1891. Ah‘and Mrs

Kennett early in the morning distributed tea, coffee, and bread and

butter to the night occupants of the National School Rooms, the

Congregational Chapel, and those who had taken refuge in other welcome

retreats.

Foremost in the work of sheltering the homeless was Mr J J Jones, the

Hon. Director of the great Convalescent Home of the London Samaritan

Society, called Beach Rocks, a view of the front elevation of which is

given in the centre of this page. Both he and the Rev. Russell

wakefield, the Chaplain of the Home, did real yeomen’s service in the

great catastrophe. It is not the first occasion on which the wonderful

energy and practical help of Mr J J Jones have been a boon and a

blessing to the inhabitants. He devotes himself heartily to alleviate

the sufferings of all who are in distress. and this splendid building

will remain as a fitting monument of his life work long after he has

ceased to labour in this world.

It has been reported that the Convalescent Home itself was imperilled

{perhaps because Mr Jones’s residence. “The Homestead,” was

practically destroyed. and the laundries, stables, dairy and

outbuildings connected with the Convalescent Heme were greatly

damaged, as described elsewhere), but happily it stands outside the

area of the disturbance, and in order to allay the fears of the

inmates. and to show that the building was not in any way affec’ed. he

engaged Mr Andrew Bromley, architect, to examine it thoroughly; and

his report was published as follows:-

”Dear Sir,

BEACH ROCKS, SANDGATE.

At your request I made a careful examination of this building and

premises today at 11am, from bottom to top. in order to ascertain if

the recent subsidence of the land in the neighbourhood had affected

them in any way; and I am pleased to certify that there is not the

 



slightest sign of a crack either in buildings or the terraces abutting

upon the sea shore.

I am of the opinion that from the substantial way in which the

buildings have been erected and the precau‘ionary measures taken in

constructing a substantial sea wall and groyne on the beach, you have

rendered your building safe. I am, yours faithfully,

ANDREW BROMLEY”

J J Jones Esq., Beach Rocks.

The effects of the catastrophe cannot be estimated by the appearance

of the outsides of the buildings except perhaps in the case of Spring

House and Mr Birch's stables. But through the kindness of the Rev.

Russell wakefield, who generously spared the time to conduct one of

our representatives through the ruins, and obtained permission for him

to inspect the houses which had suffered most severely, we are able to

give our readers a fairly well detailed account of the mischief

wrought.

Somerville House, the residence of Mrs Hallett, was first visited. It

lies up on the bank. There is a large opening in the south east of the

boundary wall and a huge crack in the garden. The culinary offices and

lavatory were built at the back of the main building. They are in

ruins. This house was occupied by an elderly lady Mrs Hallett, and the

owner is Mr William Pledge, who it may be remarked, is one of the

largest sufferers by this calamity. Mrs Hallett was first alarmed at

- seven o’clock on Saturday evening by ominous sounds. On Monday morning

she was leaving, evidently with reluctance, the house in which she had

lived, and she begged of those around to tell her if she might remain

in safety.

Adjacent, on Hill Side, are Ehbrook Villas, which are very much

shaken, and two cottages occupied by Mr Hegben and Mr Lee, of which Mr

Purday is owner, are considerably damaged. Mrs Hogben was sorely

troubled all Saturday night and did not go to bed till four o'clock on

Sunday morning. At three o’clock she went out into the front garden

with a light and saw the fissures in the ground. At nine o'clock at

night the path had subsided four inches. She was awoke by her son soon

after six, who called out to all the inmates to get up as the house

was falling. They took chairs and went and sat under under some trees

on the hill side, and awaited in anticipation the destruction of the

house, but it did not suffer much.

But the adjacent house, Spring House, occupied as a lodging house by

Mrs Kemp, and owned by' Mr Gains, was an absolute wreck. Our

illustration shows it as it was on Sunday, shored up by the wooden

u

house, ”Spring Cottage, adjoining. Its condition was so perilous that

people feared to enter, and it was not until the evening that Mr W B

Kennett, captain of the Fire Brigade entered and brought out a

quantity of valuable articles belonging to an officer and his wife.

Then we went across to the Coastguard Cottages of which there are 16.

The pavement on the north side of the high wall was uplifted and the

slabs overlapped one another. The first of these 16 cottages to feel

the motion were the middle ones, but the one which is most damaged is

that at the western end, which is wrecked. Nos. 15, 14, 13, and 12 are

 



not much injured, but Nos. 11 and 10 are very greatly damaged. The row

originally stood in a perfectly straight line; now they are twisted

and bowed, and it is difficult to say whether the centre ones have

gone backward or the end ones forward. In the majority of cases it may

be said the houses have gone several inches seaward. But there is no

doubt that there was a rush of sand forming a substratum of the soil

to seaward. and this would cause the houses in settling to take a

backward movement.

At low water there is a distinct rise visible on the rocks, showing

that there has been an upheavel of earth at that point. Standing at

the back door of the centre Coastguard Cottages, the spectator can see

in a perfect line through the wide rift in the north wall direct

across to the falling house pring‘ House, and see from the direction

which the slip of the land took from north—west to south—east. The

rocket apparatus house and he house occupied by the Chief Officer, Mr

Onslow, which are at the eastern end of the cottages, are apparently

but little affected.

The old Bathing Establishment is affected, but not very seriously, as

far as can be seen. All the Coastguardsmen are cleared out, and are

located at the eastern end of the town, at Castle Green.

Farleigh House, the residence of Mr W J Cripps, has suffered severely,

but it is in the garden and premises in the rear where the greater

damage is done. It has, we are informed, been built eighty years, and

was specially constructed and tied with strong iron braces, which

account for its having withstood the shock so well. Mr Whiting,

however, said there had been signs of subsidence there for the last 30

years. The front door could not be opened.

In the garden of Mr Tavenor there is a scene of terrible destruction,

the large greenhouses being absolutely wrecked, as our illustration

shows. Mr Tavenor’s garden lies close up to the base of the cliff, and

the greenhouses lay right on the line of the crevasse, hence the

complete destruction. Mr Tavenor says there was no shock — it was a

gradual subsidence. the greatest amount of damage occuring about half—

past eight. Just before that time the long greenhouse was leaning to

the north as much as 3 ft. and it was gradually laid down, so gently

that scarcely any of the glass was broken, and the contents of the

house were comparatively little hurt. The fissure extends behind Mr

DuBoulay’s, far away in a north westerly direction. A little cottage,

called Castle House Cottage, occupied by Mrs Goodburn, is greatly

shaken and forsaken by its inmates.

West Lawn, the residence of Mr J H DuBouley, is injured, but not so

severely as many others. Lymington House has sustained much damage to

its walls. Castle House, occupied by Mr Judge, and belonging to Mrs

Tysen, is very greatly damaged. The lower portion of the front wall

has gone out nearly a foot. and has left the side wall, there being a

great gaping space there. The garden wall, on the east side in the

front of the house, has several cracks in it, and the pavement in

front is all forced up.

The houses in wellington Terrace have all suffered more or less very

severely. we inspected Nos. 10 and 8 as samples of the others. The

basement floors are all upheaved and the premises at the back are in

ruins. Mrs wood, at No 8, has lived in it for 35 years, ever since the

 



house was built. Like many others. she is in sad trouble. as the

destruction of her house means the loss of her livelihood. The

difficulty will be to find houses for those who are thus summarily

ejected, as it is not expected capitalists will invest their money in

building at the spot at any rate for some years. Four houses at least

in this terrace are owned by Mr MUlliam Pledge. Mr Wood, a son of the

tenant at No. 8, gives it as his opinion that the blowing up of the

Calypso and the Benvenue has caused vibrations which have led to the

stopping up of the various channels by which the water from the

springs behind found its way to the sea. Those channels being stopped,

it has caused the water to accumulate behind and brought about this

calamity.

No. 3 wellington Terrace, occupied by Major Nicholas, has several wide

fissures in the basement floor, and the place altogether is in a very

dangerous condition. A young lady stated that she felt the motion not

only distinctly. but forcibly, and she was practically thrown from one

end of the kitchen table to the other. Behind this is the stable of Mr

Birch, the southern end of which is in ruins, the stab’e yard has sunk

about a foot, and the paving blocks are all displaced. Next to Spring

House and Mr Tavenor‘s greenhouse these are the most noticeable

outward signs of the devastation.

AT west Grove House, the residence of Mr Court. the well known

Gymnastic instructor, great havoc has been worked in the offices at

the back. Miss Cburt gives a very coherent version in a few words of

what had happened. “we heard,“ she said, pointing to a corner, “a

sound like the rushing of sand there. I came and listened and saw the

wall move as though the cliffs behind were going right in.“ Gloucester

Villa, occupied by Mr Hooker, a double-fronted house with large cant

windows, has several gaping cracks in it; the roadway is full of

crevices, and the garden wall on the opposite side is divided in many

places. Grafton House, on the sea front, is built of wood and is not

much injured, if at all. and seems to suggest that any houses

erected here in the future should be of the genuine Indian bungalow

type. The row of six houses, comprising Sunnyside are severely

damaged. At No. 1. an old lady, Mrs Williams, who had been bedridden

for years, had to be hastily removed on Saturday night, as it was

almost certain the house would fall.

At Cheriton Cliff Gardens, the one occupied by the Misses Charlton and

the other by Surgeon-Colonel Reynolds, two handsome and valuable

houses have been, so to speak, absolutely destroyed. Externally they,

at a short distance off, appear to be uninjured: internally they are

wrecked. The western wall of No. 2 suffered considerably. The houses

are practically split in two. Of these again, Mr W Pledge is the

unfortunate owner.

In the high ground behind there are some remarkable crevices showing

the course of the slip. By the side of the Misses Charlton‘s there is

a broad flight of steps leading up to the camp, and these have been

displaced considerably. Behind the houses too, there are some short

flights with iron railings, which have been pushed very nearly close

to the back walls. Miss Charlton had an exceedingly unpleasant

experience. Her sister was dining out on Saturday, and while awaiting

her return, she heard a kind of tapping and cracking. She thought

someone was in the house who had no business there, and on going to

the room where the noise apparently proceeded from. found she could

 



not open the door. She called out to know who was there and got no

answer, and her suspicions that something was wrong were strengthened.

She went to the next door, and an officer who was there returned with

her, and together they Went all over the house. The cracking

continued.

Her sister returned at half—past ten. The servant was so terrified

that she went away to sleep. The Misses Charlton courageously remained

in the house but did not go to bed. In the morning they saw that the

house had sunk bodily at least five inches. These houses have gone

distinctly forward. but in several cases, as stated before, the

movement was backward. The military have earned the gratituue of the

hfisses Charlton. and they speak in terms of the highest praise of the

energy and untiring zeal with which they worked all the day on Sunday

in remov1ng the furniture from these two houses.

It is the same everywhere, in fact civilian labour would have been

quite unable to cope with the difficulties of the situation. 0n the

authority of Miss Charlton and others, we gave it that the gentlemen

were more alarmed than the ladies, who performed great deeds of valour

under the most trying circumstances.

At Littlebourne Lodge, the residence of Mrs Christie, there are

ominous cracks in the walls, and internally' several of the rooms are

much damaged. The large verandah in front, however, indicates most

plainly the extent of the shifting, and it is evident that in this

case there is a decided forward lilt. At Marine Villa there is also

considerable damage.

In front of this house is the damaged groyne. There is a considerable

bellying out of the sea wall, and in a line with it is the z—shaped

fracture or buckling in the groyne. showing clearly that the movement

of the earth went right out to sea.

At the homestead where Mr J Jones is located, and where the

Convalescent Home laundry work was carried on, the damage is so great

that the family' have wisely migrated. In the basement there are

indications of the great force of the slip, solid concrete walls being

cracked, the principal injury being at the back. but there are also

indications that the older and the newer portions are about to part

company; In the garden and the outbuildings there are great fissures,

the paving bricks in the latter being forced apart right across the

yard from the scullery to the stable. Immediately in front of the

Homestead there are two very nice houses. one occupied by Mrs Foster,

and the other (Shorncliffe House) by Mr Hammond. The occupiers are

also the owners, and it is satisfactory to state the houses have only

received a minimum of damage, and the occupants have decided to remain

in them, they having been assured by Mr J J Jeal that they are

perfectly safe.

In Gloucester Terrace all the houses appear to be cut completely

through in the centre, the back rooms being divided by a wide fissure

from the fronts. We inspected the house occupied by Mr walker, 24th

Regiment, who like his neighbours, has wisely decided to clear out. In

the next house, the tenant, Mrs Jefferys, is in sore trouble. The

house belongs to Mr Amos, of Hythe, kho. she says has been most

considerate, but her home is broken up, and she has nowhere to go.

This is the trouble of many of the tenants.

 



There are many other places more or less injured, but the foregoing

account fairly states the general condition of the district affected

by the slip.

At a meeting of the Folkestone Corporation on Monday morning. the

following resolution was passed:— “That this corporation takes this

the earliest opportunity of expressing its sympathy with the

inhabitants of Sandgate in the terrible catastrophe which has happened

to them by the great landslip there on Saturday evening last, and that

with a View to practical help being afforded the major be asked to

write to the Lord Major of London, the Lord Lieutenant of the County,

the Archbishop of Canterbury, Lord Radnor, and Sir Edward watkin to

raise funds for the benefit of the unfortunate sufferers by the

landslip“.
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From ALBERT P. COSTAINFKAJ’.

Egg?
HOUSE OF COMMONS

LONDON. SW1

In View of your interest, I am enclosing

a oopy of a letter which I sent to the Chairman

of the Sandgate Society on November 9th.

 



Mrs. E. B. Greenuall.

Chairman,

The Sandgate Society,

c/b Hrs. Kerr,

Somerville Loose

Sandgate Lieplanade,

Folkest 9. Kent.

Additional questions which property owners should be asked:

1. Do you appreciate that the letter which you received

from the Town Clerk. dated October 20th, is the result

of prolonred negotiations between the Town Clerk. the

County Council and the Mini:try. assisted by the good

offices of your local Hember of Parliament. Mr.A.I.Costain

as a result of which you are relieved of 9a; of the cost

of carrying out remedial work.

Did you c.urchase your house from a builder who was a

member of the National Housyebu. lders' Registration

Council. and therefore bound to guarantee house

purchasers for 10 years (mainst any defects.

Tf wnf- (14;? vm trdvniv: {-qul- +113 1hr~1”qr-36¢ “Gli. £5...
....._ 1-. Ir en-.- II u x .' LN -c" -U.

your house covered defects attributable to earth.

movement. '

3. Do you appreciate that it is essential that remedial

work is put in hand at the earliest possible moment,

and that any property owner who is not prepared to make

the suggested contribution could endanger their own and

adjoining preportiea.
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Dear Hrs. Greenvall.

Earth Movement - Sandgate

I have to acknowledge your letter of November hth, which I have

studied with interest.

\

You will recall that when I saw representatiVes of your Society recently

I expressed sympathy and concern over the problems of the landslig at dandgatu,

and informed them that I had taken advice on the legalespects of the matter wnich

led me to the conclusion that property ownoro hid little chance of succeeding In

legal action against the Council. Indeed. one opinion I received was that the

Council had in fact stretched the law to its limit in order to make yosaiblo a

'contribution of 90% towards the cost of the necessary works.

My advice to you was that it would be prudent to make an apnointment

to see the Town Clerk and come to an amicable arrangement, so that remedial work

Could be carried out vdth the minimum of delay. iha fact that you decided to

ignore this advice and send out a questionnaire. the answers to which I would say

were a forefioine conclvtion, leaves me at a loss to know what further advice I

can now give you, particularly as I consider that in omitting additional questions

on the lines of the attached note, your questionnaire did not fairly represent the

true position.

I am bound to say. therefore, that I find your attitude in this matter

both disappointing and unrealistic.

Yours sincerely.

A.P.Costain
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Enc: 6th November, 1970
N. C. SCRAGG, LL.M.

BOLICITOR

TOWN CLERK

CLERK or THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221

(STD 0303)

Dear Sir/Madam,

re Earth Movement at Sandgate

\

1. My attention has been drawn, by the Sandgate Society, to a questionnaire

and to a document entitled "Concise History of Earth hbvement, Sandgate"

published and circulated to you by the Society.

2. I should point out to you that the Council do not accept many of the

statements contained in the "history" which they regard as incorrect and

misleading. ’

3. The Council are well aware that in 1893 there was a serious major

earth movement which destroyed several properties in Sandgate. There was

a national appeal by the Lord Mayor of London and, out of the funds raised,

a land drain was laid by the then Sandgate Local Board in the Encombe area.

Strictly, the Local Board had no stat - power to do this, but clearly,

because of the emergency, the work was carried out, presumably, with the con-

sent of the owners of the land in which the land drain was laid.

4. Neither the Sandgate Local Board nor its successors, the Sandgate Urban

District Council and the Folkestone Borough Council had any powers to maintain

the drain which, presumably, was repaired from time to time by the owners of

the lands through which it ran.

5. The land at Encombe was and still is defined in the Folkestone T0wn Map

of the statutory Kent Development Plan prepared by the Kent County Council

(the L0cal Planning Authority) under the Town and Country Planning legislation

for primarily residential and thus suitable for housing development.

6. Prior to about 1960, the land, together with Encombe House, was owned

by the Abbey National Building Society, but about that time, they sold the

property to Dr. Leader who (presumably because he wished to develop the land)

requested a firm of eminent Consulting Engineers, Sir William Halcrow & Partners,

The person dealing with this matter TéKWfiliWs.........theTownClerk .................. . ........ Ex1...2.Qa............

All correspondence to be addressed to the Town Clerk
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to advise on the question of development of the land for housing purposes.
Briefly, Messrs. Halcrows advised that the land was suitable, but recommended
that houses Should not be constructed on or near to the lines of the 1893

landslip. They also pointed out that continual gradual movements were taking

place at Encombe.

7. About 1962, the property was purchased by the Land and Property Develop-
ment Company (Folkestone) Limited who obtained, presumably from Dr. Leader or his
agents, Halcrows' report. The Company laid out building plots on the land
and, in the course of development removed a considerable quantity of earth from

one part of the site to another. This was done without the consent of the
Council and it is incorrect to state that the Council allowed this. There
is no power to insert an entry in the land charges register in this respect

as is suggested in the "History".

8. The Council gave planning permission for development of the site,

having had the opportunity of reading Messrs. Halcrows' report to Dr. Leader.

This report belonged to Dr. Leader or the Company (not Messrs. Halcrow) and

the Council were not entitled to give copies of it to a householder at Encombe

or to other persons. But there was nothing to prevent such persons from

seeking to obtain copies from Dr. Leader or the Company or their agents.

9. The Council were not entitled to refuse planning permission for the

development of the land, having regard to the Development Plan. In fact,
because the Council wished to provide an open space on the Estate, they were

required to purchase three building sites at building cost with the aid of

Government grant.

10. One matter seems not to be generally recognised and apparently is not

accepted by the Sandgate Society, is that a prospective purchaser of a house
has the onus of satisfying himselfwhether there are any physical defects in

the property or the land on which it is built as well as with regard to other

matters such as title, etc. If he does not do this, he takes the risk of
there being_defects in the property.

Virtually, all the houses on the Estate are constructed with strengthened

foundations which clearly shows that the builders and the architects were well
aware of the possibility of earth movements.

11. About three or four years ago, there were earth movements on the Encombe
Estate. The Council were under no obligation whatever either legal or moral,

to take any action in the matter. However, in the interests of the residents

in the area, they considered that they ought to seek the advice of Messrs.

Halcrows. Since that time, as you know, the Council have also arranged for

test borings to be carried out and sought further advice from Messrs. Halcrows,

who recommended the carrying out of a drainage scheme, towards the cost of
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which the owners of the properties benefitted, are now being asked to

contribute.

12. The Council had no power after the issue of planning permission, to

compel the building company at their own expense, to consult Messrs. Halcrows

in 1967 and to pay for the cost of the bore-holes and the cost of the

scheme as the "History" suggests. ‘

13. In 1968, the Council, following advice from the Ministry of Agriculture,

suggested that the Kent River Authority should prepare a land drainage scheme

under the Land Drainage Acts. The Solicitor for the Sandgate Society sub—

sequently suggested that the River Authority should declare Sandgate, or part

of it, to be an Internal Drainage District, which would have involved the

setting up of an Internal Drainage Board who would have levied a drainage

rate against the owners and occupiers in the whole of the district. Either

scheme would have involved considerable and compulsory expenditure for the

owners and occupiers in respect of the construction of the drain and itS\

subsequent maintenance. The Ministry of Agriculture and the River Authority

were not in favour of the scheme. One of the Engineers of the Ministry of

Agriculture and the Engineer to the River Authority (not the Society) sug-

gested the possibility of the work being carried out under the Coast Protection

Act — the appropriate Ministry being the Ministry of Housing and Local

Government. This Ministry (who had originally stated that they could find

no statutory authority under which the problem at Encombe could be solved)

have now agreed to consider a proposal to carry out the work under the Coast

Protection Act.

Under this Act, considerable costs would be met by the general body of

ratepayers and taxpayers through grants from the Ministry, the County COuncil

and further expenditure by the Borough Council.

14. The Borough Council and the Ministry consider that it is reasonable

that the owners benefitted by the prOposed works, should contribute to the

cost. In coming to this conclusion, account was taken of the circular issued

by the Ministry in 1962 abolishing compulsory coast protection charges.

15. The Society's statement in its "History" that "the Corporation consider

the whole area, from the east end of the Undercliff to beyond 'Sunnyside'

to be dangerous", is untrue. The conditions imposed on planning permissions

granted in that area are simply designed to ensure that properties shall have

properly designed foundations and that adjoining properties will not be

affected by the development.

16. The appropriate Committee of the Council will be meeting on 23rd November

next to consider replies to my letter to you of 20th October. I shall therefore

be glad if you will kindly let me know by Monday, 16th November next, whether

you are prepared, in principle, to contribute to the cost of the scheme
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as mentioned in my letter. For this purpose, I shall be glad if you will

kindly complete the attached note and return it to me by the above date.

If I do not hear from you by 16th November, I shall assume that you do

not wish to contribute to the cost of the scheme and report accordingly.

Yburs faithfully,

//W?M

Town Clery(--

The Folkestone Borough Council

Civic Centre,

Folkestone.

Earth Movement at Sandgate ~

Coast Protection Act, 1949

* I agree/do not agree to contribute to the cest of a coast protection

scheme in accordance with the Town Clerk's letter to me of 20th October, 1970.

a"

Signed ........................................

Address .......................................

* Please delete as necessary.

 



 



LAND STABILISATION

To the west of the coastal town of Sandgate in Kent, the effects of a reactivated

landslip have become increasingly visible. Settlement, fractured service pipes,

damaged houses and cracked roads are amongst the problems that have beset the

inhabitants of Encombe Estate over the last forty years. After lengthy investigations,

Shepway District Council engaged consulting engineers to design a land stabilisation

scheme to prevent further ground movement.

There is a long history of landslipping locally and considerable damage resulted from

a major landslip in 1893. Cracks and backscars at that time compare with similar

features caused by the present movement, supporting reactivation theory. Although

the ground seems to have been stabilised by the land drains installed after the 1893

disaster, by the 1950's it was clear that the landslip was moving again.

Since then Halcrow Consulting Engineers has monitored the area and provided

specialist geotechnical advice to Shepway District Council. It appears that the

Encombe landslip is principally influenced by a combination oflow beach levels and

heavy rainfall, with significant movement occurring in wet winters. The average

annual rate of movement is 60mm and the slip has crept 2m seawards since 1951.

Development in the landslip area during the 1960's and a rise in property values

increased the benefit to cost ratio of stabilisation measures. Halcrow's investigations

located the slip plane in plastic layers of Atherfield clay and the consultants examined

three main options for the stabilisation works: toe weighting of the beach, land

drainage or the use of dowel piles or ground anchors.

The dowel pile technique proved the best alternative, causing the least disruption to

Encombe residents. A stabilising force was provided by tying the slipping land to the

stable strata beneath it. Spaced at 2-4m intervals, a line of 164 piles has been installed

along the toe of the land slip. Each 14m long pile includes a heavy steel section,

lowered into 23m deep pile bores and surrounded in concrete. The top part of each

bore is then backfilled with shingle to ensure free drainage of groundwater.

The project however has not ended with the installation of the final pile. Additional

monitoring of the ground and dowel piles is being carried out over a five year period.

This will establish the rate at which the scheme becomes effective and when the slip

has completely stabilised. This study will influence the advisability the timing of

further development within the Encombe landslip.

The construction works were completed in 1991 at a capital cost of £25 million. The

detailed monitoring ofthe area is continuing and there is evidence to suggest that the

rate of slip is reducing.

Ralph Young March 1992

Engineer 



42. Ground movements of the Encombe landslip at Sandgate, Kent ‘

M. I. PALMER, BSc, MSc, ARSM, DIC, FGS, Sir William Halcrow and Partners Ltd, UK

 

The history of movements of a coastal landslip at Sandgate, Kent has been investigated. The present

movements, believed to have commenced in the 1930's, are part of a reactivation of a landslip which

took place in 1893. The average rate of movement is currently some 60mm/year. Rainfall records have

been examined and information on beach levels at Sandgate, dating back to 1720, reviewed with respect

to movements of the landslip.

exceeds 400mm and the beach levels are low.

INTRODUCTION

1. The landslip under consideration is

situated on the south coast of Kent and forms

the west area of the town of Sandgate, known as

Encombe Estate. Geologically, Sandgate lies on

the north limb of the Wealden Anticlinorium. The

regional dip is recorded as between one and two

degrees north—north—east; however, borehole

evidence indicates a south—east dip in the

Encombe area.

2. Landslipped strata are widely present on

the scarp slope of the Lower Greensand ridge

almost continuously west of Sandgate for some

15km. This escarpment feature is believed to

represent the degraded sea cliffs originating in

Anglian times, some three hundred thousand years

ago (ref. 1). The Encombe landslip occurs at

the base of this escarpment, but unlike those

inland is subject to coastal erosion.

3. Foster (ref. 1) suggested that deep—

seated landslide movements probably commenced

during Anglian and Woxnian times, but little

evidence remains of such early activity.

GEOLOGY 0F LANDSLIP

4. The general form of Encombe landslip is

that of a multi—rotational progressive slip

which displaces Atherfield Clay, Hythe Beds and

Sandgate Beds (Fig l).

5. The Folkestone Beds form the high cliffs

Esplanade

Encombe Estate

wa

Survey

Base Lune

HWM

 

Encombe Estate Beds

Slope wash and

1957 colluvlal deposns

The landslip appears to move when the six months winter rainfall

behind the landslip; they consist of dense,

yellow, cross—bedded sands and sandstones.

These cliffs are the source of the sandy

colluvium forming a mantle gffllandslip debris

and slope wash magerialrover the disturbed

strata of the landslip. The material, moved

downslope by mudflow and hillwash action, has

accumulated to sufficient depths to become

unstable and form superficial debris slides with

well defined basal shear zones at the contact

with the underlying landslipped Lower Greensand

strata. The Folkestone Beds and the underlying

glauconitic sandy clays and silts of the

Sandgate Beds are major water bearing sediments

behind the landslip.

6. The thickness of the Hythe Beds is

reported to be between 10 and 18m. However,

thicknesses varying between 0.3 and 7m have been

recorded in the area (refs. 2-3), the reduced

thicknesses resulting from landslip movements.

These beds are characterised by the development

of alternating layers of strong sandy limestone

(Ragstone) and weak calcareous sandstone

(Hassock).

7. A maximum of 11.5m of Atherfield Clay has

been recorded in boreholes along the esplanade

at Encombe (refs. 4—5), although a total

thickness of 18m has been reported elsewhere

(ref. 3). The Atherfield Clay, at this

location, consists principally of very stiff

Folkestone

10 Site of

Encombe House

Honz scale

/ Hythe Beds __

Atherlleld Clay

Weald Clay  
  

Fig l.

Slope stability engineering, Thomas Tclford, London, 1991,

Geological cross—section (A—A) of the Encombe landslip. 
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Fig 2. Old landslip positions, Sandgate.

blue grey clay and normally passes downwards

into a very stiff brown massive clay. In the

boreholes through the Esplanade the boundary

between the blue grey and brown clay was

frequently marked by the basal slip plane of the

Encombe landslip. The location of the slip

plane was confirmed by inclinometer readings

installed in the boreholes.

8. Beneath the Atherfield Clay lies about

135m of Weald Clay, although only the upper 20m

have been proved in the Encombe area.

HISTORY OF LANDSLIPPING

9. Reference is made by Topley (ref. 6) to a

previous landslip that took place in 1827 on the

eastern side of the Encombe landslip and which

affected the majority of Sandgate town (Fig 2).

It appears that landslip movements continued

until approximately 1850, when deep drainage was

installed at the back of the landslip to

stabilise the Undercliff area.

10. The outline of the present Encombe

landslip movements coincides with the areas of

damage in the vicinity of Encombe reported for a

larger landslip movement which took place during

1893 (Fig 2). The extent and damage caused by

this event is well documented (ref. 6).‘ The
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Fig 3. Geomorphological features of the

Encombe landslip.
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1893 landslip took place during a low spring

tide when the beach was almost devoid of shingle

following the construction of groynes to the

west. At the same time, water would have

accumulated in the broken mass of Sandgate Beds

caused by the heavy rainfall of the preceeding

month.

11. The landslip movements in 1893 extended

some 500m further west than the present active

landslip (Fig 3). Movement, up to 3m vertical

displacement was reported to be very gentle,

although many buildings were damaged. The slip

commenced at about low spring tide on the

evening of 4th March; the movement diminished as

the tide rose, although not entirely ceasing,

and at low tide the following morning renewed

movements took place.

12. Descriptions of the damage caused by the

1893 landslip and the extent and location of

features such as backscars and other cracks

correspond almost exactly with similar features

associated with the present movement. It would

appear, therefore, that the present movements

are a reactivation of part of the 1893 landslip.

13. Following the 1893 landslip, land drains

were installed along the length of the landslip

and they appeared to have arrested the movement

'for a time. However, cracks and settlement

appeared at the front of Encombe House (Fig 3)

in 1951. In 1966, the terrace at Encombe House

sunk about 0.6m and this was followed by a

period of increased ground movements involving

minor incidents such as fractured gas and water

mains particularly in the region of the

backscar. In 1969, subsequent to the

development of a number of houses in the area,

now known as Encombe Estate (Fig 3), damage to

some of the buildings was reported due to ground

movements, and boreholes were sunk with

associated instrumentation. Following increased

movements in 1975 a scheme of limited drainage

was constructed, comprising well points along

part of the back of the slip to intercept ground

water flow. The well points were installed in

1978; however, readings from the piezometers

installed showed no significant drop in the

water level and the rate of landslip movement

was only marginally reduced from 80 mm/year CO

60 mm/year (Fig 4).

RECORDS OF MOVEMENT

14. In 1983, a base line survey was set out

by the Ordnance Survey to keep an accurate 
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Fig 4. Movement of the Encombe

landslip with time.

record of movements; Fig 5 shows the extent and

amount of annual movements along the base line.

Records of measured movements at both the toe

and backscar are approximately equal. Maximum

displacements occur over the central section of

the landslide. Significant movements only occur

in the winter months (i.e typically December to

April) and not necessarily every year. Some

movement is taking place east of the 1893

event, possibly due to ”dragging” of the 1893

slip on part of the older 1827 slide.

MOVEMENT WITH RESPECT TO RAINFALL

15. Although monthly rainfall records

correlate with ground movements, the correlation

is clearer when the 6—month1y and 12—monthly

accumulations are considered. Known annual

movements were plotted against 6-monthly and

lZ—monthly rainfall accumulations given in
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Fig 5.

located on the sea wall.
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Fig 6. Before 1968 there was very little

monitoring of landslide movement and ‘

consequently the post 1968 correlation between

rainfall and movement were used to predict the

amount of movement in the earlier (pre 1968)

period. It should be noted the total movements

(predicted and measured) correlate closely with

the movements of a retaining wall at the foot of

the landslide recorded on Ordnance Survey maps

between 1957 and 1982.

16. Threshold values for 6—monthly and

lZ—monthly rainfall accumulations of 400mm and

800mm, respectively (Fig 6), appear to correlate

with the periods of principal movement, both

measured and observed, in the winter and spring

of each year. For example: in 1966/1967, the

terrace at Encombe House sunk and there followed

a period of increased ground movements; the

movements in 1975 prompted the development of a

drainage scheme; 1976/1977 saw further movement

as did the winter of 1982/1983 and 1987/1988.

17. Recorded and calculated ground movements

indicate that since 1958 the overall rate of

movement has been approximately 80mm per year

(Fig. 4) with a slight reduction in movement

following the installation of the limited

drainage system in 1978 (see above). Earlier

rainfall records indicate that the 6—month and

12—month rainfall accumulation at the time of

the landslip in 1893 were 510 and 875mm

respectively. Although frequently exceeded

since 1893 no sudden movement has occurred.

Therefore, it would appear that the 1893 event

is not only related to rainfall, but other

factors discussed below may be at work.

0 Baseline survey oomt

1983 J K

Movement of the Encombe landslip measured along a base line 
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MOVEMENT WITH RESPECT TO BEACH LEVELS

18. The migration of beach gravel by

longshore drift along the south coast is well

known (ref. 7) and is from west to east.

19. During the 1939 to 1945 war, groynes

along the front at Encombe were not maintained

due to the beach being mined. Consequently the

beach was seriously depleted. Partly as a

result of this it was necessary to construct a

new sea wall in 1959. Local residents at

VEncombe remember when it was possible to step

off the seawall on to the shingle beach; now

there is a 2 to 3m drop.

20. Positions of mean low and high tide marks

relative to the sea wall were recorded from the

various editions of Ordnance Survey maps. These

measurements reveal that the mean high and in

particular low tide marks have been moving

landward since the first edition in 1871. The

landward migration of the tide mark positions

effectively represents a loss of beach material.

21. The volume of shingle lost at the toe of

the landslip can be approximated by comparing

the positions of the high and low tide marks for

different editions of Ordnance Survey maps and

\
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Calculation of the volume of

beach shingle from high and

low tide marks.

Fig 7

Rainfall measurements and associated movements at Encombe.

assuming a uniform gradient of the beach(Fig 7).

Fig 8 indicates the changes in the volume of

shingle with time at three typical
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Fig 8

locations along the coast line: the west end of

the 1893 slip; Encombe Estate; and Sandgate

Castle, east of the 1827 and 1893 movements (see

Fig 2). Notable at the west end of the 1893

slip is the large loss of material during the

period 1871 and 1907, that is at the time of the

1893 landslip; over subsequent years, the rate

of material loss was greatly reduced. At the 



Fig 9

and Havel, 1812.

British Museum Map Library.

front of Encombe Estate, Fig 8 indicates that

the initial loss of material during the 1871 to

1907 period was not as great as further west.

However, there is a sudden loss of material

between 1938 and 1956, when present day

movements in this area commenced. Beach levels

adjacent to Sandgate Castle fluctuated during

the past 120 years. However, there has been no

significant loss of beach, and present day

levels are similar to those of 1871.

22. The original castle at Sandgate was built

in the 16th century and rebuilt in the early

19th century; drawings from the period 1810 to

1850 (Fig 9) show the castle wall intact, but it

was subsequently eroded by the sea. In

addition, the drawings reveal that considerably

more shingle existed at that time than is

present today. A sea wall was not necessary to

protect the town in the first half of the 19th

century and houses and quays located seaward of

the present high tide levels are recorded on

these drawings. A plan of the castle in its

original form dated approximately 1757

demonstrates mean low and high tide marks 25m

and 9.5m seaward of present day positions,

respectively (Fig 10). The amount of shingle in

this vicinity has remained relatively stable

SANDGATE

CASTLE

(c1760)

Present Day POSllIOn

0! Sea Wall

— —— Present Day ngh Tide

9

5m Mean ngh Tide c1760

— — Presem Day Low Tide

25 m

Mean Low Tide c1760

Fig 10. Change in high and low tide

levels at Sandgate Castle,

based upon a plan dated c.1757.
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"View of Sandgate with Romney Marsh in the distance" by Findlater

Reproduced with the kind permission of the

since 1871 (Fig. 8), whereas at Encombe the low

and high tide marks are now some 18m and 8m,

further landward, respectively. It is therefore

possible that high and low tide marks at Encombe

have migrated about 43 and 17.5m landward since

the c.1757 plan.

23. From the 18th and 19th century drawings

it would appear that there has been an overall

reduction in beach levels along the coast at

Sandgate since 1720. Construction of groynes to

protect Shorncliff Battery in the early 1800's,

west of the 1893 slip, led to the impoverishment

of beach and serious erosion to the east, the

coast road being destroyed. By the 18505 the

protective sea walls had been built.

24. Prior to the 1893 slip, extensive

groyning west of Sandgate caused the seafront of

Sandgate to become almost bare of shingle. As a

consequence, the sea wall was partly destroyed,

and a small tract of land near the sluice of the

Military Canal west of the 1893 slip, was washed

away, The sea wall was repaired a few years

before 1893 and new groynes were made about this

time. Although, as a result of the groynes,

shingle would have started to accumulate, their

construction was too late to avoid the 1893

landslide.

MOVEMENT AND TIDAL VARIATION

25. Topley (ref. 6) reports that the 1893

landslip commenced at about low spring tide and

that movement diminished as the tide rose; on

the following low tide a second slip took

place. Measurements of the present—day

movements using an automatic crack—width

measuring device, located on a crack in a wall

across the rear scarp of the slide show a

similar response to tidal fluctuation. A Sample

of results, obtained over a period of tides in

is shown in Fig 11 (ref. 8).1970,

26. Movements averaging about lmm/day,

decelerate or stop as high spring tide is

approached and accelerate at low tide. The

spring tide range is about 5.8m (Fig 11)-

neap tides, which have a range of about 3.7m,

At

29 
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Fig 11 Movements of the Encombe

Estate landslip in relation

to tide levels (after ref. 8)

the above pattern is barely discernible.

27. The effect of toe support is further

emphasised in the stability analysis of the

landslip; the difference between mean low and

high tide results in a change in the Factor of

Safety of almost 10 per cent. A reduction in

beach shingle would obviously decrease the

Factor of Safety further. On the other hand, an

increase in the water table at the back of the

slip by 2m reduces the Factor of Safety by only

4 per cent. From observations and measurements

of the ground movement it appears that only a

small increase in the Factor of Safety is

necessary to arrest movement whether it be the

result of a low water table at the back of the

slip or a rise in the tide level.

MECHANISM OF MOVEMENT, DISCUSSION

28. It would appear that movement of the

Encombe Estate landslip, both past and present,

is influenced by a combination of factors.

29. Over the long term, stability of the

landslip would seem to be controlled principally

by the beach level; in particular by the amount

of shingle removed or left remaining on the

foreshore; also, but perhaps to a lesser extent,

by erosion of landslipped strata lower down on

the foreshore. It has been shown how the change

in beach levels along the coast of Sandgate has

dramatically affected the history of slipping in

this area.

30. In considering movements of the landslip

on an annual basis during which time it is

assumed that there is no significant loss in

beach material, a clear relationship between

displacement and rainfall is discernable.

During a dry winter very little movement will

take place; however, following a wet winter,

movements of between 100 and 200mm may occur.

31. Movement on a daily basis can also be

considered with respect to the nature and state

of the tide. The crack width measuring device

demonstrates how movement can stop and start as

a spring tide rises and falls.

\

i

32. It should be noted that the stability of

the landslip is dependent on all three factors:

for example, during a dry winter no movement

will be detected even at low spring tide;

equally, the rainfall levels at the time of 1893

slip have been frequently exceeded although no

major movement comparable to the 1893 event has

been recorded.

33. Current movements of the landslip are

both gradual and intermittent. The movement

process might be of repeated cycles of loss of

support at the toe of the landslip at low tides,

the expansion of the compressed landslip mass

and seaward movement of the toe. Movements

would be enhanced by an increase in the

groundwater level due to infiltration of

rainfall at the back of the landslip and the

resulting increased pressure causing

recompression of the landslip mass. In

addition, the magnitude of each movement of the

landslip is limited by the degree of associated

expansion or compression of the landslip mass.

34. It would appear from Fig 11, however,

that during low spring tides the movement of the

back of the landslip follows almost immediately

after loss of toe support.
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OTHER CONTROLS

Code ; 501C Soil Stability (Latchqate)

(a) Prior to the commencement of the development

the applicant shall obtain a written report from

specialist soil consultants, advising on the

suitability of the land for the proposed

development and identifying any works for

stabilising the land and adjoining land and

properties, reinforcing the foundations and

strengthening the proposed development and any

other works (including works of drainage) as may be

necessary to ensure the stability of the land,

proposed buildings and associated services, and any

neighbouring land and buildings. This report shall

be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for

its consideration and approval before development

commences.

The developer shall carry out such works as are

recommended by the consultant and agreed with the

Local Planning Authority before any buildings are

occupied.

Reason:

To ensure the best specialist advice is secured in respect

of the soil conditions existing on the land, and precautions

necessary to ensure stability of the land, and the proposed

buildings, forecourt and services and the adjoining land and

buildings and to ensure that the necessary works are carried

out in the interests of land stability with the avoidance of

damage to the approved development and that adjoining. 
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Town Planning — 5th April, 1972.

W

72/127 Harbour Street — continued use of enquiry and booking

kiosk for Townsend Thorensen Ferries Limited subject

to the additional condition that the use shall cease

and the structure shall be removed from the site and

the land restored to its previous state on or before

3lst December, 1972, unless the permission has been

previously extended by the Borough Council;

the reason for the imposition of the additional

condition being in order not to prejudice any

redevelopment proposals by the Borough Council for the

locality.

72/128 Numbers 59/63 Cheriton Road — construction of extension

13105 to form additional two bedrooms and w.c. and side

covered way on ground floor for Mrs. E. Perkins.

(2) That in pursuance of the Corporation's planning powers, the

following applications be refused for the reasons stated:—

Reference Number

71/373 - Sandgate Methodist Church, Gough Road — change of use

from church to wholesale warehouse or repository for

the Trustees of the Sandgate Methodist Church as

directed by the Secretary of State for the Department

of the Environment by reason of the narrowness of the

roads in that large goods vehicles may be forced to

back into or off the trunk road thus interfering with

the free flow of traffic and creating a potential

source of danger.

— Number 107 Black Bull Road — use of front wall of premises

for the display of flowers for sale for Mr. C. T. Ward

as the proposal, if permitted, would (i) be against the

provisions of the Development Plan as the property is

within an areidefined primarily for residenfial purposes

and as there are sufficient shopping facilities already

existing in nearby shopping localities and (ii) result

in an unacceptable increase in traffic hazards on the

trunk road.

(3) That, in pursuance of the Corporation's planning powers,

consideration of the following applications be deferred for the reasons

stated:—

Reference Number

68/l13C“ Site of Latchgate, Sunnyside Road - erection of eight

three—bedroom flats, twenty—two two-bedroom flats and

four one-bedroom flats in three blocks with attendafiw

garages, car parking and access road from Castfe

Bay for Barnes Warrington Property Company”

(Note: (i) The reason for the deferment is to permit

negotiations to continue with the applicants and

(ii) two letters received from an objector residing in

a neighbouring property had been previously submitted

to members.)

72/64 Lnughorne Gardens — erection of twenty—eight flats and

twenty—five maisonettes and eight shop units for the

Folkustone Estate.

(Nolu: (i) The reason for the‘deferment is to permit

negotiations to continue with the applicants and

‘fiii letters of objection from orcupiors of three

surrounding properties had been previously submitted

in mvmburu.)

72/1Ul Number 7gb Cheriton High Street — use of building for
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COQEENE on behalf pf SANDGATE S ,-+ ' 4th August, 1975.

The numbers in the margin are the numbers of the paragraphs

in the original report.

2. Except for the terrace of Encombe recent movements afrecting

ploperty are elitted.

The contribution by the helief Fund to the cost of the drain

was an afterthought. 20 & 128/3.

3. L0 assume that recent stability is due only to coast

protection worys is unjustified. The 1893/94 drain maintained

stabil;ity from 1894 to the tias when the iirst coast protection

works were carried out. Muir Wood of Halcrows said on 50th

January, 1969 that of the five outfalle only outfall E was

blocked. this outfall drained the eastern half of fihoombe

and it was on top of the drains feeding it that the developers

tioped 8000 tons of earth. 8alcrows stated in their letter

of 23rd October, 196? "It ooulé he coincidental that the ground

movemeuts happened at the same ti me as the developers' activi-

ties, but the evidence points towards a relationship even if

it cannot be proved". Stebilitv say here been due to the

180_3 dresihwtill it was smashed.

4. This understates the facts. A small hill wes bodily

removed rich the frofl;of the site where maximum weight was

important and the resulting 8000 tons of earth were dumped

at the back where minimum wei: t was iuportent on top of the

1893 drain.

5. The Halcrow R sport of 26th April, 1960 to Dr. Leader, owner

of Encombe at the time, can not feirly be said to have been

eIivice on the ouestion om ; I , . - o deveLopment of

the site rcr housing purposes. Itwas written :in connection

with the proeosed erection of eight or nine chalets required

to laLe Encomhe into a holiday camp.

Halcrows aéviseed that properties should not be erected onor

close to envWe; the lines of the 189§ slim. Five houses”were

erected over such lines. It cannot therefore fairly be said

tint the Council accepteal Helcrows advice. H 60.

The Council Stlplllated a report by soiL lechenics specialists

whengiving ple;‘2ning permisssion. 6/5. The report accepted

was t.3e above 1960 report by hulcrowe. H 60 8 6Q/7. This

report qugesteo “alcrow; shoulu be consulted in the case of

further movement or a rise or the water levels in the underclif:

and in the well points to thos0 shown in the Helorow Report

of April, 1959. As the 1960 ieport was accepted in satisfaction

of the stipulations in 6/5, clearly this sug3estion was an

obliwetion upon the develouers. It was not enforced. ~s .lr

l u

7. u4Icr“"" Wre Dteud cwcLsul edbv tlle Ciuucil.

A more faitIiful p Qtvre of the 1' Vtion mi3ht yerhaps be

given if 11he 5 on were altere; , he "...soxe improvehent

could be lChi “val by the figcon -I“: or the l893 drain".

8. It "was also sees ted, in tie sale resolution, that
"egrgggemonts e rude to inform...owner3o1 graperty

liLely to be uifected by the earth hovelents". 



(2)

Owners were not notified.

ll. In his letter of 25rd April, 1970 the Minister drew the

Council's attention to their powers under the Goest Protection

Act 1949 to obt1in contributions by xereemont IN CERTAIN

GIFCU”STATGES. Theee circumstances are detailed in Ministry

of Housing & Local Government uirodlar No.4l/'62 of 20th

Aubust,1962,paragr1e.phs 5 & 6. T'he owners or properties

Concorde; on and situni Euooobe do not qualify as contributors

111119:- r or these hes.ngiggs. 1215/1/13 (1125/2.

in his letter of 25rd September, 1970 the Minister said

“I think I should explain that in the Department‘s letter of

25rd April 1970 the Council’s attention was drawn to their

power to seekOLtribAtlDu Eros landowners...beosuse it

appeared that the Council were of the view thet...the remedial

works required were strictly a matter for the owners of

preperties in the area *nd that legally t1e Goencil had no

responsibility. In this connection I 110u1d invite your

attention to the contents oi your letter of llarch 1968.

....On. the b11sis of the information given by the Council it

would seem reasonable the;t the preperty owners should be

asked to oontribute....l have to say, however, that the

negotiations to obtain such oontributions are a matter for

the oouncilfipursue...”. l25/l/C.

As clearly m1ere have been hisuuderstandin5~, can a copy of

the council’s letter of l arch 1968 be supplied? This letter

is the. 'trdstion stone oi the oomnoil's case for contributions

and theoorreotioo oi any mistaken impressions in it might

solve the vehole pro low.

15. The flajority of the owners reds it clear that they were

happy for t1e Sendgete Society to handle matters on their

behalf. The Society offered to obtain proper written mandates

and attend discussions with the council who however wrote

direct to the owners. The latter were asked to sign what

amounted to a blank cheque and not unnatursily asked first

for further iota; e. The council thereupon resolved to take

no further action in toe matter. In View of the council's

refusal to negotls'e with “no sduousto Society and establish

whether it was or was not the desile of the Oevuers that the

dooiety shoold not for seem, the Society wrote to Cedncillor

o.ertio on 7th Deoember, 1970, giving a clear aoCOLGt oi the

01161 re»vvn;i ire: 1hioh it cotid not as doubted they were

being more th"n fairwuinded. The ro§U<iL toot tie ocuLCil

should at least _ .e tneit ogwn ontliaitone sohe;e a i‘air

tlil was 2 1:. : '5hored and the "utter wee curtly closed.

Parasgiaph l >5 no MOUCIOR of any Ol the above and dis-

missee the 1hole matter in three aid a half lines as

"diseppointin5" . R5/53- 
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THE CHHC CENTRE

FOLKESTONE.

TC/C/319/1/4

2nd November, 1970
N,C‘SCRAGG1LLM

soucn’ofi

TOWN CLERK

CLERK OF THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 5522i

(STD 0303)

/

Dear Mrs. Rene—Martin,

:

earth tbvement at Sandgate

Thank you for your letter of 29th October

With reference to the points raised in your letter, I have thefollowing comments :—

l. I have written to the Ministry of Transport, the statutoryunder—
takeers in the area andRadio Rediffusion, reg-resting these b0di€sto make a contribution towards the costs of the coast protection schemeshould the Council decide to proceed with ito As you will appreciate,'these contributions are voluntary and no guidance is given in the Actas to the amount or proportion of such contributionse So far? I haveheard from the Folkestone and District Water Company that Wey are notagreeable to make any cont ributiono I have heard from the other bodiesand, in no case, have I received any refusal It may be ttet if theotherstatutory undertalm rs agree to contribute, the:yater Companywillgo persuadedto change its mind. #7 .1"1

Ministry of J ‘ '_' “ a1 Government has given an indica
binding itself; -1 1 gr1ant of between 40 and 45% of the
of the cost of heworks (;fte; Se‘uction of the amount of any
y c0111ion

be eonsice1edo 1'he Coast Protection
vides that V31“er *« Ulniste unoe1takes to lmale or makes a grant
enJ11wxc i“ “ogety Counci1 Should pay to the County

‘ contribution towards the expenditure of such amount

‘ “ proposal

but has not

aid contributions by the

have been shared equally

The person denim}; mm this matter Ui‘fifyiLLuxli if;

All correspondence to be addressed to the ’ 
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I am afraid that I have no further information with regard

to the matter other than as set out above.

21 I understand that Messrs, Halcrows are in full agreement with the

inclusion in any scheme of works to improve the stability of the area

adjacent to the garages andfillejground to the north-west, although I

believe that they do not advocate suchmethods as beach feeding,

However, the Council regard the works suggested by Halcrows and the

Ministry as works necessary to improve the stability of the land in

the area and, in my View, expect the residents to contribute towards

the total of such costs, together with the other expenses mentioned

below.

31 The expenses of the Consultants0 reports, subsequent test borings

and Consultants? fees in connectionwih the carrying out of the works

will_all be included in thetotalfcost l have been assured by the

Ministry of Housihg and Local Government thatsuchexpenses w1ll be

taken into account forgrant purposes and,Vin my quite properly

they‘oughttobewregarded as chargeable to the costs of any scheme.

1 do not agree that the Council undertook the expenses of the

Consultantso reports and subsequent test borings as a moral obligation.

As has been said on more than one occasion, the Council have no

obligation, either legal or moral under this mattero Tlie reason why

they first invited Halcrows to report was because they, as a responsible

authority, wished to assist the residents, They thought that this was

the right and proper thing to do and the same remarks apply to the

carrying out of the subsequent test borings, But this does not indicate

that they considered they had a moral obligation to the residents,

4, When the Council carried out the coast protection works in 1952, as

a condition of the gra.nt, they undertook to maintain the sea defences

and, presumably, if the Council carry out coast protection 1.7orks in

the Encombe area9 they will be required, as a condition of the grant,

to maintain these workso

With regard to the pentfl tiimate pa1a raph of your letter, it would not be proper

for me to reror to what was said by one of the Sandgate Councillors last \laya

Howeverj the opinion ixpressced by the Council that drainage works, as recommended

by their Engineering COnsultants, would substantially benefit properties in the

Encombe area, is based on the advice of Sir William Halcrow 8 Partners wh0 have a

very hiph reputation as Consulting Engineerso

Yours sincere y,

Mrs a 11 Ken Anna: tin ,

Flat J, 4 Oxford and Cambridge
w

Mansions,
10W“ Clerk,

Old Marylebone Road,

London, Nihhl. 
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THE Cunc CENTRE

FOLKESTONE.

my REF.: TC/C/319/1/4

20th October, 1970

N,C.SCRAGG,LLM

BQLICHOH

TOWN CLERK

CLERK or ThE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221

(STD 0303)

Fear géeJMadam,

Earth Movement at Sandgate —

‘ Coast Protection Act, 1949
 

18 Following the last meeting between property owners in the Encombe area

and representatives of the Council in April 1969 and protracted dis<ussions

with Government Departments including an investigation conducted by an

Engineering Inspector of the Minister of Housing and Local Government, I have

been informed by the latter Ministry that drainage works, as advised by the

CouncilVS Consultants, is work of a type which, in principled could be

carried out under the Coast Protection Act, 1949.

2. When the Act was first passed, works schemes normally included provisions

for the levying of coast protection charges on owners of properties benefitted

by the works“ 'Since August l9o2, coast protection charges can no longer be

levied, but there is power in the Act for coast protection authorities to

obtain contributions from owners by agreementg and the Minister has advised

that contributions should be sought where appropriate (cage when works would

protect substantial properties, such as hotels, holiday camps? eth).

39 The Council are of opinion that drainag works as recommended by their

Engineering Consultants would substantially benefit properties in the Encombe

area and that if any works are carried out, owners of properties benefitted

should contribute to the costa 31w hfinistry consider that it is reasonable

that property owners should be asked to contributeiit’the Council’undertake Q

the works. Egg"? ”("gficé’ , I"

  

4, The Council have accordingly decided that action should be taken under

the Coast Protection Act, 19495 provided owners of properties benefitted

contribute to the cost of the schemeo The Council consider that the total

of such contributions from individual owners should be 10% of the total cost

of the proposed works? together with costs already incurrpd and conggltantsfl

, r : « . l ,- (in J?” buy (it: LWZ’

‘rJ t;(9cct q .£<A;LO( ’Ll fletdftkétt 1‘ 4/ “
‘ , , , ' ,f _
r n ' / , , ‘ » a c,» » ,

tar/all i &<.«<J"~~l » LL51: r (t «(cu i M“ ‘3” ”by”
. . V a A ,.,

The person oealmg; Wm: this matter cqug/xD-Ehmx 13.. ”Nth? LOW“ (3.1?le

CI," 5 9:42:12; ’5

AH correspondence to be addressed to the Tovvn Clerk

8 I shall bi ' " ‘ '
. c c obliged if ou Will 1

‘
(ll ' 4' ' —' r ‘ *'

to confrijte to Lb“ V n y » idly lrt me know if you are prcparedlbovc ‘Jt . ‘ Lie eupenses of the proposed works on the basis outlined‘.
37

r: V7 \11 ' -' K

i‘ ,_ . \lll obtlousl; be necessary lor you to consult other owners intne area and it would assist matters

diScuss the matter with the

of the owne:~be

1r representatives of the Council could

soliCitors, surveyors or other representatives

I look forward to hearing from you in due courses

9 If ou ha yen ‘ ' i
a a not- ) A - v , -‘ ‘n‘ ‘ ‘ '

y p; L0 be thC owner oi )Ohl chilling, Will you please 
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THE Cnuc CENTRE

FOLKESTONE.YOUR REFJ

TC/C/319/l/4

9th November, 1970

N C. SCRAGG. LL‘M‘

EOLKCITOR

TOWN CLERK

CLERK OF THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221

(STD 0303)

Dear Mrs. Rene—Martin,

Earth Movement at Sandgate
 

Thank you for your letter of 4th November.

I did not have a shorthand note taken at the meeting and, therefore,

I really cannot recall what the then Mayor (Councillor Banfield) saido

You will no doubt remember that at the begi

from a prepared statrment giving what I regarded as

During the course of this statementssituation at Encombe°

"The position is, that

for the slip? but they

that is why they asked Halcrows to prepare

references to moral obligations, but this

Council had no legal liability and a year

taken the attitude that this was a private

Them ‘

so asked halcrows to report.

to the moral obligation on the

purchaserswhf the existence of

the local authority

part of the

With reference to the last para raph

surey

a party political matter.

the meeting, I read

the facts of the

I said —

have no legal responsibility

nning of

do sympathise with the owners and want to help and

their report”e There were

arose when I stated that the

ago (iree in 196QU could have

estate and a matter for the ownersa

however, thought\it would be morally wrong to take this View and

There was also another reference with regard

Council to inform prospective

Halcrows“ report.

of your letter, you will, I am

appreciate that I cannot comment on election addresses as this is

However, I have ascertained the following facts :

(a)_ht the end of Marci 1970, the Council had expended the sum of

Bose u;- v hi25549gon obtaining adyice from their consultants, Messrs.

lsUtcT BvéKUo T 21¢)

sunk in the

AK> 1- BC\Y¥.LKQ _

$83); (‘u’za‘i '04

(‘ix‘qQS- 28 V\ c Q“? Q's

“Lg B (JA- (46313,

“C vx httLA-A Fwernmzq

by SVJ‘IZTWVLQC«

51—3:we; ,

Encomhe areao

(b) By letter 23r‘

Housing 'nd 4‘¥

Shoulaif

I was

a7 y VOL! ’5

The person dealing thh this matter Err-7&1»

All correspondence to be addressed to

in’o

7r

"tea

Halcrous and paying for the cost of the boreholes, which were

med h, the Ministry of

nse’to a request,

t protection scheme3

f r

espo that/

E

'andweipenditure on investigatory work which

the Town Clerk 



pessary picliminarlcs, wouldbe considered for grant

With the drainage WQIkSfiLthSQlVESo This will be of,

advantage to theirategg1ggsas a whole, as griht willibe payable

oh thisJApehdiiuic not only from the Ministry of Piousing and

Local oovLiifienlg bui also from th Count11 Councilc

Iducation aut101ity that the new Primary School on the Golden

Valley Estate would be completed in April 1971.

(C)Inlfif Ch 1H70 we had 1eceived an intimation from the County

Yours sincerely,

[fay%W‘vfA)f

[7Lm/vwv ' L/'

Town Clerk“

. a M .

L1nda Rene~.io:51n9

Cord arrl Cambridge Mansions:

d Harylellore Loadg

tdon, NOHDL,
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TOWHOM IT MAY CONCERN

90“ V‘R/(RQ’Z/SH Encambe

I have concerns related to the development of the hillside above the cottage Where my aunt, Linda

Rene-Martin, resides. The cottage is part of the former Coastguard Station, Sandgate. As a

Geotechnical Engineer it appears to me that there is a possibility that the proposed development

could cause new slope movement as both the proposed area of development and my Aunt‘s

cottage are within the age-old. well documented landslide area (BE 19) in the Encombe vicinity.

The area and the slope instability problem are familiar to me as I have visited Sandgate at least

every five years over a period of 50 years.

Specifically my concerns are related to the recent Application for the development ofa 6-storey

block of 42 flats, 40 metres above sea level with ‘garage undereroft‘ and roof garden on the site

of the former low-level Encombe House. ‘

Remedial measures have been undertaken to stabilize the historic landslip. notably the Eneombe

Stabilisation Scheme (1990—1992) along a 400 metre length of beach frontage. Current

monitoring of the landslip after the remediation measures suggest that movement is negligible.

For reasons stated below there is still the possibility of future movement of the landslip which

may be increased by the construction at the top of the slip.

l. GROUND WATER Both surface and spring water are recognised as the primary activator of

landslip and earth movement. In 1893, following the Sandgate Landslip Disaster a land-drain. 500

yards at the rear of the slip, was designed with five collection points and five outlets to the sea. In

the early l960's the Enconibe Estate developers wrecked the land-drain system. The underlying

instability was reactivated. seriously affecting both private and public property and services over

a wide area. This included the Coastguard Terrace south of the main road which due to the

movement is no longer a straight line.

2. in 1978, THE WELL POINT SCHEME designed by Halcrows to draw off water was eight

years later deemed ineffectual. Halcrows admitted that much larger quantities of rainfall are

entering the landslip than those intercepted by the well—points and a substantial inflow of water

may be enterinn from other locations unknown. Heave and creep are still clearly evident,

3. SLOPE MOVEMENT Water infiltrating at the surface and subsurface waters appears to be

the activator of slippage. The amount of water infiltrating and subsurface flowing water could be

increased by the proposed development. New slope movement ofthe landslip could be initiated

by any of the following. The proposed development may increase the amount of surface

infiltration from irrigation of landscaping. Although it is unlikely ifthc structure is designed

adequately. the subsurface structure of the development may impede or block the flow of

subsurface waters causing groundwater elevations to increase and increased hydrostatic pressures

within the landslip.

 



t“ ,V ,
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It is likely that the new structure at the top of the slope will increase the weight of the mass that

has slipped in the past and therefore could unbalance the current seemingly balanced conditions

ofthe slope

4, THE RECENT HISTORY OF THE SLIDE IS NOT CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE OF

LONG TERM STABILITY. There are several long term factors that could change the existing

apparent equilibrium of the slope

First, an increase in precipitation would increase groundwater in the landslip, Increased

precipitation could be caused by natural variations in the eyelicity of weather patterns or

potentially by global warming The current Hythe to Folkestone Sea Defence strategy takes into

account a possible sea level rise of 30 cms over the next 50 years, Climate change also brings the

possibility of extended periods of higher than average rainfall and this is almost a certainty In

the absence of three consecutive wars of above average rainfall, stabilisation of the landmass is

inconclusive.

Second, the landslip is moving on clay soils. Clay platelets and structures can slide across each

other like a loose pack of cards. The current slip plane has been interrupted by the dowels

installed 1990-1992. However. clay particles forming the slip plane. or above or below the

former slip may become reoriented and form new slip planes.

5, CONCLUSION What is a certain is. that given the uncertainties there can be no certainty.

The project must be constructed carefully Detailed planning must be given to minimizing surface

water infiltration and subsurface groundwater flow. Minimizing the amount of new weight at the

top of the landslip will be prudent, unless the new weight can be founded on soil below the

landslip.

Mare Ritson

Registered Civil Engineer» State of California

BS Geology. BS Civil Engineering MS Geotechnical Engineering: Stanford University

3117 2004,
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A “new or T1; solemn LANDSLIDES or KENT“

J.r. Hutchinson, 3.300, A.H.I.C°E.

This survey records and broadly classifies

current manifestations and past evidence of in~

stability in the coastal cliffs of Kent, from

Cooling, six miles E. of Gravesend, to Bonnington,

behind Romney Marsh. Abandoned cliffs and some

slopes just inland are also included. The survey

is largely confined to cliffs composed of soft

rocks, but incidental information on failures in

the Chalk cliffs is given in an Addendumw The

survey comprises a surface examination of the

above area, guided and supplemented by a study

of the geological and topographical maps and the

relevant literature. Descriptions and available

references are given for all the unstable areas

examined, the locations of which are shown on 2

inch to 1 mile maps.

 

(1‘1

No Spare copies of the full note are available. lne paper is,

however, due to be published Shortly and then reference will be

given in the Station's lists of publications.

x 1.1: 7- 3:5

* Crown Copyright Reserved

Aol7a15R°48. Building Research Station,

315/: His/s14 2) ( a) Gareton, Lat ford, Harts ,

Telephone: Garston 4040.
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A SURVEY OF THE COASTAL LANDSLIDES OF KENT

J.H. Hutchinson, 3,30,, A.Z.l.C.E.

ggggngCTION

The primary aim of this survey is to describe and broadly

classify current manifestations of instability in those coastal

cliffs of Kent that are formed chiefly of soft rocks. Ancient

cliffs, now abandoned by the sea, and some slopes just inland are

also included, but complete coverage of tnese has not been attempted.

Cliffs of Chalk, Thanet Sand, Voolnich Beds and Oldhaven Beds are

generally excluded from the surveyl), as are cliffs of elevation

less than + 25 feet 00D. and artificial cuttings and defence banks.

The secondary, but no less important objective of the survey

is to collect together such information as is available on the

incidence of landsliding on this coastline in the past. Most of

the landslides which are recorded in contemporary and scientific

journals are believed to be included and, where possible, mention

is also made of unpublished geotechnical investigations. No attempt,

however, has been made to search out the many old landslide records

which must lie in the pages of the local and national newspapers.

Past landslides are classified as far as the recorded details permit.

In its broadest sense, the coastline of Kent extends from

Plumstead Marshes, on the S. bank of the Barking Reach of the River

Thames (National Grid reference TO #72812), to Lydd Ranges, five

miles W. of Dungeness (TR 007177). The NW. part of this coastline,

x m

l . . . .
) Some insidental information on Chalk falls is given in an

Addendum.

Crown copyright reserved

 



from Plumstead to some miles E. of Gravesend is, however, of small

interest, consisting predominantly of low-lying alluvium, or Chalkl)

and the starting point for the survey is taken at Cooling, six miles

E. of Gravesend (at N—S grid line (5) 750). The other extremity of

the Kent coastline is occupied by the extensive deposits of shingle

culminating in Dungeness. These again are of little interest in the

present connection and the survey is terminated at Bonnington, some

four miles W. of Lympne on the abandoned cliff behind Romney Marsh

(at N—S grid line (6) 005).

The area covered by the survey is shown on Fig. 1, together

with the Sheet Nos. of the various 2% inches to 1 mile (more strictly

1:25,000) Ordnance Survey maps of the latest Provisional Edition

which comprise it. These maps proved to be a convenient basis both

for the field work and for illustration of the results of the survey.

They are the smallest scale maps to show contours with a 25 foot

vertical interval and yet are generally large enough to permit

reasonably accurate referencing and plotting of the field observa-

tions.

As a rule, before embarking upon the field work, a study of

the Ordnance Survey topographical maps was made in conjunction with:

(1) the 1 inch to 1 mile geological maps published by the

Geological Survey ~ particularly in the 'Drift' edition, where

this is available,

the unpublished, 6 inches to 1 mile, geological maps held in

the library of the Geological Survey and Museum,

 

1) 'Fossil landslips' affecting chiefly the WOolwich Beds at Erith

brickyard, Kent, are mentioned by Whitaker (1889).

2 



(3) the appropriate Memoirs of the Geological Survey, and other

relevant literature.

In addition, written requests for information on coastal

landslides were sent to the apprOpriate Local Government engineers

and to the County Record Office. In some cases, a stereoscopic

examination was made of vertical aerial photographs lent by the Air

Photographs Library of the Ministry of Housing and Local Government.

A brief surface examination has been made of each of the sites

described below, and any instability tentatively classified. The

dimensions given are approximate only, being either paced or scaled

from an 0.3. map. Heights are also estimated, usually with the help

of the 0.3. map, and the reported slope angles, being measured by a

single observer using an Abney Level, are likewise intended only to

be generally descriptive. The geological descriptions are based

chiefly on the information given by the latest Geological Survey maps,

to which separate reference is generally not made. Where possible

this information is supplemented by field observations and by

reference to particular papers.

While the effects produced by landslides are generally

unmistakeable, it can sometimes be difficult to decide from a brief

examination whether tilted walls and posts and cracked paths and

buildings are signs of slight slope instability, considerable drying

shrinkage of the ground caused by vegetation, or a combination of

both these factors. This is particularly the case in the heavy

London Clay of SE. England, which forms a large part of the Y. Kent

coastline.

 



A distinction is made between the three categories of site

tabulated below:

 

Site designation Category of site

 

K(ent) + number - Coastal cliff, without effective

artificial sea defences

 

KD + number Coastal cliff, with effective

artificial sea defences

 

  KA + number Abandoned cliff, or inland slope

 

Each site is designated by appropriate letters and numbers and

a name, and is located by six or eight figure National Grid

referencesl). In addition, the position and designation of each site

is shown on the detail maps, cross—reference to the Sheet No. and Fig.

No. of which is also made at the head of each site description. For

example:

KM. LOdge Hill (741733 to 764747)“ TQ 77 - Fig. 3.

An asterisk, such as the one in the above example, indicates that the

landsliding at that site is noted on the existing 1 inch or 6 inches

to the mile geological maps.

The detail maps, mentioned above, are parts of the outline

edition of the 2% inches to 1 mile 0.8. map, reproduced at a reduced

2)
scale of about 2 inches to 1 mile . Each grid square on these maps

represents a square kilometre on the ground and these maps are always

 

1) Both grid letters are omitted from before these references, as

they appear in the Sheet No. of the associated 1:25,000 0.3. map,

i.e. TQ in the example given.

2) Reproduced from the Ordnance Survey Map with the Sanction of the

Controller of H.M. Stationery Office. Crown copyright reserved.

 



orientated so that grid north is at the top of the page. An

explanation of the symbols used in marking the various sites on these

maps is given in Fig. 2. In general, no differentiation is shown

between the various types of landslide. An indication is given,

however, along the coast, of the past occurrence of deep—seated

landslips involving base failure. Such landslips are generally

capable of destroying any conventional sea defences which may occupy

the cliff foot. Where possible, the location and date of recorded

landslides is also shown.

SITES EXAMIKEQ

Cooling to Rochester

Km. Lodge Hill (741753 to 764m)" TQ 77 — Fig. 3.

Lodge Hill (c. + 230 ft O.D.)l) is the highest point of a ridge

of London Clay, aligned WSW. - ENE. and nearly two miles long. Its

seaward (NNW.) side falls fairly uniformly from about + 200 to + 100

ft O.D. at an estimated average slope of about 9 to 10°. The hillside

is masked by trees except in Rough Shaw, below the highest part of

the ridge. There (at 0. 758743) irregularities in the slope suggest

slight instability. The 310pe angle is about 90. The geological map

shows the lower part of this slope to be occupied by the Woolwich Beds

and indicates 'landslips' between 754739 and 764747.

KA2. High Halstow (777752 to 781757)* TQ 77 - Fig. 3.

The grassed slopes just NW. of the village fall at a fairly

uniform slope of between 8 and 100 from about + 175 to 100 ft O.D.,

and then at a waning slope down to the marshes at about + 10 ft O,Do

 

l) The northern slope of Lodge Hill is mentioned as being much broken

by slips by Whitaker (1889).
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The greater part of the upper slope, which is some 700 yards long,

is formed of London Clay; its lower part consists of Woolwich Beds.

Strongly marked undulations run across the whole of the upper slope.

They have a pitch of 10 to 15 yards and an amplitude of several feet.

On 7th January 1964, pools of water lay in their troughs. The

undulations appear to have been produced by successive shallow

rotational slipsl). Fresh looking scarps, and fractures on the steep

front faces of the undulations suggest that slipping is still active,

though a line of overhead electric power cables running down the

middle of the slope shows no evident signs of distress.

KA}. Northward Hill, 5. face (780760 to 777762)’; TQ 77 - Fig. 3.

The southern slopes of this hill fall from about + 200 to + 80

ft O.D. The slopes are masked by small trees and bushes, probably a

few decades old, which prevent accurate measurement of the slope

angle. It probably lies a little below 10°. The slope consists

chiefly of London Clay, but with “Colwich Beds forming its lower part.

A degraded rear scarp, with slightly uneven slopes below it, is

discernible just below the crest of the slope on a length of some 400

yards. Ancient, shallot slipping, no longer active, is indicated.

1cm. Northward Hill, N. face (777764 to 787765)::: TQ 77 - Fig. 3.

This hillside falls from about + 200 ft O.D. directly down to a

marsh level of about + 10 ft. The slope bears scattered trees and

brushwood and has a fairly uniform slope of about 9°. It is formed

entirely in London Clay and is over 1,200 yards in length. Just below

  

1) Photographs of these landslips (Nos. A 7845—8) are listed by Morris

and Statham (1963).

 



the slope crest, runs a degraded rear scarp and below this the slopes

are generally uneven. The slope has clearly been involved long ago

in shallow sli movements now a parentlr inactive.P 3 P- J

K . Allhallows—on-b‘ea (0. 84.1787) TQ 87 — Fig. 4.

A narrow beach is backed by low cliffs which have a maximum

height of 12 to 15 feet over a length of about 100 yards. These

appear to consist of contorted gravels overlying London Clay and

exhibit active, small—scale slipping.

K6. Grain (0. 889770) TQ 87 — Fig. Li.

'Minor slumping' is reported in the low cliffs immediately NW.

of the sea defences, on a length of about 300 yards (Bowdler, 1964).

The geological map indicates that these cliffs consist of alluvium.

K7. Lower Upnor (757712 to 779713)* TQ 77 - Fig. 3.

On the outside of the bend in the River Medway is a wooded

slope, 100 to 150 feet in height and about 2,500 yards long, which

varies in general inclination from about 10 to 149. West of 765714,

the slope is abandoned, being protected at its foot by a terrace 50

to 80 yards wide and 5 to 10 feet above H.U.L. The terrace is fronted

by a concrete sea wall or revetment. The greater part of the slope

consists of the London Clay, with the Woolwich Beds forming, or

underlying its toe. Towards the SW. end of the lepe these rise to

form as much as the lower quarter of the slope. Immediately SW. of

there the Thanet Beds outcrop, followed by the Upper Chalk.

The area of greatest instability extends eastwards from Lower

Upnor for about 600 yards. There discrete and probably fairly shallow

rotational slope failures have occurred. The 1:25,000 0.8. map (1960)

 



shows the scars of seven such slips, varying in Width from about 80

to 150 yards. The slope angle is roughly 130. The remaining slopes

to the east are also shown as unstable on the geological map. Their

instability appears to be of a more superficial nature and no longer

active.

Rochester to Kingsferry

KA8. Callum Hill (869664 to 871669) TQ 86 — Fig. 5.

The NW. slopes of this hill fall at a fairly even slope from

about + 200 to + 100 ft O.D. for a length of roughly 800 yards. In

their steepest, southern part, the slope angle is about 90. The

hillside consists of London Clay and is apparently stable. It is

covered however with orchards, with the ground ploughed beneath the

trees, and any slight instability might well be indiscernible.

KA9. Tiptree Hill (0. 872672) TQ 86 ~ Fig. 5.

This is a northward and, in general, slightly lower and less

steep extension of Callum Hill, again composed of London Clay. A

maximum slope of 9° was measured in an apparently stable, grass field

to the NE. of the road. This angle applies however only to a short

length of the slope.

Isle of fihgppev

The N. coast of the Isle of Sheppey has long been subject to

fairly severe marine erosion. According to Steers (1964), 103 acres

of land were lost between 1865 and 1906 on the5%—nnles of this coast

from Scrapsgate to Warden Point (approximately KB 13 to KAO inclusive

in the present survey).

 



KDlO. Rushenden Hill (904714) TQ 97 - Fig. 6.

The 15. side of this hill, facing the River Swale, is about 180

yards long and rises to a maximum height of about 50 feet above the

river. The slope is formed of London Clay and has an average

inclination of between 13 and 14°. It exhibits shallow rotational

slipping over its whole length. The foot of the slope is now

protected from river erosion by a railway line and the slips are

grassed over and appear inactive.

KAll. Furze Hill (c. 931725) TQ 97 — Fig. 6.

On the NW. face of this hill, between about + 70 and + 100 ft

O.D., is an unstable slope about 250 yards long. The slope is formea

in London Clay and has an inclination varying between 10 and 130.

This shows fairly well—marked undulations, apparently proéuoed by

successive shallow rotational slips.

KA12. Spur N. of Breakneck Hill (949735) TQ 97 — Fig. 7.

The slopes falling to the SW. from this spur are capped by

Bagshot and Claygate Beds. The lower part of the lepes, roughly

below the 100 ft contour and approaching 300 yards in length, consists

of London Clay and falls at an angle of about 80 to a level of about

+ 25 ft O.D. Signs of possible slight instability were observed in

this slope.

KDlB. Cliffs SE. of Scrapsgate (947744 to 95274o)$ TQ 97 - Fig. 7.

From a height of 10 to 15 ft at Scrapsgate, the cliffs rise to

the SE. to a height of 30 to 35 ft in the space of about 700 yards.

The slopes have an average inclination of about 260. They consist

 



predominantly of London Clay and are scarred by shallow rotational

slips, now inactive and grassed over. The foreshore is well groyned

with a small beach, which on 8th January 1964 indicated a net

littoral drift to the NW.

K14. 1‘.’Ierryman's Hill (952740 to 957738)* TQ 97 - Fig. 7.

This 550 yard length of cliff rises rapidly to a maximum height

of more than 100 ft below Merryman's Hill, with an average slope

varying between roughly 22 and 25°. The cliff consists of London

Clay, thinly capped by the Claygate Beds in its highest part, and

exhibits moderately active, shallow rotational slipping involving

strips of the cliff top three to four yards wide. The cliff foot is

occupied by a small undercliff which is fronted by a small beach,

without groynes.

K15. Merryman's Hill to Round Hill (957738 to 96l735)$ TQ 97-Fig. 7.

This 600 yard length of largely bare cliffs varies in height

between about 80 and 110 ft and in inclination between approximately

22 and 25°. The cliffs consist of London Clay which is capped by

about 20 ft of brickearth in the region of 960735. The predominant

forms of instability, both quite active, are shallow slips involving

only a part of the slope and mudflows in the lower two—thirds of the

cliff. There is also some minor seepage erosion at the base of the

slightly sandy brickearth. Except between about 959735 and 960735

the mudflows predominate and produce marked corries in the upper

cliff. Large mudflows are associated with land drains at the V. end

of the length and with a small stream at its E. end.

 



K16. Round Hill, w. end (961735 and 963734)* TQ 97 - Fig. 7.

The cliff here is between 120 and 130 ft in height and for a

length of 100 to 120 yards is occupied by a major old landslip, now

much degraded. The overall inclination of the whole slope is about

200 and that of the rear scarp alone about 30°. The geological map

indicates that the London Clay slope has a thin capping of Claygate

and Bagshot Beds at its E. end. The scale and form of the landslip,

and the presence in the beach at its foot of lines of cement-stone

dipping uniformly landwards at about 40°, indicate that it was

probably a deep-seated rotational slip involving base failure. The

original depression behind the slipped mass is now filled in by

shallow slips and mudflows from the rear scarp to form a large, near—

horizontal terrace.

K17. Round Hill (96373# to 964754)* TQ 97 ~ Fig. 7.

The cliffs immediately beneath Round Hill are between 100 and

120 ft high and slope fairly evenly at about 21°. They consist

almost entirely of London Clay and are covered with shallow, somewhat

grassy, slips involving various parts of the slope. At the E. end of

the 120 yard length, in a small stream valley, is an active mudflow.

K18. Round.Hill, E. end (964734 to 966734)“ TQ 97 — Fig. 7.

These cliffs are about 100 to 110 ft high and for a length of

the order of 150 yards are occupied by a major old landslip, now

somewhat degraded. A small deposit of brickearth caps the London

Clay cliff. A considerable slice of the original cliff top bearing

bushes, lies, markedly back-tilted, about half—way down the cliff.

 



The slip was clearly a fairly deep-seated rotational failure.

Whether it was a slope or base failure was not established. This

slip is clearly appreciably younger than that described under K16,

and probably took place within the last few decades.

K19. Royal Oak Point (966734 to 969m)": TQ 97 - Fig. 7.

This 350 yard length of cliff varies in height between about 100

and 180 feet and has slopes varying roughly between 16 and 20°. The

London Clay, which forms generally about the lower two-thirds of the

cliff, is overlain by the Claygate and Ragshot Beds. Large quantities

of ground—water discharge near the base of these sandy deposits and

give rise to mudflows on the middle and lower slopes. Seepage erosion

takes place in the discharge zone, causing back-sapping and shallow

sand slides in the upper cliff which have produced corries between 60

and 100 yards broad. Near the W; end of the section the mudflow

activity is stimulated by a small stream. Towards the E. end there

is a small undercliff, fronted by a terrace of mudflow material.

A line of piles, extending well seaward of the low water-mark,

meets the coastline at approximately 969734.

K20. Royal Oak Point to Paddy’s Point (969734 to 97073h)* TQ97-Fig.7.

This 150 yard long section of cliff is about 180 feet high and

has an inclination of 20 to 210 at ridges and otherwise slightly less.

The London Clay, which forms most of the cliff, is capped by gravel,

Bagshot and Claygate Beds. The cliff is fairly well covered with

bushes, suggesting a fair degree of current stability.

 



K21. Paddy's Point (970731. to 974733)* TQ 97 — Fig. 7.

This length of 300 to 350 yards is occupied by a very large old

landslip in cliffs varying in height between about 170 and 150 feet.

At its W. end the London Clay cliff is capped by Bagshot and Claygate

Beds and at the lower, E. end by the latter stratum only. The slipped

mass is about 250 yards long and its bush—clad top surface exhibits a

pronounced back—tilt. Landward dips of about 47° were measured in

the brOWn London Clay forming the foreshore. There is little doubt

that this was a deep-seated, base failure.

Characteristically, considerable mudflows have developed to each

side of the slipped mass. The mudflow to the W. is particularly large

and active and a double corrie 200 yards across has formed at its

head. The average slope angle from the rim of the corrie to the toe

of the mudflow is 18°. The corrie rim consists of a 20 to 25 feet

high vertical cliff of sands and gravel. These were dry when examined

on 10th July 1964, but clearly had suffered intense seepage erosion

at their base in wet seasons, the transported sand mingling with the

mudflow on the slopes beneath. The mudflow to the E. of the slipped

mass is smaller and less active. In the lower cliff it merges with

a minor stream valley.

K22. Bugsby's Hole (97h733 to 977732)* TQ 97 — Fig. 7.

This length of about 350 yards of cliffs varies between about

150 and 165 ft in height. It consists of London Clay, capped by

gravel, Bagshot and Claygate Beds. Towards the W. end of the section

(0. 974734 to 97573h), the foot of the slope is occupied by a bluff

of London Clay with back—tilting lines of cement—stone. This probably

 



represents the eroded remnant of an old deep—seated slip. Seepage

erosion occurs at the base of the capping sands, with consequent

shallow slips of the upper cliff. At the E. end of the section is an

apparently stable bluff of London Clay, with a dip of a few degrees

to seaward.

K23. Bugsby's Hole to Boarer's Run (977732 to 979732)* TQ 97-Fig. 7.

These cliffs vary between about 150 and 165 feet in height and

have a minimum average slope angle of about 16°. The cliffs consist

of London Clay capped in their highest part by sands and gravels,

Bagshot and Claygate Beds, and in their lowest by the latter stratum

alone. They form a corrie about 250 yards wide, rimmed by a 10 to 25

feet high vertical cliff of the sands and gravels. Seepage erosion

is prevalent at the base of these, the discharged water and sand

merging down-slope into mudflows. In the lower part of the oorrie,

on its E. side (0. 978753 to 979753) is a bush-covered mass which

appears to be the eroded remains of an old deep—seated landslip.

K24. Cliffs E. of Boarer's Run (979732 to 981732)$ TQ 97 — Fig. 7.

Immediately E. of the Boarer's Run stream is a 150 yard wide

oorrie in cliffs roughly 150 to 160 feet high. The London Clay there

is capped by gravel, Bagshot and Claygate Beds, which form a vertical

rim to the corrie, 15 to 20 feet high. Seepage erosion is active at

the base of the sands, and the discharged water and sand mingle with

the very large mudflow beneath, Which occupies most of the corrie.

The minimum slope angle between the rim of the corrie and toe of the

mudflow is 15°.

 



K25. Cliffs w. of Cliff Farm (981732 to 98257320)* TQ 97 — Fig. 7.

This 180 yard length of cliff is about 150 to 160 feet high and

consists predominantly of London Clay, capped by gravel, Bagshot and

Claygate Beds. .Active seepage erosion and back—sapping is in progress

at the base of the sands to the W. The eastern half of the section

is quite bushy and currently fairly stable, except for a small mudflow

developing at its foot. The lower cliff is generally very steep and

a deep-seated slip may well occur here before long.

K26. Cliff Farm to W. of Spider's Castle (98257320 to 987731)*

TQ 97 - Fig. 7.

This length of about 500 yards of cliffs averages about 150 feet

in height. At its W. end the London Clay is capped by about 10 feet

of sand, at the E. end by a few feet of brickearth. The whole length

appears to be occupied by a very old, bench—like deep-seated

rotational slip, now considerably degraded. The old slipped mass at

the cliff foot is under active marine erosion and forms a 45° slope

about 50 ft high. Prolonged mudflow activity around the rear scarps

has completely filled in the original depression behind the slipped

mass to produce a relatively smooth, concave lepe from the cliff top

to the top of the 50 ft high toe slope. The inclination between

these two points is between 15 and 160. The mudflows now appear to

be inactive. No evidence of significant seepage erosion was seen.

K27. Spider‘s Castle (987731 to 990731)* TQ 97 - Fig. 7.

The cliffs below Spider‘s Castle are 130 to 140 feet high and

consist virtually entirely of London Clay. In July 1964, a fairly

recent major slip was observed to extend along practically the whole

 



of this 330 yard section. According to the local farmer it took

place in October 1963 and involved a slice of the cliff top about

300 yards long and 10 yards broad.

The slip has a somewhat unusual form. Below a 10 to 30 feet

high, steep rear scarp are gentler, mudflow—covered slopes. At the

foot of these, and probably between a third and a half of the way

down the cliff, is the slipped part of the original cliff top,

bearing trees and turf and back-tilted at about 15 to 20°. Seaward

of this is a long 'graben-like' depression, filled in many places

with water, followed by a broken, but generally convex, slope curving

over and down to the toe of the slip. This convex slope representing

the original cliff, has been split into numerous, step-like

features by secondary slip surfaces running parallel to the coast

and dipping inland at an estimated 40 to A50. The intervening slices

of the grass-covered, original cliff slope tilted seawards, generally

quite steeply. The toe of the landslip was not generally visible

from the cliff top. At the only point Where it could be seen the

line between it and the cliff top inclined at about 160 to the

horizontal. The slope angle at the bluff to the E. of the slip was

20°. A mudflow was active at the E. edge of the slip, just below

this bluff. Whether the landslip was a base failure or not was not

established.

K28. Spider's Castle to Hens Brook (990751 to 996730)* TQ 97—Fig. 7.

This 650 yard length of cliff falls in height to the E. from

about 130 to 80 feet. It consists virtually entirely of London Clay

and appears to be suffering fairly severe marine erosion, especially

 



towards the E. where in places there is a wave—notch 2 to 3 feet deep

cut into the cliff foot. At about 992731 there is a very broad and

active mudflow with a crest to toe slope of 26°. Otherwise the upper

two—thirds of these cliffs are grassy and appear currently stable.

The bottom third of the slope is generally a bare cliff 30 to 40 feet

high and inclined at about 70°. At about 994730 to 995730, this

pattern is somewhat broken by a fairly large, moderately old deep-

seated rotational slip, which was very probably a base failure. It

seems likely that continued marine erosion here might bring about a

further deep-seated slip.

In April 1890, a landslip in this vicinity of more than an acre

in extent carried away the cliff—top footpath (Anon, 1890). Several

minor slips in the early months of 1890 are also mentioned as having

occurred in the cliffs between Minster and harden Point.

K29. Hens Brook (996750)$ TQ 97 — Fig. 7.

The W. side of this small stream valley is bare and consists of

brickearth capping London Clay, sloping at roughly 360. Its E. side,

consisting only of London Clay, is grass-covered with a slope angle

of about 17°.

K30. Cliffs E. of Hens Brook (996750 to 998730)* TQ 97 - Fig. 7.

This 220 yard length of cliff climbs from a height of about 80

feet by Hens Brook to about 120 feet at the E. end of the length, and

consists almost entirely of London Clay. Marine erosion is active

and has produced a steep lower cliff throughout this length. The

upper cliff slopes incline at between 21 and 220 and appear currently

fairly stable, except at the E. end.
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K51. Cliffs w. of Fletcher Battery (998730 to 001731)”

TQ 97 and TR 07 — Figs. 7 and 8.

This 300 yard length of cliff varies in height between about 120

and l55 feet and except for minor cappings of gravel, consists

entirely of London Clay. At the r. end of the length is a large

corrie occupied by four mudflows. The first and third (from the W.

end) are grassed over and stationary, the other two are very active.

The western active flow is a large, classic example, with well—defined

edges and a crest to toe slope of slightly under 16°. This corrie is

bounded to the E. by a sharp arEte of dried London Clay at about

999730. Immediately E. of this is another considerable mudflow with

an average overall slope of 21°. The remainder of the length consists

of a relatively even slope of about 21°, scarred by many small and

shallow slips. A small corrie containing an incipient mudflow marks

the E. end of this length.

K32. Fletcher Battery (001731 to 004731)m TR 07 — Fig. 8.

For a length of about 300 yards these 150 to 160 foot high

cliffs of 10 to 12 ft of gravel over London Clay have been involved

in a very large, old landslip. The slipped mass exhibits slight

back—tilt and bears part of a hedge whose continuation stands on the

cliff top. The mass has sunk a vertical distance of between 80 and

100 feet. A line from the rear scarp to the seaward edge of the

slipped mass is inclined at 160. The seaward face of the slipped

mass slopes steeply down to the beach and the toe of the slip is not

visible from the cliff top. The slip hollow is largely infilled by

mudflow deposits from the rear scarp and other mudflows escape to

 



the sea from each end of the hollow, round the E. and W. extremities

of the slipped mass. It is probable that this landslip was of deep-

seated rotational type, involving base failure. Near the W. end of

the section, marine erosion has caused a small slip in the face of

the slide mass.

K33. Cliffs 12. of Fletcher Battery (002+731 to 007730)}: TR O7-Fig. 8.

This 300 yard length of 140 to 150 feet high cliffs is similar

in many respects to the previous section K32. The cliffs are again

formed of London Clay, with a thin capping of gravel and have also

been involved in a major, old landslip. In this case, however, the

slip is considerably older and more degraded. The average slope from

the cliff top to the present toe of the slip is about 21°.

KBh. Cliffs below point '144' (007730 to 009729)$ TR 07 — Fig. 8.

This 300 yard length of cliff falls in height to the E., from

about 140 to 120 feet, and slopes at angles between about 200 and

290. It consists almost entirely of London Clay apart from a very

thin capping of gravel. The slopes are irregular, with minor mudflows

in their lower and middle parts. Marine erosion at the toe of the

cliff appears quite active, especially in the eastern part. On 10th

July 1964, it was observed that the buttress-like projection of the

cliff top shown on the 1:25,000 map at about 009730 had been carried

to the cliff foot by a medium—sized landslip. This had occurred

since the planting of the 1964 wheat crop, and probably within the

preceding month or so, and may have slightly affected the beach. The

slope angle after the slip is between 23 and 250. Fresh cracks

behind the cliff top extend for 50 to 80 yards along the coast.
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K35. Cliffs W. of Barrows Brook (009729 to 012728)* TR 07 — Fig. 8.

The eastward fall in cliff height continues in this length of

about 300 yards, from about 120 to 90 feet. The cliffs are of London

Clay capped, in their E. part only, by brickearth. The western

length of approximately 200 yards has been involved in a large

rotational landslip, which was probably deep-seated. It appears to

have taken place fairly recently, probably within the last year or so.

Part of a hedge has been carried down a vertical distance of some 60

to 80 feet on the slipped mass. Within the few weeks preceding 10th

July 196# a secondary slip of the rear scarp left by the earlier

landslip took place, carrying down a slice of land up to 15 yards

deep, bearing growing wheat.

The remaining 100 yard length of cliffs to the east appears to

have the remains of an older slip at its foot. MudflOWs are active

on the middle slopes beneath a 20 to 25 feet high, near-vertical rear

scarp of brickearth overlying London Clay. A steep and prominent

arete of dried London Clay separates these cliffs from Barrows Brook.

K36. Barrows Brook (012728 to 013728)* TR 07 - Fig. 8.

The W. side of the small valley cut by this brook consists of

bare brickearth capping London Clay and slopes at about 600 or more.

Its E. side, consisting only of London Clay, has an average slope of

about 22° and is somewhat vegetated.

K37. Manor Cottage (013728 to 016727)* TR 07 — Fig. 8.

The cliffs below Manor Cottage increase in height towards the E.,

from about 90 to 130 feet. They consist almost entirely of London

Clay, with occasional cappings of gravel. The westernmost 250 yards

 



or so of this length is the site of a large, old and probably deep—

seated landslip, now heavily degraded. A triangular area of the

slipped mass still remains in about the middle of the slip. The base

of the triangle is aligned along the toe of the slip and the apex

points landward. The other two sides of the triangle are rubbed

smooth by the passage of great mudflows to E. and W. The slip hollow

has long since been infilled by mudflow material deriving from the

slopes of the rear scarp, which are still covered by minor mudflows.

0n the centreline of the slip the slope between rear scarp and the

seaward edge of the remaining slipped mass is 220. The average slope

of the rear scarp alone is around 30°. The mudflow on the E. side of

the old landslip, where the cliff height is greatest, is very large

and has an average slope, between cliff top and its toe, of 19°.

Steep and crumbling buttresses of London Clay form the upper cliff

there, which is capped in places by lenticular deposits of whitish

sands and gravels. Water discharging from these undoubtedly helps

to stimulate the mudflow beneath.

The eastern end of this length is occupied by a fairly small

mudflow corrie about #0 yards across.

K38. Cliff w. of Warden Point (016727 to 01872774 TR 07 - Fig. 8.

This approximately 130 foot high cliff consists almost entirely

of London Clay, capped in places with a little gravel. It is the

site of a large old landslip, approaching 250 yards in length and of

deep—seated rotational type which, to judge from the evidence given

below, involved base failure. Some bushes that were growing on the

cliff top have been carried down on the slipped mass. They are now

 



about half-way down the cliff. In the middle of the slip the

inclination from rear scarp to the seaward edge of the slipped mass

is 16°. The slip is judged to be intermediate in age between land-

slips Rho and K39, described below. Very extensive mudflOWs, with

average inclinations of about 200 between the cliff top and their

toes, are active on both the E. and W. sides of the slipped mass.

According to Mr. E.G. Colegate, who lives nearby at 'Manor

Cottage‘, this slip took place in about 1945. The slipped mass

initially exhibited considerable back-tilt and, in failing,raised a

reef on the beach. The reef was soon eroded away and the slipped

mass sank gradually further down the cliff, reducing in back-tilt as

it did so.

K59. Warden Point, w. side (018727 to 020725):" TR 07 - Fig. 8.

The cliffs here are between 130 and 135 feet in height and are

formed of London Clay, with minor cappings of gravel. This length

of about 350 yards is the site of a very large old landslip, now

heavily degraded. The remains of the slipped mass, slightly back-

tilted and bearing a section of hedge, lie about two-thirds of the

way down the cliff. Marine erosion has formed a steep cliff in the

front of the mass; its rear is largely buried in mudflow deposits.

The inclination between the present cliff edge and the seaward edge

of the slipped mass is 17°. The landslip was probably a deep—seated

rotational slip involving base failure and is clearly indicated on

the 1:25,000 0.5. map (1958). There is a very active mudflow round

the E. end of the slipped mass.

 



The former site of St. James Church is at the E. end of this

length, near the cliff foot. Redman (1859a and b) describes two

landslips in this vicinity, located seaward of the present coastline.

The first, in 1856, involved an area of about 7% acres situated

slightly seaward and to the NW. of the church. The second, which is

described in detail, occurred on 11th September, 1859 at 9 p.m. and

involved an area of 2% acres immediately seaward of the church and

extending an equal distance to E. and W. of it. The rear scarp was

only 41 feet from the E. end of the church (Anon, 1859). The

slipping occupied some hours and comprised the seaward and downward

movement of parallel strips of the cliff top about 10 ft in thickness,

which came to rest with a tilt of about 450 towards the sea. The

foreshore and its superimposed shingle was heaved up about 10 ft

above its former level. The slip seems therefore to have been a base

failure.

A comparison between the first and latest editions of the 6 inch

0.8. map shows that between 1865 and 1931 the cliff top here has

receded about 470 feet and the cliff toe about 410 feet.

K40. Warden Point, E. side (020725 to 021723)": TR 07 — Fig. 8.

This 200 yard length of cliff falls in height to the 83., from

about 150 to 90 feet, and is formed virtually entirely of London Clay.

It is completely occupied by a large, fairly recent landslip which

appears to have been a deep—seated, single rotational slip and may

well have involved base failure. The slipped mass has a back-tilt of

about 40° and lies roughly half—way down the cliff. The inclination

between the present rear scarp and the highest part of the slipped

 



mass is 15°. MUdflows from the rear soarp have begun to fill in the

slip hollow but it can be estimated that the slip had involved a

strip of the cliff top between 20 and 50 yards Wide. A mudflow is

developing around the W. end of the slipped mass, where the cliff

height is greatest. Marine erosion appears to be fairly rapid around

Warden Point.

According to Mr. and Mrs. 0.0. Stone, who live at 'Warden House’

just inland, this slip took place on either 17th or 24th of September

1950, at about 4 a.m. This date is entirely consistent with the

degree of degradation of the landslip. Mr. Stone adds that the

slipped mass has very gradually moved lower down the cliff from its

position just after the failure.

Khl. Warden Point to Furze Hill (021725 to 022721)” TR 07 — Fig. 8.

This 250 yard length of cliff varies between about 90 and 40

feet in height and consists entirely of London Clay. The uppermost

40 feet or so of the cliff appears considerably more weathered than

the rest and forum slopes of about 26 to #50, covered with minor,

shallow slips. There the cliff exceeds a height of about 40 feet,

the cliff below the weathered zone stands steeply at an estimated 65

to 75°. At the lowest point of the cliffs is a very small stream and

a land drain. Below the latter is a small, incipient mudflow with an

average slope of about 26°.

KD42. Furze Hill (022721 to 02307195)” TR 07 — Fig. 8.

This hill consists of London Clay and on its seaward side has

cliffs about 200 yards in length and varying between about 50 and 70

feet in height. In general the cliffs appear strongly eroded by the

 



sea, having steep lower bluffs of around 70°. Between the bluffs are

shallow gullies with average slopes of 40 to A50. Towards the SE.

these are deeper, and occupied by small mudflows. In their highest

part, the cliffs are more complicated, with a gentler, upper slope

above the alternating bluffs and gullies. This upper slope has an

inclination of around 170 and is affected by minor, shallow slips.

At about 02207205 there is a well-shaped and active mudflow. It

appears to be supplied with material chiefly by the toppling of

fissure bounded slices of dry London Clay from the 6 ft high scarp

which forms the cliff top. There is a cill of harder London Clay,

about 10 ft high, at the cliff foot, over which the mudflow tumbles

to form a detached tongue on the beach. The inclination from the

cliff crest to the edge of the cill is 250.

In August 1964, new groynes were under construction from about

022721 to the SE., to join up with the NW. end of the recently com-

pleted sea wall at about 024718.

K043. Cliffs SE. of Furze 11111 (02307195 to 02307185)“: TR O7—Fig. 8.

The London Clay cliffs here fall in height to the SE. from about

65 to 35 ft. In the NW. part of this length, the upper third to half

of the cliff has been involved in a recent, rotational slope failure.

This is about 20 yards wide and bites about 10 yards into the cliff

top. The 70 yard wide hollow containing a pool, which lies just to

the SE. of this slip is shown by the 6 inch 0.8. maps to be a flooded

brickpit, dug between 1865 and 1896. Groynes are under construction

along this 120 yard length of cliffs.

 



Knglh Warden (02307185 to 024718)* TR 07 - Fig.8.

This 100 yard length of London Clay cliff falls in height to the

SE. from about 35 to below 20 ft. In its NW. part, the cliff is

occupied by a series of shallow corries with minimum slope angles of

about 28°. These fade out to the SE. into approximately 30° slopes.

In about the middle of this length, a recent shallow slip has trun—

cated a 19th century brick well exposed in the cliff slope. Groynes

are under construction in front of these cliffs. SE. of 02h718 is a

new sea wall, protecting low-lying alluvium.

KAbrs. Thorn Hill (c. 015719) TR 07 - Fig. 8.

A short length of the SW. slope of this London Clay hill falls

at an inclination of about 8° towards a very small stream through a

vertical height of about 40 to 50 ft. The slope appears stable,

though when examined in August 1964 part of it was masked by long

grass.

mus. Pump Hill (0. 990705) TC} 97 - Fig. 7.

Pump Hill rises to + 182 ft O.D. and though formed chiefly of

London Clay, is capped by gravel, Bagshot and Claygate Beds. The

slepes formed in these materials, which fall from the summit at about

9&0 to the U. and 8&0 to the SE. appear stable, but slight instability

exists to the NW}, in a small area of the hillside above Parsonage

Farm (0. 989709). The slope there consists of London Clay and

exhibits slight, cross—slope undulations, of 20 to 30 yard pitch and

l to 2 feet amplitude, on a rather short slope roughly 30 ft in

vertical height and inclined at between 8 and 9°.

 



KAh . Standford Hill (0. 981702) , T0 97 — Fig. 7.

This rather well—shaped and symmetrical hill rises to about

+ 160 ft 0.D. and is formed entirely of London Clay. As it is the

site of H.M. Prison, access is difficult to arrange and the hill was

only observed from afar. Rough measurements suggest that the NW.

slope of the hill has an inclination of slightly under 90. According

to the l:25,000 0.8. map, the SE. slope of the hill is considerably

steeper than this in which case it is very likely to be affected by

shallow slipping.

KAAB. Minster in Sheppey (0. 960730) T0 97 — Fig. 7.

A short length of the E. slope of the small valley running sea—

wards from immediately E. of Minster village shows clear signs of

instability. The valley bottom and lower valley sides consist of

London Clay. The slopes are capped by Claygate and Bagshot Beds. A

degraded rear scarp is distinguishable, with uneven, slipped material

below it. The average slope angle is roughly 80 and the affected

slope is between 25 and 35 ft high. The instability appears to

extend little, if at all, beyond the London Clay boundary.

Isle_olearty

KAAQ. Isle of Harty, SW. side (014660 to 010665) TR 06 — Fig. 9.

This island of London Clay reaches its maximum elevation of + 90

ft O.D. at its SW. extremity. From there a slope approximately 1,000

yards long and between 50 and 80 ft high falls to the Swale. The

slope foot is well protected by extensive saltings at an elevation of

about + 10 to + 15 ft O.D.

 



The inclination of this slope increases from around 100 at the

E. end to over 150 in its centre, and diminishes from there to about

9&0 at the NW. end. The whole slope is subject to shallow slipping,

the signs of which are fairly well-marked except at the less steep NW.

end. Instability is most marked in the steeper, middle section, and

several discrete shallow slips have affected the upper slopes there.

KAEO. Isle of Harty, 1W. side (0. 016676) TR 06 - Fig. 9.

The 70 to 80 ft high, grassy slopes of London Clay here are more

gentle and appear generally stable. In one small area however, which

is inclined at between 7 and 8°, slight undulations run across the

slope and suggest one-time, slight instability. They have a pitch of

about 24 yards and an amplitude of the order of a foot, and extend

for roughly 100 yards across the slope before becoming indiscernible.

They do not appear to be forms produced by ploughing.

Faversham to Tankertgg
 

KA51. Graveney Hill (0. 050635) TR 06 — Fig.10.

The 350 yard long SW. side of this 55 ft high hill of London

Clay slopes down to the marsh at 5 to 6°. It appears to be stable.

KASZ. Cleve 1.1111 (0. 049640)": TR 06 - Fig. 10.

The NW. face of this 35 ft high hill of London Clay is shown on

the geological map as a landslip area about 300 yards in length. The

local farmer confirmed that this had been the case, but as the rear

scarp of the old landslips had proved too steep for their tractor the

whole slope was regraded by bulldozer in about 1955. A thickness of

about 8 ft of clay was removed at the crest of the slope and the

 



average inclination of the stable, regraded slope is between 4 and 5°.

Two naval pillboxes, located on the crest of the slope, which were

almost completely underground, have been largely exposed by the re-

grading.

KABS. Denly Hill (062634) TR 06 - Fig. 10.

This low 'island' of London Clay rises to an elevation of just

over + 50 ft O.D. Its steepest slope of between 6 and 70 is to the

NW. and appears to be stable.

K154. Horse Hill (0. 0676253$ TR 06 - Fig. 10.

London Clay forms the topmost 50 to 60 feet of this 100 ft high

hill. The base of the hill consists of Oldhaven and Woolwich Beds.

The slopes in the London Clay are steepest to the NW. There, in a

12%pslope, a well—shaped, shallow rotational slip has taken place,

probably within the last decade. 'This slip is mentioned in a note

on the 6 inch geological map. The slip is about 50 yards across and

extends roughly 45 yards down—slope. The arcuate rear scarp has a

maximum height of 5 ft; the toe of the slip has overridden the

turfed slope below it to form a step approaching 3 ft in height.

Minor instability is evident in the slopes immediately below the toe

of the slip. The NE., SE. and SW. sides of the hill slope at about

7&0, 6&0 and 7&0 respectively, and all appear stable. The Oldhaven

Beds at the base of the SW. hillside form a stable slope of about 17°

inclination.

 



KA55. Boughton Hill, NW. side (c. 06959# to 075600) TR 05 - Fig. 10.

The NW. slopes of this hill fall fairly uniformly between about

the 300 ft and 200 ft contours, where they consist-of London Clay.

The lower slopes, below about the 180 ft contour, are occupied by the

Oldhaven Beds. The slopes are generally wooded, but below the minor

road leading from Boughton to Denstroude Farm is an area of unploughed

fairly open parkland which shows successive slipping, in some places

severe, on a length of some 500 yards. Some details of this are

summarised in the following table.

 x‘.

Approximate

map

reference

Approximate

average

slope angle

Estimated undulation

 

Pitch ‘,Amplitude

Main

vegetation

  

070596

07155970

07255980

0714-599

L-  

9 to 10°

10

85  

30 to 40 yds

20 to 30 yds

30 to 60 yds

8 to 15 yds

3 to 4 ft

'3 to 4 ft

3 to 6 ft

'1 to 2 ft  

Grass

Grass +

Scots Pine

Grass

Grass

  
The slipping at about 07255980 is particularly marked. Instability

is also evident in grassy slopes above the road at about 071594.

Just below the crest of the hillside at about 075600 is a 10 to

10:;-0 slope which, possibly apart from extremely slight irregularities

near its top, appears stable. This slope forms a gentle shoulder on

the hillside and may therefore have rather better drainage than

average.

 



KA56. Holly Hill (0. 073607 to 077608) TR 06 - Fig. 10.

Holly Hill rises to an elevation of about + 360 ft O.D. and

apart from a small capping of gravel, consists entirely of London

Clay. On its steepest, northern side, fairly even slopes descend to

about the 100 ft contour. The extensive, wooded parts of these slopes

were not explored. Slight instability is evident on grassy slopes

NW. of the hill(below 076608), Where undulations of the order of 20

yards pitch and l to 2 feet amplitude run for about 500 yards across

9 to 100 slopes. Irregularities in a 7 to 7&0 grassy slope a little

further to the south (0. 074605) have been produced by 'pug digging'

for a local pottery.

KA57. Clay Hill (c. 090610 to 090616) TR 06 - Fig. 10.

This hill consists entirely of London Clay and rises to an

elevation of + 281 ft O.D. Its steepest, western slope is largely

wood-covered except for a fairly big area at its N. end and a small

area at its 8. In the some 200 yard long grassed N. slope (0. 090616)

shallow instability is evident. In the upper parts of the slope

undulations of the order of 60 yards pitch and 2 to 3 ft amplitude

predominate. Elsewhere the undulations were estimated to be nearer

15 to 20 yards pitch and 6 inches amplitude. he slope has a height

of between 60 and 80 feet and an inclination of 9% to 100. The slope

further to the S. (at about 090610) also exhibits undulations. The

adjoining wooded slopes were not erlored; they also are probably

affected by shallow slipping.

 



KA58. Fox’s Cross (c. 09563# to O976h0) TR 06 - Fig. 10.

Fairly even, London Clay slopes fall here from an elevation of

about 200 ft to the 100 ft contour and below. In their southern part

these have an inclination of between 7 and 80, and appear stable.

NNE. of about 095637, however, the slope steepens slightly and both

this and the minor road which descends it obliquely from Fox's Cross

to Thanet Way show evidence of instability over a length of #00 to

500 yards. At about 096638 rather irregular undulations exist across

a 10 to 10150 slope. In its lower parts these have approximately a

pitch of 10 to 12 yards and an amplitude of 1% to 2 ft. Just E. of

the minor road (at 0. 09556383) there is a particularly sharp toe

bulge, standing up about 2 feet, and the adjoining road is consider—

ably patched and distorted.

Somewhat to the NB. the slope angle is about 9% to 100 in the

o. .
upper slope and 8 to 8% in the lower, but grOWing crops mask any

slight evidence of instability which may exist. In early August

1964, the whole of the surface of the slope was very dry and deeply

cracked. Some of the cracks exceeded 2 inches in width and were at

least two and probably several feet deep.

KAB9. Fox's Cross Bottom (c. 093634 to 09256365) TR 06 - Fig. 10.

At their foot, the London Clay slopes falling W. from Fox's

Cross steepen slightly into a small stream valley. For a length of

about 200 yards on the B. side of this valley a degraded old slip

scarp can be distinguished below which hummocky slopes descend a

vertical distance of between 30 and 50 feet to the stream. The

average inclination from the crest of this scarp to the bottom of

 



the tumbled slope is between 8 and 9°. These old, shallow rotational

slips, which appear somewhat fresher than the mantle stability near

Fox's Cross described above, can be clearly seen, to the E., from

Thanet way.

K60. Seasalter, w. end (083651 to 090652)° TR 06 — Fig. 10.

This 800 yard length of London Clay cliffs rises from a height

of 10 ft at its W. end to a maximum height of about 20 ft. Their

slope varies from 19 to 20° at 10 ft height to 11 to 12° at 20 ft

height. Detailed measurements are:

 

Approx. slope height Average inclination

 

Eiissa

10 ft ' 19 to 20°

15 ft 14 to 15°

20 ft 12°

20 ft 11 to 115°

15 ft 10°

12 to 15 ft 11 to 115°

  E. end 
 

These grassy slopes are uneven in places and have, as indicated by

the geological map, been involved in landslipping. No active

slipping was observed in August 1964, except at the extreme E. end,

just west of the new sea defence works, where there is a shallow

rotational slope failure. This had sunk about 1 ft at the top of

the slope and heaved up slightly at its toe and is reported to have

 



begun to slip in June 1962 (Hardy, 1964—65).

The toe of these slopes is occupied by a fairly good beach con—

sisting mainly of comminuted shells, through which project the stumps

of old groynes.

KD61. Seasalter, E. end (090652 to 096655)* TR 06 - Fig. 10.

This 700 yard length of London Clay cliffs has a maximum height

of about 40 feet and falls to a height of 10 feet at its E. extremity.

The whole length is shewn as a landslip area on the geological map.

A concrete sea wall with groynes,recently extended at its W. end, now

protects the Whole cliff foot, houses are built on much of the cliff

slope and there appears to be little or no active movement. The

average slope angle is difficult to measure; it is estimated to lie

between 12 and 14°. The ground—water conditions in the slope were no

doubt significantly improved by the excavation of the railway cutting

just inland.

The net littoral drift here is westerly and fairly severe

erosion and landslipping had apparently been occurring in the past

immediately downdrift of the W. end of the older part of the sea wall,

at about 091653. This length of cliff is now protected by the newly

completed, #00 ft extension of the sea wall to the west. The new,

R.C. sea wall is built on a line a to 5 yards seaward of the toe of

the unstable slope and is backfilled with hardcore and clay to form a

berm at the slope foot. The upper slope has been slightly trimmed to

an even inclination of 17°, and provided with main drains 10 to 11

feet deep, with secondaries at 4 ft depth. The overall inclination

from the top of the slope to the top edge of the new sea wall is 13°.

 



A strip of land % mile long and 300 feet wide is reported by Dowker

(1899) to have been lost at Seasalter in the storm surge of 1897.

KA62. Slopes W. of Duncan Down (c. 102652 to 105653) TR l6-Fig. 11.

The W. part of this London Clay slepe falls fairly evenly between

the 125 and 75 ft contoursl). Its maximum inclination, held only for

a distance of about 50 yards down the slope, is 9°. No instability

is evident. To the E. the hillside forms a gentle basin, with s10pes

of about 8°. Subdued irregularities in these may indicate very slight

instability, as may also the occasional cracks in walls on the W. side

of the road descending the eastern edge of the slope.

KA65. Slope E. of Duncan Down (0. 11u655) TR 16 — Fig. 11.

This slope of London Clay has an inclination of about 80 between

the 100 foot and 50 foot contours. Hhen examined the s10pe was masked

by long grass, but appeared to be stable.

KDéh. Tankerton, t; end (112672 to 118673)$ TR 16 — Fig. 11.

This 750 yard length of London Clay cliffs varies in height

between about 20 ft and 70 ft and is defended throughout by a low

concrete toe wall and groynes. Between their W. end and 113673 the

cliffs slope at about 190 and are somewhat scarred by rather old and

generally inactive shallow slips. Between 113673 and the highest

section of cliff at about 116673, is a succession of three fairly big,

shallow rotational slope failures which bite several yards into the

cliff top. The slope angle is between 1h and 15°.

 

1) Small, shallow rotational slips at the foot of this slope, in the

vicinity of 101657 just above the railway, are reported by Hardy

(1964—65) to have taken place in April 1964 and the early part of

1965.

 



Beneath the highest part of the cliffs, just W; of the sewer

outfall, a length of about 70 yards has been freshly regraded,

drained and grassed to an inclination of 130. On this same length,

a 3 to A foot high toe wall had previously been added, slightly

landward of the older sea wall.

The cliffs fell slightly in height from here to the E. end of

this section. As on the W} side of the regrading, there is a

succession of shallow rotational slope failures, each 40 to 50 yards

across and biting 7 to 8 yards into the cliff top. The average slope

angle is about 130. All the slips are now grassed over.

KB 65. Tankerton (118673 to 129674)* TR 16 - Fig. 11.

This 1,100 yard length of London Clay cliffs varies in height

between about 40 and 55 feet and is protected by a concrete sea wall

and groynes.

From its W. and the cliff increases in height to a maximum at

about 122675. These grassy slopes are between about 50 and 55 feet

in height and have an inclination of between 14 and 15°. They are

scarred throughout by shallow, rotational failures of a part of the

whole of the slope, the largest biting a few feet into the cliff top.

From St. Anne‘s Road at about the W. end of the section, for 100

yards to the E., a 4 foot high concrete wall has been constructed

along the toe of the slepe landward of the sea wall. This, and the

paths traversing the slope are now somewhat cracked. Further E. at

about 120675, beneath a slipped 15o slope, a 35 yard length of the

sea wall has been strengthened very recently by the addition of a

concrete plinth, A ft x 4 ft in cross section, along its toe (probably

capping sheet piles).

 



The highest part of the slepe, roughly 170 yards in length

between about 12156733and.123673, has been freshly graded, drained

and regressed to an inclination of between 13% and 1&0. The slope

drainage is in herring—bone pattern, with primary drains discharging

through the sea wall at about 60 yard centres. In the E. part of

this length another a ft x 4 ft concrete plinth has recently been

constructed along the bottom of the sea wall, for a length of about

75 yards. This is the site of the storm damage in November 1961

(about the 13th) when a groyne collapsed and about 4 ft thickness of

shingle beach was washed away as far as the adjoining groynes on

either side. The surface of London Clay upon which the sea wall is

founded was thus exposed and it was feared that the wall might slide

seaward, especially as there had previously been a slip in the slope

above this place (Anon, 1961). Fifteen foot long steel sheet piles,

quickly driven along the toe of the wall and encased in the concrete

plinth mentioned above, now secure the wall.

From there, apart from a slight rise at about 126673, the cliffs

gradually diminish in height to the E. from about 50 to 35 feet.

Between about 123673 and 128673 the cliff slope varies from about 13°

to 17%0, roughly inversely with the cliff height. Almost the whole

of this length is affected by shallow rotational slips, the biggest

of which are about 35 yards across. In the higher parts of the cliff

these slope failures bite a few feet into the cliff top; where the

height is less the slips are confined to the slope itself. Shallow

slope failures in the vicinity of 128673 occurred in October 1958

(Hardy, 1964—65) and in the winter of 1961-62 (Ward, 1962). The

 



slopes in this area are now rather uniform with an inclination of

between 11 and 12°, probably as a result of remedial measures

following the 1961-62 slips. Towards the E. extremity of this length,

grassed slopes that had been originally trimmed to between 19 and 200

have suffered shallow rotational slope failures wherever their height

above the top of the sea wall exceeds roughly 25 feet. As a rule the

slips in these rather lower cliffs do not extend to the top of the

slope.

A plan and geological section of these cliffs as they were in

1923 is given by Worsfold (1926).

g:

KD66. Tankerton, E. end (129674 to 134675) TR 16 - Fig. 11.

This 600 yard length of cliff consists of London Clay, capped by

brickearth. It is protected by a concrete sea wall and groynes, andis

trimmed back to an even slope of about 200 and grassed. The slope is

indicated on the geological map as a landslip area, but it appears to

have been successfully stabilized by the works mentioned above.

KA67. Shrub Hill (0. 137649) TR 16 — Fig. 11.

Grassy slopes of London Clay falling NW. from Shrub Hill have an

inclination of about 90 between the 150 feet and 100 feet contours.

Small undulations run approximately NNE.-SSW. (slightly oblique to

the NE.-SW. contours) with a pitch varying between 5 and 30 yards and

an amplitude of between 9 and 18 inches. These probably indicate

slight instability.

Between 100 and 150 yards further E. is the closely mown fairway

of a golf course. This has a slightly concave profile, averaging 6&0

inclination, and appears stable.
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Eggne Bay to Reculveg

KD68. Studd Hill (146677 to 155678)?k TR 16 — Fig. 12.

This 1,000 yard length of London Clay cliffs rises in height

from about 20 feet at each end to a maximum of about 55 feet in the

middle. A little brickearth overlies the clay at the E. end. The

length from 149677 to 151677 is indicated on the geological map as a

landslip area. Slips occurred there early in February 1953 (Anon,

1953 a), following steepening of the lower parts of the cliff during

the storm surge of Blst January to 1st February 1953 (Robinson, 1953).

Between 29th March and 7th May l9h6, a strip of the cliff top about

20 feet wide was lost in two further slips which undermined Daytona

Way (May, 1964) .

The whole length of the cliff is now defended by a concrete sea

wall and groynes. Photographs of these defence works, taken just

after the storm of 16th May 1958, and of the earlier, undefended

cliff, are given by Lewis (1962). The slopes behind this wall have

fairly recently been trimmed to an even slope of 190 and grassed.

Herring-bone drains, which feed to primary drains discharging through

the sea wall at about 30 yard centres, have also been installed.

These slopes appear stable.

To the W., the concrete wall ends at about lh6677. From there

it is extended a further 20 yards by steel sheet piling to check

erosion around the wall end. The concrete sea wall is understood to

have been constructed in 1960. The loss of land by erosion during

the previous 120 years was of the order of 500 yards, chiefly as a

result of building Hampton Pier in,.or soon after, 1864.

 



KD69. Herne Bay, West Cliff (158683 to 166682)* TR 16 - Fig. 12.

This 800 yard length of London Clay cliffs is capped in its

highest, middle section by gravel and to the E. by brickearth. The

cliff height varies from the maximum of between 50 and 60 feet to

about 15 feet at each end of the length. In their W. part, the

slopes are somewhat irregular and bear the scar of an old shallow

rotational slope failure at about 159683. They have an approximate

average inclination of 14°. The highest section of the cliff (0.

162682) slopes at about 13° and exhibits superficial slipping. This

has led to cracking of the footpath along the cliff top and piles

have been driven to retain this. To the east the slopes diminish in

height and steepen to about 17%0. A shallow slope failure took place

at 0. 164681 in mid-January 1959. It was about 70 feet in length and

50 feet in breadth and sank about 6 feet (Anon, 1959 a). The slopes

affected by, and adjoining this slip are now trimmed, drained and

grassed (Anon, 1959 b), and appear fairly stable.

This length of cliffs is protected throughout by the substantial

beach retained by Hampton Pier. A concrete path or low wall, built

in sections between about 1900 and 1928, runs along their foot (Gough,

1961).

KD70. Herne Bay, East Cliff (183684 to 1926814.)* TR 16 - Fig. 12.

This 1,000 yard length of cliff consists of London Clay, capped

by gravel in its highest parts. It is defended throughout by a con-

crete sea wall and groynes, backed by a promenade and toe wall. This

wall was started in 1931 and reinforced an existing timber breastwork,

constructed in about 1907 (Gough, 1961). Extensive stabilization

 



works on the slopes behind the sea wall were carried out in 1937—58

and are described by Duvivier (19h0).

The most westerly part of these cliffs, from Canterbury Road to

about Belle vue Road (183684 to 185684) is a public garden. It has

uneven grassy slopes varying in height between about 20 feet to the

W. and 55 feet to the E., and in inclination between 9 and 100.

Though doubtless originally a landslip area, it now appears stable.

From about 185684, the cliffs increase fairly rapidly in height

to the top of Beacon Hill, which has an elevation of about + 124 feet

O.D. The somewhat uneven, grassy slopes increase in inclination with

the height, from about 12 to 14°. Opposite the end of the Hill Top

Road (18656835) the rear scarp of an old landslip or mudflow corrie

bites 10 to 15 yards into the cliff top. In this same region,

repairs have been necessary to the tarmac on the seaward side of the

East Cliff Promenade, which runs along just below the tOp of the

cliff.

To the E. of the top of Beacon Hill, the cliffs diminish

slightly in height from about 115 to 100 feet. Their slope angle

increases from 14%0 to 150 in the w. part to about 19° to 20° near

El
the E. end. The western part of this length, from about 18756Xh0 to

18906;:0 is the site of a deep—seated, rotational landslip which

occurred between December 1935 and January 1936, during the con—

struction across its foot of further lengths of concrete sea wall,

toe retaining wall and bathing cabins. This extensive slip over—

turned the retaining wall and bathing cabins, burst upwards the con-

crete decking of the promenade and heaved up blue London Clay on the

foreshore (Duvivier, 1940). It seems very likely that these move-
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ments were the result of the renewed movement on the slip surface of

an earlier degraded landslip. The reinforced concrete sea wall,

backing the timber breastwork, and its associated structures were

damaged beyond repair and the contract cancelled. The site of this

deep—seated slip was clearly marked, on completion of the sea defences,

by a marked seaward offset of the sea wall and the wall retaining the

toe of the slope where they traversed the area (Duvivier, 1940, Plate

1; Min. Housing & Local Govt., 1956).

Also during the winter of 1935-56 a further slip took place to

the E.,between about 189562h0 and 19o56iio. This was a slope failure,

not more than 10 feet deep, in which the slipping masses merely spewed

over the toe wall (Duvivier, 1940). Behind both these slips the East

Cliff Promenade has been piled. Its eastern 150 yards, above the

latter slip, is carried clear of the upper slopes on an open piled

structure. This was built in 1937—38 as the earlier, solid promenade

there had been totally destroyed by successive landslides (Duvivier,

1940).

Duvivier (1940) also mentions that tw0 localized slope failures

took place in the recently stabilized length of cliff after wet

weather in October 1939. Subsequently several other such slips,

affecting especially the steeper length of cliff E. of Beacon Hill,

have occurred, causing some damage to the drainage system.

By the early autumn of 1956, signs of deep-seated movements were

again evident in the area of the 1935—36 base failure, particularly

in the region of primary drain No. 15 at about 188684 (Wise, 1957).

Tension cracks appeared in the lower slope 35 to 40 yards landward

of the sea wall, the toe retaining wall and the sea wall tilted and

 



moved gradually seawards and the foreshore about 70 yards seaward of

the sea wall was heaved up by several feet (Lewis & Duvivier, 1957).

These movements appear to have been the result of a rotational base

failure of the lower cliff slope and are very likely to have involved

removement on the slip surface of the 1935-36 failure. It appears

that the total seaward movement of the sea wall in the area of these

deep-seated slips has amounted to roughly 10 to 12 feet (Lewis &

Duvivier, 1961). Probably somewhat more than half this movement

occurred, relatively rapidly, in the 1935-36 slip, the remainder

taking place, generally more gradually, chiefly in the middle and

late 1950's.

Between 1961 and 1964 the existing sea wall protecting the East

Cliff was re-faced and strengthened. During this work, opportunity

was taken to realign the wall so as to do away with the considerable

bulge produced by the deep-seated landslip between about 18756840 and

18906840(Lewis & Duvivier, 1961). At the same time the primary drains

within the area of this landslip were deepened with the aim of

improving its stability. Remedial stabilization works were also

carried out in the various parts of the slopes originally regraded

and drained in 1937—38 which had suffered damage from subsequent

landslips.

A slight seawards bulge is discernible in the newly completed

sea wall in the length which traverses the deep—seated landslip. In

View of the history of recurrent movement of this slip, a theodolite

survey of the alignment of both sea and toe walls in this vicinity

was made in September 1964. This survey is filed at the Building

 



Research Station. It reveals a seaward bulge of the sea wall and its

associated structures in the area of the landslip of as much as 5%

inches, more than 5 times the maximum setting—out error in those

sections of the wall remote from the slip. This suggests strongly

that a slight renewal of movement occurred during, or subsequent to,

construction of the new works.

As part of the 1961—64 contract, the sea defence and slope

stabilization works have been extended about 50 yards beyond the E.

end of the earlier works at the foot of the 'Hundred Steps'. The most

easterly mudflow now stabilized is that investigated by Henkel (1962).

The freshly graded and drained slope has an average inclination of

about 21°; that between the cliff top and the top of the sea wall is

about 19°.

K71. The Lees, Herne Bay (192684 to 194685)* TR 16 - Fig. 12.

This 280 yard length of cliff consists of London Clay capped by

brickearth and has a fairly constant height of about 90 feet. Its

foot is virtually unprotected, being fronted only by the remains of

the timber breastwork erected in about 1907 (Gough, 1961). The cliff

is occupied by a succession of five corries varying between 25 and 60

yards in width and each containing a mudflow. The average slope from

the cliff top at the rear of the corries to the toes of the mudflows

varies from 18 to 22°. The average slope of the intervening arEtes

is about 250. The most active of the five flOWS is that at 19256845,

with an average scarp to toe inclination of 18°. Immediately to the

E. of this mudflow may be the heavily degraded remains of an old

landslip.

 



‘Mud glaciers' at Herne Bay were mentioned in 1907 by Whitaker

(Royal Commission, 1907).

K72. Beltinge Cliff, v. end (194685 to 1965685o)* TR 16 — Fig. 12.

This 250 yard length of cliff consists predominantly of London

Clay, but is capped to the E. by brickearth. It has a fairly

constant height of between 90 and 100 feet. Its W. part was the site

of a considerable landslip in 1896, known as the Queen's Avenue slipl).

This extended about 160 yards along the cliff and involved more than

an acre of the cliff top (Lacey, 1929). A further landslip involving

roughly an acre occurred at the same place in about December 1937

(Lacey, 1940). The remains of a near-horizontal slipped mass are

still visible near the bottom of the cliff, with mudflows escaping to

E. and W. of it. The scarp to toe inclinations of these are 150 and

14° respectively, the flatter, western flow being the more active.

The degraded rear scarp of the slip averages 23° in inclination. In

the foreshore in front of this old landslip is an outcrop of blue

London Clay exhibiting back—tilting of between 35 and 50° and an un—

usually rectilinear boundary to seaward. This may represent the

eroded remains of the 1896, or an even earlier, landslip.

The intermittent line of damaged timber piles just off shore

here is the remains of the breastwork, believed to have been

1) The exact date of this landslip is not known. It is conceivable

that it occurred as a result of the 'test loading' of the N.

Kent cliffs produced by the exceptionally low tide of the 3rd

October 1896. This ‘ebbed to the lowest point known within the

memory of the oldest inhabitant' during a heavy SW. gale. 'At

Reculver the Black Rock dried entirely and rocks in Beltinge

Bay dried as far as the Stone Bank two miles off' (Anon, 1896).

 



constructed in about 1907 (Gough, 1961). The gap in this line of

piles beneath Queen's Avenue, is exactly opposite and only slightly

less wide than the 1896 landslip. It is possible that this gap is

one of those left by design, to the E. of the 'Hundred Steps', to

allow the passage of landslips (Lacey, 1940). The remaining piles

to the W. of this gap appear to be nearly vertical and unmoved; to

the E. of the gap they are somewhat out of line and back-tilted at

between 23 and #50. This may be an indication of further gradual

movements of the 1896 landslip, subsequent to the construction of

the piled breastwork. If so, this would reinforce the view that this

slip involved base failure.

The remainder of this length of cliff, to the E. of the Queen's

Avenue slip, forms two shallow corries containing mudflows. The

scarp to toe angle of these varies between 17 and 190.

K73. Beltinge Cliff (19656850 to 19856850)* TR 16 — Fig. 12.

This 220 yard length of cliff has a fairly constant height of

about 100 to 105 feet and consists almost entirely of London Clay,

with a small capping of brickearth. It is the site of the so—called

'Miramar‘ slip, a very extensive landslip which took place in the

early hours of the morning of 4th February 1953 (Anon, 1955 b; Anon,

1953 0; Robinson, 1953). The slip extended about 220 yards along

the coast and involved a strip of the cliff top roughly L5 yards in

width. This, together with the upper part of the cliff face, sank

down about 40 feet between near—vertical slip surfaces to form a

'graben', separated from the sea by a sharp ridge of London Clay.

The subsiding block was remarkably little broken and acquired only a

 



slight back—tilt. The lower parts of the original cliff face were

forced seawards (Anon, 1953 a) and the beach affected. This major

1)
slide was not investigated at the time and its mechanics are not

clear. It is currently the subject of investigations in which it is

hoped to locate the slip surface by micropalaeontological means. Now

the slip is somewhat degraded, and mudflows discharge to E. and W. of

the slipped mass, that to the U. being particularly active. They

have scarp to toe inclinations of between 13 and lho. The rear scarp

of the slip is now inclined at only 30 to 35°.

A slip involving two acres of land is reported to have taken

place approximately within this length of cliff, or a little to the

E., in the winter of 1883, sinking 20 to 30 feet (Anon, 1892). The

negative of a photograph, believed to be of this landslip, is held by

the Herne Bay Records Society. Duvivier (1940) also reports

extensive landslides at about 198685 (the site of the 'Eastern out—

fall' of his upper longitudinal drain) in the Winter of 1939.

Lacey (1929), on the evidence of the 6 inch 0.5. maps, demon—

strates that up to 1872 the cliffs W. of about 197685 presented to

the sea a fairly regular slope, covered with gorse. By 1906 however,

these cliffs had already begun to break up into irregular corries

like those of today. Lacey attributes this to neglect of field

drainage following the decline of farming. A more important factor

 

1) Visits to the landslip were made by engineers of Soil Mechanics

Ltd. on 18th February and 13th May 1953. On the first occasion

seven photographs of the landslip were taken, which appear in

the brief report of the visits (Nixon,l953).

 



was probably the large amount of erosion at Herne Bay between 1872

and 1896. This is reported by Carey (1905) to have been between

1,000 and 1,300 feet.

K74. Beltinge Cliff, W. of The Renal) (19856850 to 20056860)$

TR 16 and 26 — Figs. 12 and 13.

This 250 yard length of cliff has a fairly constant height of

about 100 feet, and consists virtually entirely of London Clay

closely underlain by the Oldhaven Beds. The cliffs are occupied by

three large corries, each containing active mudflows. Their

inclination from top of rear scarp to toe of flow varies between 15

and 190. In the centre corrie the minimum average slope angle of the

cliff itself is 21°. The mudflow in the most easterly of these three

corries is currently under long-term study.

K75. Cliffs E. of The Rand (20056860 to 203686)* TR 26 — Fig. 15.

From the W. end of this 220 yard long section, the Oldhaven Beds

rise steadily above the beach at a slope of about 20 to the E., thus

forming an increasing amount of the lower cliff (Davies, 1939). The

remainder of the cliff consists of London Clay, capped by occasional

pockets of brickearth. The cliffs have a fairly constant height of

between 90 and 100 feet and mudflcws are the predominant agent of

113.-.: . » . ' n;—

l) The Rand is a linear accumulation, consisting largely of rounded

black pebbles, which projects across the foreshore approximately

at right angles to the coast at about 201688. Its position

coincides very closely with that of the Oldhaven Pebble Bed and

it appears in fact to represent the outcrop of this bed on the

foreshore. This View is confirmed by Holmes (1964).

 



degradation. At the W. end of the section, two corries have

developed with active mudflous below, while further to the E. the

mudflows are generally less discrete. The foot of the upper,London

Clay cliffs is occupied by an extensive terrace of mudflow deposits

which, in the wet season, spill over the lower cliff formed by the

Oldhaven Beds. The inclination between the top and toe of the London

Clay cliffs varies between 15 and 170.

In the autumn of 1903 a large slide is reported to have taken

place in the cliffs just E. of The Rand, carrying away the garden

fence of a house that was later demolished (Carey, 1905; Lacey, 1940;

Bowes, l9d5). The negatives of two photographs of this landslip are

held by the Herne Bay Records Society. A further slip, opposite to

The Rand, took place in January 1930, sinking 40 feet (Lacey, 1940).

K76. Cliffs w. of Bishopstone Haven (203686 to 207687)“:

TR 26 — Fig. 15.

The Oldhaven Beds and the underlying Woolwich Beds continue to

rise eastwards and to form an increasingly high lower cliff upon

which the London Clay gradually wedges out, especially under a

capping of brickearth on the W. side of Bishopstone Haven. The cliff

height falls from roughly 85 ft in the U. to about no ft at the Haven,

a length of roughly #30 yards.

Throughout the length for which the London Clay exceeds a

thickness of about 30 feet (Y. of 0. 205686) the cliff scarp is

somewhat subject to shallow rotational slips and mudflows. A fairly

recent slip of this type at the W. extremity of the length is about

. . . o
15 to 20 yards across and has an average inclination of about 19 .

 



At about 204686, a small stream has cut a valley in the London Clay

and encouraged the formation of a small 23° mudflow, In general,

however, the movements in this length are not very active. The cliff

scarp varies in inclination from between 18 and 19° in the U. to

about 270 in the E.

E. of 205686 is a 120 yard long steep cliff of Foolwich Beds and

Oldhaven Beds, capped by London Clay 25 to 30 feet thick and standing

at 60 to 65°. In the last 50 to 60 yards to the edge of the Haven

little or no London Clay is visible.

K77. Bishopstone Haven (c. 207687)¥ TR 26 - Fig. 13.

The ?. slope of this small stream valley, above the top of the

Oldhaven Beds, has an average inclination of about 300 while the

equivalent slope on the B. side inclines at perhaps about half this

angle and exhibits superficial slipping. Whitakertggggg, (1885)

suggest that the 20 westerly dip of the strata is sufficient to

explain the great difference in slepe between the two sides of the

Haven. Though this will have some effect, the fact that the E. slope

consists largely of London Clay while the W. slope contains virtually

none would seem to be of greater significance.

Bishopstone Haven provides a good section of the Oldhaven Beds

and Woolwich Beds. The approximately 12 inch thick band of black

Oldhaven Pebbles in the former is seen about 15 ft below the junction

of the Oldhaven Beds with the London Clay.

 



K78. Cliffs E. of Bishopstone Haven (207687 to 214690)?

TR 26 — Fig. 13.

This 750 yard length of cliff rises to the E. from about 50 ft

to 100 ft in height. A small thickness of London Clay caps the cliff

of Oldhaven and Woolwich Beds over Thanet Beds. This in turn is

capped by gravel in the highest part of the cliff and the London Clay

does not extend, on the coast, E. of about 21h690.

Quite widespread, but superficial slipping is evident between

the Haven and about 209688, in what are properly the E. slopes of the

stream valley. E. of this point, very minor slipping, chiefly of

shallow rotational type, is associated with all but the thinnest

cappings of London Clay.

To the E. of 214690, the cliffs consist of generally weakly

cemented sands of the Oldhaven, Noolwich and Thanet Beds, capped here

and there by Head Brickearth. These strata form precipitous cliffs

which, from a maximum height of about 80 feet, fall gradually towards

Reculver where the Thanet Beds disappear beneath the hantsum alluvium.

1)
Although fairly prone to erosion , these cliffs are stable apart

from minor rockfalls. They are undefended except at their E. end, in

the neighbourhood of Reculver.

 

A comparison of the first and the latest editions of the 6 in,

O.S.'map indicates that this cliff rcdbdcd bot een about 100 and

200 feet between 1872 and 1960.

 



KA79. Hersden Hill, testbere (c. 198612) TR 16 - Fig. 14.

The slopes of this hill, between about + 100 ft and + 25 ft O.D.

consist of London Clay, in places obscured by gravel, overlying

Oldhaven Beds. The London Clay slopes appear stable at about 13°

above a 10 foot high slope inclined at 35° which presumably consists

of Oldhaven Beds.

Isle‘of_Thggg£

On the E. side of the Uantsum alluvium rise the Upper Chalk

cliffs of the Isle of Thanet. These extend from Minnie Bay (0.

276693 to Pegwell Bay (0. 353644) and, particularly in their higher

parts, are subject to Chalk falls. Some information on these is

given in the Addendum.

On the N. side of Pegwell Bay, at about 553644, the gently

westward—dipping Chalk:disappears beneath beach level. Between this

point and the N. edge of the River Stour alluvium is a 700 yard

length of undefended cliffs composed of soft rocks, which are

discussed by Pitcher, et a; (1954).

K80. Cliffsend (353644 to 547640) TR 36 — Fig. 15.

To the E. of 351642, these cliffs are between about 30 and 40

feet in height and form stable, grassy slopes inclined at 30 to 33°.

These consist mainly of brickearth. The cliffs to the W. rise to an

elevation of about + 50 ft 0.D. before falling gradually to the level

of Ebbsfleet marsh. They consist generally of Thanet Beds overlain

by brickearth and are near-vertical. They have probably been subject

to falls as a result of marine erosion in the past, but their foot is

 



now protected from all but exceptional tides by saltings, which

broaden to the south.

From about the SW. end of this section to 346639, the cliffs,

which are less than 25 feet in height, approach closely the main

coast road and are protected at their foot by a concrete wall.

South of Cliffsend the lonelying coast is occupied by sand and

shingle spits, backed by alluvium, as far as Walmer, Where the Chalk

again appears above beach level.

Walmer to Abbot‘s Cliff

From Walmer to Abbot's Cliff, WSW. of Dover, the coast consists

of precipitous Chalk cliffs formed by the truncation of the North

Downs. These cliffs have a general increase inleight towards the SW.

and reach a maximum elevation of over +450 ft O.D. at Abbot‘s Cliff.

Some information on the Chalk falls which have occurred on this

length of coast is given in the Addendum.

The junction between the Lower Chalk and the underlying Gault,

which at Dover lies at about — 370 ft O.D.1), rises towards

Folkestone and emerges above mean sea level near the W. end of

Abbot‘s Cliff. The presence of the argillaceous Gault in the base

of these high and precipitous cliffs gives rise to the extensive and

troublesome landslip area of Folkestone Warren.

 

1)
As revealed by Uimpey borehole No. 13, just to the E. of the

root of the E. breakwater at Dover (Channel Tunnel Study Group).

 



Abbot's Cliff to qut Point

KDBl. Folkestone warren (269386 to 242372)” TR 23 - Fig. 16.

This length of about two miles of coast is occupied by very

extensive, deep-seated landslips. These have a steep rear scarp,

known as the 'High Cliff', formed chiefly by the Middle and Lower

Chalk, With a crest height which increases from about + 450 to + 550

feet O.D. in a westerly direction. Some 300 to 400 feet below this

scarp lies an irregular shelf or undercliff of slipped masses, 'The

Warren’ proper, which is traversed by the Southern Railway line from

Folkestone to Dover. This shelf slopes in general towards the sea

where it terminates in a sea cliff of the order of 50 ft in height.

The overall slope angle from the crest of the rear scarp to the foot

of the sea cliff varies from about 42° at the Abbot's Cliff end of

the landslips to about 190 at the Martello Tunnel, or Folkestone end.

These landslips probably have a Post-Glacial origin. Movements

have doubtlessrecurred at intervals ever since and those occurring

during the last two centuries are fairly well documented. The main

landslips have been shown by Toms (1946 and 1953) and Wood (1955) to

be of multiple rotational type, penetrating to the base of the Gault

and producing heaving of the foreshore. Nearly all the known deep-

seated failures in the Warren have involved the renewed movement of

the whole or a part of this ancient landslip.

The toe of the Folkestone Warren landslips is now protected

throughout by a concrete sea wall and groynes, which are supplemented

between about 260383 and 247377 by a concrete encased toe—weighting,

constructed between l9h8 and 1955 (Viner-Brady, 1955). Numerous

 



headings have been driven into the slide masses from about the level

of the top of the sea wall to improve their drainage.

Earth movements in the Folkestone Warren may be divided into the

following four main types:

Renewed deep-seated movements of major parts of the great

multiple rotational landslip which forms the undercliff of

'The Warren', producing a seaward displacement of the

railway lines.

Subsidiary, deep-seated rotational landslips, affecting only

the seaward parts of the slipped masses forming the Warren,

and thus generally not involving the railway lines.

Falls or slides of Chalk from the high cliffs enclosing the

Warren. An asterisk indicates a probability of the failure

being associated with a movement of the undercliff.

'Sets' in the Chalk forming the High Cliff. Either of the

categories of Chalk fall distinguished above may be heralded

by the opening up of cracks behind and parallel to the top of

the High Cliff and by the slight subsidence (known as a 'set')

of the area of Chalk enclosed by these.

In the following list, all the known landslips in the harren are

. . . l . .
given, in chronological order. ) They are also Cla551fled, as far as

 

1) The writer'is grateful to Mr. A.H. Toms and Mr. A.M.M. Wood for

much information on the history of the Folkestone barren land—

slips, and to the Chief Civil Engineer, British Railways,

Southern Region, for access to the files on Tolkestone Warren.

 



the recorded accounts permit, after the four-fold system described

above. In cases where the foreshore was heaved up, a letter B also

appears in the column specifying type of movement.

 

Description Location Reference

 

2lst May

1806

Great fall or

landslide

Abrupt sinking of

part of the Chalk

(sea?) cliff

causing an island

to spring from the

swa muscmh

sisted of muddy

marl, was 1 to 1.5

acres in extent

and 8 to 10 ft

high

Small Chalk or

earth fall

 

Near Steady Hole

About 1 mile E.

of Copt Point

(i.e. in the w.

central part of

the Warren)

Probably in the

Warren, from

the top of the

High Cliff

In the warren

 

Osman,

1917

Phillips,

1821;

Osman,

1917

 

 Railway opened through the Warren after

granting of Parliamentary powers in 1836.

No sea defence works or drainage of the

slide masses carried out.   
 



 

Date Description Location Reference

 

8th Dec.

1859

1st Feb.

1865

12th Jan.

1877

 

Slip of 40 acres

which began at

0630 hrs and con—

tinued all day.

Total average sub-

sidence of about

15 feet. The

beach heaved up.

Slip about 20

acres in extent,

which continued to

move for at least

10 days

Very large land—

slip covering

nearly 100 acres,

subsiding up to 30

ft. The Gault on

the beach was

pressed up into

mounds 6 or 7 feet

high. Railway

blocked; reopened

on 8th March.  

In the Warren,

seaward of the

railway, between

E. Wear Bay and

Pelter Brig

In the Warren,

extending almost

equally to either

side of the 'White

House', once the

residence of the

Head Coastguard,

which has now been

destroyed

In the Warren,

involving vir—

tually all of it

  

Anon,

1859a;

Anon,

1859b

 

 



 

Date Description Location ' Reference

 

12th Jan..

1877

17th Jan.

1877

 

About 106 yards of

Martello Tunnel

gave way, bringing

down a big Chalk

fall from the High

Cliff above

Large fall of

60,000 yds of

Chalk into cutting

116 ft deep, kill-

ing 2 men, filling

up cutting for a

length of 150

yards and forcing

the beach up 20

ft. (Some further

masses were later

brought down by

explosives)

Set in High Cliff.

Total subsidence

of 2 or 3 feet.

Small cracks ex-

tended 300 to 400

yards along and

behind the cliff

top

E. end of the

Martello Tunnel

From High Cliff in

E. part of Warren,

between Capel

Lodge and Abbots-

cliff House

In front of Capel

Lodge

 

E Anon,

E 1877a

!

g and b

;Anon,

1877a;

; McDakin,

: 1900;

:Anon,

i

3

é

a

E

1916;

E Anon,

E‘1919a;

Toms,

:1946

 
 

 



 

Description

i

‘3
Location

 

Type Reference

 

As a result of the 1877 movements, a 285 ft

length of the E. end of the Martello Tunnel was

opened out to form a cutting

Construction of drainage headings in the Warren

began

Wood,

1946

Toms,

19#8a

 

20th Mar.

1881

 

Small Chalk fall,

just after 1600

hrs. Line re-

opened on 22nd

March

Chalk fall, par—

tially filling

railway cutting

and dislocating

traffic for some

days

Chalk fall, par-

tially filling

railway cutting

and dislocating

traffic for some

days

Chalk fall which

blocked the rail-

way to a depth of

60 ft.

panying movement

of the undercliff

No accom—  

400 to 500 feet W.

of Folkestone face

of Abbot's Cliff

Tunnel

Near W. end of

Abbot's Cliff

Tunnel

Near W. end of

Abbot’s Cliff

Tunnel

In the Warren,

from High Cliff

near Capel Lodge

 
  

Anon,

1881;

Folkestone

Library,

1881

McDakin,

l89#

McDakin,

1894

 

 



 

Date Description Location Type iReference

' s
 

19th Jan.

1886

Late Jan.

1886

 

Very extensive

slip, nearly one

mile long by up to

:1; mile wide. This

large area sank

between 12 and 20

ft and beds off-

shore were raised

several feet for a

length of about a

mile along the

coast, and to a

maximum height of

nearly 20 ft near

the E. end.

Subsidence of

Chalk thrown up by

the recent land-

slip, of up to 20

ft over a length

of several hundred

yards

Further seaward

movement of the

sea cliff affected

by the slip of Jan.

1886
 

In the W. part of

the Warren, ex—

tending from

Warren House to

'The Jetty'. The

rear scarp of the

slip ran a few

yards seaward of

the S. edge of the

railway cutting

In the W. part of

the Warren

In the W. part of

the Warren

 

R+B

   

Price,

1886;

*Osman,

1917

 

 



 

Date Description Location Reference

 

December

1896

1896-97  

Very large land-

slip involving

almost the whole

of the Warren and

raising reefs off—

shore. Movements

continued until

April 1897

Set in the cliff

top, with a subsi-

dence of between 3

and 5 feet (final

collapse occurred

in 1915)

Movement affecting

the Chalk

 

Most of the warren

involved; move—

ments greatest at

W. end

High Cliff and

Eagle's Nest

Over the Martello

Tunnel

 

Osman,

1917;

Toms,

1946

 

Because of the 1898 movement in the cliff over

the Martello Tunnel, the E. end of that tunnel

was unloaded for a length of about 200 yards,

the excavated Chalk being dumped at sea or on

the slopes to the E. of the tunnel.

  Large landslip In the Warren, ‘ Gwinnell,

apparently seaward 3 1912

of the railway at

the W; and

 

 



 

Description Location i Type iReference

 

19th Dec.

1915

 

Large Chalk fall

which spread %

mile out to sea

and destroyed a

large portion of

the sea wall.

Cliff over tunnel

trimmed to prevent

further ialls

Chalk fall

Huge landslip (the

greatest known at

the Warren)begin—

ning at about 1830

hrs, involving

practically the

whole of the

Warren over a

length of nearly 2

miles and a max.

overall width of

760 yards near

The

Halt was pushed

Warren Halt.

about 55 yards

seaward and reefs

were raised in

foreshore. These

(cont'd)

?
1

E

 

 
i

l

|

1

Near Folkestone

end of Abbct's

Cliff Tunnel

Behind the warren

Halt

Virtually the

whole of the

Warren. Movements

extended from a

crack in the

Martello Tunnel,

180 yds W. of its

Dover face, to a

set in the talus

287 yds W. of the

Folkestone face of

the Abbot's Cliff

Tunnel

  

F CUood,

l9h63

Toms,

1948a
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Date

i

i Description Location Type gReference

 

19th DeCo

1915

(cont'd)

19th Dec.

1915

  

extended from

about 200 yards

seaward of the sea

cliff to 250 yards

seaward of LW mark.

Most drainage

headings shattered.

A passenger train

trapped but no—one

injured. Tracks

sank some 20 ft.

Railway blocked

until 1919.

of serious move-

ment about 155

acres -

Area

Big Chalk fall,

before 1835 hrs.

from High Cliff.

Debris blocked

railway and ex-

tended over % mile

out to sea.

Several acres of

land at top of

High Cliff

involved. This

fall may have pre-

ceded and thus

helped to actuate

the main slip.

cont'd  

Just W. of Steady

Hole (possibly the

Chalk mass which

set in 1896—97)

 

 
 
 

 



 

Date

19th Dec.

1915

(cont'd)

19th Dec.

1915

19th Dec.

1915

i

l

 

Description

There had been a

large crack here

for more than 30

years, which had

lately widened.

Very big Chalk

fall, somewhat

before 1900 hrs.

from High Cliff.

A 20 ft width of

cliff top involved

on length of 200

yards. Debris

blocked railway,

buried Abbot's

Cliff signal box

and extended 600

yards out to sea.

Big Chalk slide,

just before 1900

hrs. from High

Cliff.

plateau 50 ft

below cliff top

carried down 100

ft on a 50 to 600

slip plane, but

Iouse on

scarcely damaged.

Some of debris

blocked railway

and extended fi

  
i
.

(cont'd)

Location

Just W. of Abbot's

Cliff Tunnel, near

Capel Lane

At Eagle's Nest

 

{ Reference

i
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Date Description Location Reference

  

19th Dec.

1915

(cont'd)

December

1915

llth Ange

1919

mile out to sea.

The area that fell

included that

which set in 1896-

973

Cracking and sub-

sidence behind top

of High Cliff,

totalling about 2

feet.

The re-opening of the railway after the 1915

 
, 1—47

Main road by Dr.

Horton‘s house

(near Vinehouse

Lane - about

257385)

slip and falls involved the removal of

82,000,000 yd3

.9310,000.

of earth and Chalk and

 

cost

 

Anon,

1919b;

Marshall,

1936

 

1936

(probably

March)

 

Landslip of about

4 acres, extending

80 yd along coast

and 240 yd from

rear soarp to toe.

Base of Gault

approximately at

or just below

beach level.

Major landslip, of

about 35 acres,

comprising an ex-

tension of the  1956 movement to—

wards Warren Ha%té){

con I

At the W. end of

the Barren, sea—

ward of the most

northerly Martello

Tower (and

therefore seaward

of railway)

From position of

1956 slip at W.

end of Warren to

"Warren Halt, sea-

ward of railway

gToms,

1946;

Toms,

g19653

iAnon,

(undated)
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Date

a.

Description Location Reference

 

0. 20th

Mar.

1937

(cont'd)

Railway not in-

volved, but see

wall pushed sea—

wards by an amount

varying from about

90 ft near

Martello Tunnel to

zero near the

harren Halt. Fore-

shore heaved up.   

Toms,

1948b;

Anon,

(undated)

  

1939 Continuous sea wall completed throughout the

larren.

Hood,

1955
 

25th Feb.

1940

March

l9#7

 

Chalk fall of

about 100,000 tons

Extensive but

gradual landslip,

of about 15 acres.

Maximum forward

movement a few

feet.

heaval of beach

Slight up—

Slight renewal of

movement in the

'1940‘ slip.

Drainage headings

damaged and slight

upheaval of beach.

Total forward

movement of about

5 feet at focus of

_ _. (cont'd)
~ix_  

' From the High

Cliff in the Y.

part of the Warren,

at about 24A579

'From'W. of Dover

face of Martello

Tunnel to about

150 yards NE. of

warren Halt, sea—

ward of railway.

Almost coincident

vith NT. part of

1937 slip

Same as for '1940'

slip

 

F

 

Ellson,

1940;

Toms,

1946;

Toms,

1965

Toms,

1953;

Hood,

1955;

Anon,

(undated)

  



 

Location ReferenceDate Description

 

i

March slip, slightly w. i

1947 of Warren Halt, I

I
(cont'd) during period

 1940—47

 

1948-55 Construction of toe—weighting throughout the Viner-

central 1,500 yards of the Warren. Improvement Brady,

of drainage headings. 1955

 

Crushing of No. 4 The heading is Toms,

heading and shear- located 110 to 160 1953;

ing of boreholes 3 yd SW. of Folke— Viner—

and 4, all on line stone end of Brady,

of 19h0 slip sur— Warren Halt 1955

face.

Apparent slight (x) Just E. of the

heave of the landr Horse's Head, at

ward side of con— about 25753820 Observed

crete decking to by the

the toe—weighting, (Y) W. of‘Qfl, in . writer

probably through the oldest part

continued slip of the toe—

movements. In weighting at

July 1964, the about 24853775

heave was estima-

ted to be between

6 and 9 inches at

CD and about 2 ft

at(Y).     
 

The Folkestone Warren landslips of 1915 and 1940 have been

reanalysed by the writer, in terms of effective stlesses. The results

of this work will shortly be published.
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K82. Cliffs N. of Copt Point (242372 to 242365)” TR 23 — Fig. 16.

This 700 yard length of-cliff varies in height between about

170 and 140 feet. It is situated to the south of the foot of the

Chalk escarpment and consists almost entirely of Gault. At its N.

end, the cliff is closely underlain by the Folkestone Beds of the

Lower Greensand, which rise gently to the SSW. and at Copt Point

form the lower 8 to 10 feet of the cliff. The cliff slopes are

scarred by old, relatively shallow slips, now largely grassed over,

and vary in average inclination from 1h? at the N. end to 200 at the

S. The presence of the Folkestone Beds in the vicinity of the base

of the cliff precludes the possibility of base failure. Bands of

sandstone within these beds form rocky ledges on the foreshore which

afford some protection from marine erosion. There are no artificial

defences.

On hth November 1892, a landslip occurred in these Gault cliffs

at about 24203713, near where the Warren Inn used to stand. This

was probably a rotational slope failure. It carried down Wear Bay

Road about so feet (Topley, 1893a; McDakin, 189A).

In March l96h, about two acres of these cliff slopes were

involved in a landslip at 24203655 in the NE. part of Copt Point,

just below and E. of the coastguard station, where the cliff is

about 150 feet high (Castle, 1964). The main slip was about 80 to

100 yards wide and, in July 1964, appeared to have moved roughly 10

ft or so downslope. The toe of the slip was obscured by mudflows

and minor slips but appeared to emerge between 35 and 30 feet above

the bottom of the cliff, that is about 20 feet above the base of the

 



Gault. The rear scarp of the slip cuts into the grassy coast track

which runs on a berm 20 to 30 feet below the cliff top. The portion

of cliff between the berm and the cliff top has been involved in a

small rotational slip, apparently secondary to that described above.

Although smaller in width and encroaching only a few yards landward

of the cliff top, the secondary slip had moved about twice as much as

the main one, leaving a steep rear scarp about 20 feet in height.

The average slope of the cliff at the site of the slips is difficult

to measure by inclinometer; it is estimated to be between 17 and 180.

The slip is understood to be under investigation by Le Grand Adsco

for the Borough of Folkestone.

Copt ggnnt to Sandgate

K83. Cliffs W. of Copt Point (2h2365 t023853635) TR 23 - Fig. 17.

At its E. end, this #00 yard length of cliff is about 150 feet

high and has an average slope of between 30 and 35°. A low cliff of

Folkestone Beds occupies its foot. This is overlain by the Gault,

which has been formed by shallow slips and mudflows into a series of

bare corries up to 55 yards in width. A cut-off drain, just behind

and parallel to the cliff top, was installed some years ago opposite

to E. Cliff Pavilion (23953646), as a precautionary measure (Castle,

1964). Towards the W}, the thickness of the Gault is reduced by both

the gradual fall in cliff height and the upward slope of its junction

with the Folkestone Beds, and the corries diminish in Width to about

15 yards. The foreshore is strewn with blocks of hard sandstone

derived from the erosion of the Folkestone Beds.

 



KD84. Folkestone, E. Cliff (23853635 to 235362) TR 23 — Fig. 17.

This 430 yard length of cliff rises again to an elevation of

somewhat over 100 ft O.D. Its foot is defended by a concrete sea

wall and promenade above which fairly steep cliffs of Folkestone

Beds rise to about mid-height of the slope. The upper cliff is

grassed and partially trimmed and has an average inclination of 25

to 30°. It consists predominantly of Gault and appears now to be

relatively stable. The scar of an old slip in the upper cliff is

discernible at about 23653630.

Both Drew (1864) and Wheeler (1902) mention that the construction

of Folkestone Harbour in 1808—10, and especially the extension of the

W. pier in about 1843,l) interrupted the easterly littoral drift and

caused denudation of the beach below East Cliff (KD84 and K83) with

consequent increased erosion and landslipping there. By 1870, an

aggregate of several acres is reported as having been lost (Anon,

1870) .

KD85. Folkestone Harbour (235362 to 232360) TR 23 - Fig. 17.

The cliffs are broken here by the valley of the Pent Stream, now

completely built up and defended by the Folkestone Harbour works.

KA86. Folkestone, West Cliff (232360 to 226356) TR 23 - Fig. 17

This length of cliff is some 800 yards long and rises from a

height of about 100 ft in the E. to about 130 ft in the W. The

 

1) Further extensions were carried out in about 1861 and 1904

(Folkestone Library, 190%).

 



cliffs have an average inclination of about 37 to 380 and consist of

the Folkestone Beds underlain by Sandgate Beds. They are now fronted

by the broad terrace of beach material which has accumulated since

the early 19th century behind the Folkestone Harbour works, and

appear relatively stable.

Before the building of the harbour, these cliffs were under

active marine attack and suffered frequent landslips. One took place

a little west of Folkestone Parish Church on about 20th September

1785. This slip, which was perhaps in the region of 228357, was

about 130 ft long and sank 40 ft over a period of several days,

raising a reef in the sea at its foot (Lyon, 1786). It would thus

appear to have involved base failure in the Sandgate Beds.

KD87. Folkestone, Leas and Radnor Cliffs (226356 to 206352)*

TR 23 - Fig. 1?.

Throughout this 1% mile length of coast, there is a general

increase of cliff height towards the west to a maximum of about 180

ft at Radnor Cliff (c. 212353). West of there, the slopes fall to

the Enbrook valley. The cliff is formed chiefly of the Folkestone

Beds overlying the Sandgate Beds, both having a gentle easterly dip

of a degree or two. The upper cliff slopes are scarred by a

succession of vegetated old slip corries, commonly about 100 yards

across, and vary in average inclination between about 37 and AEO.

West of about 212352, the Hythe Beds rise into the cliff foot.

This length of coast is fronted throughout by an undercliff

which increases slightly in width towards the W., to a maximum of

roughly 100 yards. It has been produced by ancient landslipping as

 



was recognised, for example, by Ireland (1828-30, vol. 2, p. 169).

That this involved deep—seated rotational failures of the Sandgate

Beds and the underlying Hythe Beds may be inferred from the attitude

of the reefs of ragstone in the foreshore. These probably consist o~

Hythe Beds and are all somewhat disturbed, with landward dips in

excess of 30° being reported in the reefs to the W. of Mill Point

(221351) (Smart, Bisson and l‘itorssam). The Reverend John Sackette

(1716), incumbent of Folkestone Parish Church, reports a gradual

diminution in width of the undercliff at a point between Folkestone

and Sandgate, which he makes clear was not due to direct marine

erosion. It is possible that this phenomenon was the result of slow

slip movements affecting the cliff above the undercliff, probably in

the region of 221354.

On Sunday, 8th March 1801, just after 10 a.m., a considerable

.landslip took place in the cliffs about % mile W. of Folkestone,

carrying away the cliff-top footpath to Sandgate, but causing no

damage to persons or buildings (Anon, 1801). Topley (1875, p. 516)

considered that landslipping on this length of coast was encouraged

by the removal of stone from the offshore reefs for harbour con-

struction. This practice has now long ceased and the seaward face

of the undercliff is protected throughout by a sea wall and groynes.

In the January or February of 1897, considerable falls were reported

from 'the face of the cliffs at Folkestone' (Anon, 1897). This

probably refers to Leas Cliff.

The only movements to be reported from this length of cliff

during the present century have taken place in the vicinity of Leas

 



Cliff Hall (224555). This structure is founded on mass concrete

footings in the in situ Folkestone and Sandgate Beds forming the

steep, upper cliff. It is not responsible for the movements of the

adjoining ground and has not been damaged by them. Since the com-

pletion of the Hall in 1928, a slow downslope movement of the talus

sloping down from the seaward face of the building has taken place.

By 1954 the talus below and to each side of the Hall had moved down-

wards about 2 feet, exposing the top of the seaward row of footings.

In 1941, associated movements in the foot of this cliff damaged the

sea wall between groynes Nos. 3 and 7 (respectively 420 feet E. and

2&0 feet W. of the centreline of Leas Cliff Hall), with maximum move-

ment occurring between groynes Nos. 3 and a (respectively 420 feet

and 230 feet E. of the centre of the Hall) (Soil Mechanics Ltd.,

1955) .

In January 1955 there was a more sudden, downward movement of 2

to 3 feet in the talus seaward of the Hall, accompanied by heaving

and cracking of the undercliff (occupied by the Lower Sandgate Road)

and damage to the sea wall and groynes. Subsequent examination

showed that the movements in the talus extended from about 580 feet

E. to 180 feet W. of the Hall centreline. The movements affecting

the undercliff and the sea defences were of closely comparable extent

(Soil Mechanics Ltd., 1955). The upper cliff of FolkestoneBeds has

been unaffected by these movements.

Comprehensive investigations of these movements have showu them

to derive from a renewal of movement in an old multiple (double)

rotational slip which originated chiefly through the incompetence of

 



the Sandgate Beds. This slip is probably typical of those by which

this length of Undercliff was formed (Soil Mechanics Ltd, 1955; 1956;

and 1957). Further movements in this vicinity took place in l957~58

(Smart, Bisson and Worssam).

The extreme W. end of this length of coast, Where the ground

falls to Enbrook (209355 to 206352), consists chiefly of Sandgate Beds

with the Hythe Beds at their foot. This area is reported to be free

from landslips (Smart, Bisson and Worssam).

KD88. Sandgate (206352 to l903h9)* TR 23 and 15 - Figs. 17 and 18.

This mile-long length of coastal slopes rises generally to

heights of between 200 and 250 feet and has an average inclination

varying between about 12 and 20°, The slopes are capped by the

Folkestone Beds, which form a fairly steep scarp. The irregular

slopes beneath this consist of the Sandgate and Hythe Beds, with the

Atherfield Clay at their foot. They are occupied by a complex of

old and recent landslips, upon which the town of Sandgate is largely

built.

Offshore reefs of ragstone between about l943h9 and 200550 dip

landwards at angles of between 16 and 530. They consist probably of

Hythe Beds and betoken earlier deep-seated rotational slips involving

this bed and probably also the underlying Atherfield Clay (Smart,

Bisson and Worssam).

In the 19th century two large landslides took place at Sandgate,

which together affected practically the whole area of the town. The

first, in 1827, involved a 500 yard length of the E. part of the area,

extending from the church at 20A5352a westwards to Encombe House

 



(19903525) (Topley 1893a, p.4h). A second, larger slide which took

place in March 1893 involved two—thirds of the town of Sandgate and

damaged 200 houses. No one was injured (Anon, 1893 a and b). The

slide extended about 920 yards along the coast, from about 202351

near the middle of the 1827 slide, westwards to 193350. The slide

reached just over 230 yards inland and involved more than 40 acres of

land. The foreshore was also affected for a breadth of about 100

yards. The boundary of the disturbed area is well shown by Blake

(1893 a and b).

The first appreciable movements took place at 7 p.m. on 4th

March, the time of low spring tide. Slight movements continued

during the night and a second slide occurred at low tide on the

following morning. The greatest vertical movement observed was

10 ft, at the rear scarp of the slide in Encombe Gardens: the

horizontal movement was only a few feet and was directed to the

or ESE. The sea wall was moved 18 inches and a 4 ft high ridge

clay was forced up in the foreshore. The rainfall at Hythe in

February 1893 was 4.3 inches, that is 2.2 times the average February

rainfall for the period 1883—1892 (Blake, 1893a; Topley, 1893b;

Reid, 1896). A sea wall was under construction at Sandgate at the

time of the slip (Anon, 1893a).

Diagnoses of the 1893 Sandgate failure are given by Blake (1893

a and b) and Topley (1895 a and b). They judged the town to be built

on an old landslip chiefly involving the Sandgate Beds, and regarded

the 1893 slide as a renewal of movement in this ancient slip. It

seems that the slide mass had the form of a flake or slab and that

 



its movements were predominantly translational. Further slight

movements in this area are reported to have occurred in 1959 (Smart,

Bisson and Worssam). In 1960, five trial pits and three boreholes

were put down within the area affected by the 1893 landslide at about

195350, in connection with the proposed erection of flats and garages.

The borings, which were carried to a maximum depth of 80 feet,

revealed an old slip surface penetrating to, and then possibly

following, the junction between the blue Atherfield Clay and the

underlying brown Atherfield Clay. This horizon lies generally about

10 feet above the junction of the Atherfield Clay with the Wealden.

The lowest point on the slip surface located in these borings was at

-8 feet O.D. (Newlyn), 51 feet below ground level (Soil Mechanics Ltd,

1960). It is probable that this represents the main failure surface

of the 1893 landslide.

Redman (1852) mentions that the construction of groynes to

protect Shcrncliff Battery, just to the W. of Sandgate, led for a

time to impoverishment of the beach and serious erosion to the E., the

coast road being destroyed. By about the middle of the 19th century,

protective esplanade walls had been built and the beach had again

built up. The earlier erosion however may well have lowered the

factor of the safety of the Sandgate area and prepared the way for

its eventual failure.

Evidence of fairly recent, slight earth movements is to be seen

in parts of Encombe House and its grounds. Just to the W. of this

house a shallow rotational slip occurred in November 1958. It was

investigated by Messrs. Halcrow and Partners and is understood to

have measured about 40 to 50 yards in each direction. The scar of
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an older slip, probably of similar type, occupies the steep slope

immediately ENE. of Encombe House. A small slip in the grounds of

Encombe House in late 1962 is reported by May (1964).

The latest 6 inch geological maps (unpublished) show the

western slepes of the Enbrook valley, below the Ross Barracks and

extending N. almost to the Southern Railway line, as a landslip area.

Sandgate to Bonnington

KA89. Seabrook Valley (190349 to 181351)"! TR 13 — Fig. 18.

The cliffs here are breached by the Seabrook valley and are

separated from the sea by a terrace of accumulated beach materials

which broadens to the W. The abandoned cliff slopes rise to a height

of about 250 feet on each side of the Seabrook valley, and consist

chiefly of the four divisions of the Loner Greensand. The Weald Clay

occupies the very foot of the slopes.

The latest geological map (unpublished) shows the landslip area

occupying the Sandgate cliff slopes to extend W. as far as about

187350. The region between there and the bottom of the Seabrook

valley is shown as landslip free.

A landslip at about 187350 was initiated in 1963, in the lower

30 feet of the E. slopes of the Seabrook valley (Anon, l96h). The

movements appear to have resulted from excavation of the toe of the

slope in connection with the building of two blocks of new houses on

the N. side of Seabrook Road. The face of this excavation had a

maximum height, at its E. end beneath a bus garage, of the order of

10 feet, and extended roughly 70 to 80 yards westwards.

 



The slipping began in October and was gradual. The slip scarp

ran beneath the SW. corner of the bus garage and then westwards

through the back gardens of Helena Villasl), causing cracking of

these buildings and fracturing a gas main. At its most northerly

extent it undermined the S. wall of No. 9 Helena Villas. In July

l96h, the maximum subsidence at the rear scarp was between 2 and 3

ft. The foot of the affected slope is now supported, at its E. end,

by a brick—faced, sheet-pile retaining wall and at its W. end by a

stone revetment. The failure is understood to have been investigated

by Foundation Engineering Ltd. The latest geological map (unpublished)

shows the abandoned cliffs W} of the Seabrook valley and much of the

western slopes of the valley itself as landslip areas.

Two miles inland, on the escarpment of the Chalk above Danton

Pinch and Pean (0. 195381), a landslide took place during a thaw on

the night of 20th to let January 1893, destroying a cottage and

killing three people (MoDakin, 1893 and 1894; Anon, 1958). The

failure seems to have approximated to a detritus slide.

KA90. East Hythe (181351 to 167350)* TR 13 - Fig. 18.

This section of abandoned cliff, approaching a mile in length,

rises to a height of over 300 ft and has an average overall

inclination rather less than 10°. The cliff consists of the

Folkestone Beds underlain by the remainder of the Lower Greensand

series, with the Weald Clay at its foot. The upper hillside appears

1) The garage and villas occupy the site of a former railway line.

 



stable but below about the 100 ft contour, Where the inclination

steepens to about 12°, the slopes are marked with the scars of old

landslips, now apparently inactive. Scattered houses occupy the

lower half of the slopes.

M91. Hythe (167350 to 147349)”: TR 13 - Fig. 18.

This length of over a mile of abandoned and partly dissected

cliffs rises to a height of about 200 ft at an average inclination

varying from about llo to as little as 5°. They are capped by Hythe

Beds overlying the Atherfield Clay and the Weald Clay; the latter

forms the lower half to three-quarters of the slopes. The latest

geological map (unpublished) indicates the whole of this length to

be a landslip area. In breadth this extends approximately from the

top of the Atherfield Clay outcrop, which rises in level from roughly

+ 120 ft O.D. in the E. to about + 200 ft O.D. in the W., down to the

slope foot. These old slips now seem to be inactive. A considerable

part of the town of Hythe is built upon them but according to the

Borough Surveyor in 1955, only one building, a house near the slope

crest, has shown signs of slipping within living memory (Smart,

Bisson and Worssam). Repeated movements affecting the embankments of

the A261 road on Hythe Hill (in-553) are reported by Bowdler (1964).

KA92. Hythe to W. Hythe (14.7349 to 124350)": TR 13 . Fig. 19.

This length of over 1% miles of abandoned cliff increases

gradually in height to the V., with the rise of the strata, from

about 200 to slightly over 500 ft. From their foot to a vertical

distance of about 60 to 70 ft below their crest, the slopes are

 



formed of Weald Clay. They are capped by the Atherfield Clay and the

Hythe Beds, the Rag and Hassock of the latter formation forming the

generally 20 to 30 ft high cliff scarp at the slope crest. For a

short distance in the middle of this length, the Hythe Beds are

overlain by up to 14 ft of glauconitic clays of the Sandgate Beds.

The whole slope has been affected by old slips, probably dating

chiefly from the time when marine erosion was active at its footl).

Slipped blocks of Hythe Beds, 50 to 100 yds in length and markedLy

back-tilted, lie 10 to 20 ft below the scarp to the SE. and SSW. of

Pedlinge Court (Smart, Bisson and Worssam) and shallow embayments

elsewhere in the scarp with back~tilted masses below them (e.g. at

140345) speak of other rotational landslips at the top of the slope.

The average inclination between the crest and foot of these slopes

varies between about 9% and 11°.

Landslides affecting the cliff scarp of the Hythe Beds,

resulting from seepage erosion of the underlying fine sand, are

recorded by 'Amicus' (1793).

The lower slopes give the appearance of being affected chiefly

by mantle creep, rather than more rapid and discrete landslipping.

In an attempt to discover whether or not this is still active, an

examination was made of the road running down the slope at Lympne

Hill and of the bordering houses. The road has been recently re-

surfaced and so indicates little. Most of the houses show no indica-

tion of ground movements, but cracks wide enough to admit daylight

l) Probably at least 2,000 years ago.

 



were seen in a pre—l939 brick garage at about 1253h8. A house lower

down the slope at about 1255h5 has suffered severe cracking during

the past three decades. This was probably due in part to slight

slope instability but may have been contributed to by spring erosion

and an increase of foundation load produced by structural alterations.

The house now seems to have been stabilized by extensive underpinning

carried out about ten years ago.

The gardener in a house at 12533h55 pointed out a 2 to 4 inch

high slip scarp in the hill slopes a little to the E. He considered

that the whole of the hillside was subject to very slight, gradual

movements. A local Post Office linesman reported that all the tele-

graph poles down Lympne Hill lean slightly downhill.

111x93. Lympne (122.550 to 105342? TR 13 - Fig. 19.

This 1% mile length of the abandoned cliffs behind Romney Marsh

has a fairly constant height of about 500 ft and an overall inclina-

tion varying between about 8 and 10°. The geology and degree of

instability of these slopes is very similar to those of the conti-

guous slopes to the E., described above (KA92), though the

inclination of the present slope diminishes slightly to the W.

The Saxon Shore fort now known as Stutfall Castle was built on

these landslipped slopes by the Romans, probably fairly near to its

present position, in the latter part of the 3rd century A.D. (Bushe—

Fox, 1932). The fort is DOV a ruin, with its walls broken and much

displaced by landslips. The broken parts of the walls have suffered

dislocations of up to the order of 50 yards (Smith, 1850). The

sections of wall that are still standing generally lean slightly

 



seawards, possibly as a result of the build—up of soil, through

shallow movements and wash, against their up~slope face. The

difference in ground level between the N. and S. sides of the walls

commonly amounts to about 5 ft. Smith (1852) considered that the

main disruption of the fort by landslips took place before the Norman

Conquest. Ground water levels in the area of the fort, and especially

E. and NE. of it, are high. The general slope of the hillside in the

vicinity, which beneath its mantle of slipped material consists of

Weald Clay, is between 8;; and 10°.

Here, as in the cliffs between Lympne and Hythe, the upper parts

of the slopes are subject to occasional rotational landslips. One

such failure is reported by Collinson (1728) as having involved a

timber-built farm near Lympne in about 1725. Following upon a very

wet season, the rocky brow of the cliff, with the farm upon it, sank

between 40 and 50 ft in the night, the ground beneath the hill brow

being at the same time heaved upwards. The farm was so little

damaged that its occupants were unaware of the event until they found

the door to be jammed the next morning. A nearby, stone—built barn

was demolished. A.similar account, upon which the 1728 report was

probably based, is given by Gostling (1756). The farm involved in

this landslip can be identified with the older parts of the half-

timbered building now known as the ‘Frenoh House' (11253470). Local

tradition identifies this house with the landslip and the building is

situated about 50 ft below the crest of the slope and just in front

of a relatively fresh landslip corrie. The landslip seems to have

been a fairly deep—seated rotational failure involving the Hythe

 



Beds, the Atherfield Clay and possibly also the Weald.Clay. 'Coombe

Farm}, a relatively recent brick and stone building lying 100 yds to

the E., doubtless derives its name from the similar old landslip

corrie beneath which it was built.

The large—scale embayments in these abandoned cliffs at, for

instance, the E. and W. extremities of this length, appear to be

primarily the result of stream erosion, rather than landslipping.

KA94. Lympne to Aldington (105342 to 063365)*

TR 13 and O3 — Figs. 19 and 20.

This length of abandoned cliffs is about 3% miles long and

generally about 300 ft in height. As in the slopes to the E., the

Hythe Beds form a steep and often rocky cliff at the crest of the

escarpment and the slopes below are formed in the Atherfield Clay

and the weald Clay. The average inclination of the cliff diminishes

from about 80 in the E. to 50 in the W. Because of this gradual

reduction of slope and the rise of a sandy facies of the Wealden

into the slepe foot, the stability of the lower slepes tends to

improve towards the 2.

Old landslip scars can be distinguished at several places in

the Hythe Beds scarp, and back-tilted blOcks of these beds near

Honeypot, at Fostums Land and NNW. of Aldington Knoll (Smart, Bisson

and Worssam) indicate a general tendency for rotational failures

there. The degree of activity at the present day varies considerably.

In the gardens below Port Lympne (1023h9) for instance, ground move—

ments involving a subsidence of as much as 2 ft occurred between

about 1930 and 1955 (Smart, Bisson and Worssam) whereas the partly

 



ruined, early 16th century (Erwocd, 1929) chapel at Court-at—Street

(090352), standing just below the steep scarp of Hythe Beds on the

)
Atherfield Clay, shows little or no evidence of movement1 .

Aldington Knoll, with a top elevation of + 311 ft O.D., consists

largely of Atherfield and Teald Clays, having only a very thin

capping of Hythe Beds. Large landslips have taken place on its E.,

S, and W. sides, leaving only a very small remnant undisturbed (Smart,

Bisson and Worssam).

The 14 mile long landslip area, which occupies the cliffs or

abandoned cliffs all the way from Folkestone Warren, is shown by the

latest geological map (unpublished) to terminate between Aldington

Knoll and Bonnington. Further west the abandoned cliffs are heavily

dissected and degraded, bespeaking a longer freedom from marine attack,

and less argillaceous strata predominate.

 

1) The small pond NT. of the chapel may well have been formed by a

landslip occurring before the chapel was built.
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NOTES ON CHALK FALLS C? THE KENT COAST
MAQ—J-KD‘“--! , - - ' an; o ‘ “ . 

In the course of current research into coastal landslips in the

soft rock cliffs of Kent, the following incidental information has

been gathered on Chalk falls in the county. Although extremely

scattered and incomplete, it may be of some value in any future

investigation into the field behaviour of Chalk. The cliff falls

are described from the Isle of Thanet towards Folkestone. Rowe

(1900) gives a detailed description of the zoning of the chalk in

these cliffs. One inch 0.3. National Grid references are given

where possible.

Islerofifjggnyzg

Between Birchington and Margate, the Chalk cliffs do not exceed

a height of 50 feet. From Margate to Broadstairs they gradually rise

to a height of about 75 feet and in Ramsgate they reach a maximum

height of roughly 100 feet. The Thanet Chalk falls are accordingly

fairly small and are concentrated chiefly in the Ramsgate area.

Dowker (1895) and Wheeler (1902) both remark on the frequency of

Chalk falls between Pegwell and Dumpton Gap.

c. 1870 Broadstairs; a fall involved 30 ft of the cliff top

(Hepper, 1885).

1875 Ramsgate; a fall set back the cliff edge about 5 ft

(Hepper, 1885).

1896—7 Pegwell Bay to Birchington; numerous small Chalk

falls (McDakin, 1897).

 



Ramsgate, West Cliff Promenade (3766h2); a Chalk fall

120 ft long (i.e. along the cliff) with 20 ft maximum

width and a height of 80 ft (Hole, 1964).

Ramsgate, West Cliff Promenade (377642); a Chalk fall

100 ft long with 15 ft maximum width and a height of

80 ft (Hole, 1964).

Ramsgate, Marina Road (388651), a Chalk fall 50 ft

long with 15 ft maximum width and a height of 60 ft

(Hole, 1964).

Ramsgate, The Paragon (380644); a Chalk fall 100 ft

long with 20 ft maximum width and a height of 80 ft

(Hole, 1964).

Pegwell Bay (357643); a small, fairly fresh tension

failure in Lower Chalk seen and photographed on 9 Jan.

1964.

From Walmer to the south end of Oldstairs Bay the Chalk cliffs

have been abandoned by the sea, and are fronted by a substantial

shingle beach. These abandoned cliffs are very steep and indicate

that little or no deterioration of the strength of Chalk occurs with

time.

31103611105159.6336; halal

1895 St. Margaret's Bay; a tremendous Chalk fall 'not long

ago' (Anon, 1895).

January llth. North side of St. Margaret‘s Bay; a

250,000 ton Chalk fall, the debris of which extended

1,200 ft out to sea (Anon, 1905).
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January 50th. Just N. of St. Margaret's Bay; more

than 10,000 tons of Chalk fell into the sea at Bock

Hill Cutting (Anon, 1906).

November 12th. East (= north) side of St. Margaret's

Bay; a great fall of Chalk which produced a mass of

debris 200 ft wide and extending 500 ft out to sea

(McDakin, 1911).

December 22nd. At 377456, 600 yards NE. of Dover

Patrol Monument; a Chalk fall 150 ft long x 60 ft

wide (Bowdler, l96h).

1962 March; L srmller,Chalk fall, near that of 22nd

Deoember1959. (Bowdler, 1964)

Long after the fallen Chalk itself has been removed by the sea,

the positions of old chalk falls are revealed by the lobulate,

residual masses of flints beneath the cliffs. North of St. Margaret's

Bay, the sites of old eroded falls appear on an aerial photograph

taken by Aerofilms Limited, Picture No. A20467. Fresher Chalk falls

are shown on their Picture No. A20h63/49. The flinty remnants of old

falls below cliffs of Upper Chalk at Hope Point appear on Geological

Survey and Museum photograph No. 3960 (White, 1928; p. 90).

The eroded remains of three considerable Chalk falls were seen

in January 1964 on the north side of St. Margaret's Bay. The largest

and most recent is at 573450. The remains of two smaller, earlier

falls lie nearby, at 572449 and 372448, the former of these being the

older. The remains of a further large old fall were seen at the same

time on the south side of the bay, at about reference 367439.

 



On the 1:25,ooo 0.3. map (1960 edition), the name ‘White Fall'

appears just south of Hope Point (377457), probably indicating a

fairly recent, major fall there. The same map also indicates several

tongues of debris below the cliffs south of St. Margaret‘s Bay (at

367439, 366438, 365h55 and 563433).

0 '. "'7. -1, 'l ,. " .

ooutn Loreiand to Dover
nr-iii..-iii.i“I. 4.“..- gala-.41“.

1580 April 6th, at 6 p.m. Dover; a fall of the cliff

beneath the castle, involving a portion of the castle

wall. This fall coincided with an earthquake of

intensity 8 in London (Davison, 1924).

December 14th. Dover; several considerable falls of

the cliffs took place, both east and westward of Dover.

One of these demolished a house standing at the base

of the cliffs, between Moat's Bulwark and the Dover

Gas Company‘s works, killing a woman and six children

(Anon (K.B.), 1823).

January 20th, at 5 p.m. Dover; a heavy fall of Chalk

took place near Holy Trinity Church (MoDakin, 1900).

November. East Cliff, Dover; a large fall of Chalk

destroyed two houses. Fall preceded by 48 days of very

wet weather (McDakin, 1900).

February 23rd, at 5 p.m. 300 yards east of Corn Hill

Coastguard Station above Crab Bay (351426); a big

Chalk fall (McDakin, 189a).

 



Early part of year. One mile east of Dover, near the

WoD, boundary stone (probably about 359A22); a fall

of Chalk (McDakin, 189a). Probably the same fall as

that recorded at Cobbler Point by (Wheeler, 1902).

Opposite Convict Prison, Dover; a considerable Chalk

fall (Wheeler, 1902).

January. About a third of a mile west of South

Foreland low light (probably about 356429); a very

heavy fall, a furlong in length, in 550 foot high

cliffs of Upper and Middle Chalk (McDakin, 1897;

Wheeler, 1902).

February 5th, Dover; a small fall of the cliff behind

lo. 163, Snargate Street (McDekin, 1899).

February, at about the same time as the Snargate Street

fall. Dover; a small fall of the cliff beneath the

Castle casemates, near the Guildford Battery (McDakin,

1899).

January 28. East of Dover, between Corn Hill and Fan

Bay (about 350426); a fall of Chalk (McDakin, 1911).

January. East Cliff, Dover; a minor, superficial

fall, investigated by Coode and Gv-Jyther. (Hitchen,

1961+).

A large slice of the cliff, seen at a distance in January 1964,

appeared to have been involved in an old landslip at about reference

3 63431».

 



Dover to Folkestoao — Shake5pe&r6_01iff

1772

1810

l8h3

Shakespeare Cliff; an immense slip (Lyell, 1875).

Shakespeare Cliff; a very extensive slip (Lyell, 1875).

January 26th. Round Down Cliff, between Shakespeare

and Abbot‘s Cliffs was brought down by explosives, 70

feet being removed-to make way for the railway

(Marshall, 1936).

Shortly before February 13th. Shakespeare Cliff; a

fall of a few hundred tons of Chalk (Anon, 1897a).

About February 20th. Shakespeare Cliff; an immense

fall of Chalk. (Anon, 1897b; McDakin, 1900).

March 6th. Shakespeare Cliff; three enormous falls

of cliff occurred in rapid succession, not far from

where the fall took place on about February 20th, 1897.

(Anon, 1897b).

March 9th} Shakespeare Cliff; a further slip took

place, bigger than all the previous 1897 falls here

put together. (Anon, 1897b).

January. Shakespeare Cliff; a smaller fall of Chalk

(McDakin, 1900).

January 13th. East side of Shakespeare Cliff, near

entrance to railway tunnel; thousands of tons of

Chalk slipped from cliff (McDakin, 1907).

March 30th. West side of Shakespeare Cliff, near

boundary stone; a considerable fall of cliff, the

debris extending 300 ft along the coast and 250 ft

seaward. At the same time a fall occurred at Cap

Blane Nez, on the French coast (McDakin, 1910).
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Shakespeare Cliff; a cliff fall of which the debris

extended 100 ft along the coast and nearly 500 feet

out to sea, forming a heap about 25 ft thick (Minikin,

1952).

November. Near ShakesPeare signal box, a little W. of

the W. face of Shakespeare Tunnel; a large fall of

Chalk which closed the railway (Bucknall, 1957).

December 12th. Between Shakespeare Tunnel and Dover;

a large fall of Chalk (Toms, 1965).

No. 2 shaft of the Dover colliery is located on the undercliff

formed by a huge, old cliff fall (Lamplugh and Kitchin, 1911). This

is referred to as the 'Great Fall' on the 1st edition of the 6 inc

0.8. maps (surveyed 1872; published 1877), and may well be that

brought down by explosives in 1843.

Dover to Polkcstone - Abbot’s Cliff
1' " 1- ’ 'W—‘A J-GJ—“AJ-‘nh—‘v

1892

1896

About November 4th. Below Lydden coastguard station;

a very heavy fall of Chalk (McDakin, 1900).

Lydden Spout; a great fall of the cliff (McDakin,

1900).

December Elst, at 9 p.m. Abbot's Cliff; an immense

fall of the 3h8 ft high cliff of Chalk over Gault.

The debris extended 600 ft along the coast, 1,200 ft

out to sea and was up to 30 ft thick (McDakin, 1912).

Just east of the Dover face of Abbot's Cliff tunnel;

a large fall of Chalk which badly damaged the sea wall

extending from there to Shakespeare Cliff and caused

temporary closure of the railway (Wood, 1946).

 



Between Dover and Folkestone Warren, and especially along Abbot's

Cliff, both cliffs and foreshore bear extensive traces of large old

falls, which are also clearly shown on the 1:25,000 and larger scale

Ordnance maps. One such fall shoWs up very clearly in the field, at

reference 27653860.

The small slip in 1897 in ferruginous beds capping the 450 ft

high cliffs % mile west of Lydden Spout, referred to by McDakin,

(1899), did not apparently affect the Chalk.

The Chalk falls associated with the Folkestone Warren landslips

are not included here, as they are described together with the

Folkestone Warren slips (KD81).
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From ALBERT P. COSTAIN, MJ”

November 19th, 1970

Dear Mr. Syer,

Thank you for your prompt reply to my letter of November 9th, and For your

personal comments.

I have received a reply from the Sandgate Society and ammriting to them fully.

I think I should explain that one of the main reasons for writing to them as I

did was to ascertain from the householders affected what authority the Society

has to negotiate on their behalf. What I found disturbing was the fact that

although I have seen representatives of the Society on several occasions, I had

no indication from them that they were proposing to send out a questionnaire.

Had they informed me of their intention, I would have gladly discussed with them

what form this should take, and the additional questions I would have liked

included in the questionnaire might I think have put the matter in proper

perspective.

I fully realise that you would not necessarily have any knowledge that I had

been assisting the Town Clerk in his negotiations with the Ministry - indeed, I

am in constant contact with the Town Clerks of the Constituency on a variety of

subjects, and it would be quite impracticable for all constituents to be kept

advised of this.

I appreciated that the first part of my second question would not apply in

cases where the property was built before the National Housebuilders'

Registration Council came into being, and it was for this reason that I added

the point about insurance cover. It would have been better, I think, if I had

also included a question to the effect that at the time of purchase‘ did the

professional surveyor employed make any suggestion about the possibility of

landslips.

In answer to the question raised in your final paragraph, I think you over-

simplify the matter, for it is not so much a question of expenditure being

incurred in repairing the 1893 drain, but rather a contribution towards a revised

drainage system which will generally improve the amenities in the neighbourhood.

Whether or not you would be entitled to d)mpensation is, of course, a matter

for your solicitors. All I am trying to indicate is that from the information

I have received, as this drain was on private property the Council cannot be

held responsible. The only compensation which could be given by the Valuation

Officer would be by a reduction in the rateable value, and although it may be

that you yourself are not affected by this, there are certain instances where

the rates have been reduced.

/Continued...

 



From ALBERT P. COSTAIN, M P

In conclusion, I would say that my intervention in the matter was

brought about by my anxiety that the position should be clearly understood

by the property owners concerned, for I am frankly of the opinion that

following recent landslides in other parts of Folkestone, the conditions

created by a dry summer followed by heavy rainfall could create circumstances

where further landslides could be possible, and in my view remedial work should

be put in hand with the minimum of delay.

Yours sincerely,,

L. D. Syer Esq.,

Balcony House,

148 Sandgate High Street,

Folkestone, Kent.
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_ BOROUGH OF FOLKESTONE

T.\.:x:.~GREENING c EN5.M roe.

M‘LMUN.E. M. INST. HE.

BOHOUGH ENGINEER; SURVEYOR

ANDPLANNINGOFFICER a V .. 13“ THE CEVIC CENTRE.

‘2 .1” ' : F‘KOL ESTONE
TELEPhONL NO. 552;! 131110303

ENCLOSURE S

VOUR REFERENCE

MY REFERENCE ‘ ‘ V‘ V, . -)
11th July, 1969

. vfien I mefi you on the 28th hay’ 1M‘euti1a1_2h have been

0arried out into the pipe you showed me at the foot of the ater igrden and I

thought you might like to know that it is as I suSpected, a silt trap. I

have had this cleaned out and the land dr:in pipe from tilis ”:11 pit to the

arain undethe garages has also been nodded clear and ,1 ‘; .-1ts have new

Leen made for this 10 be inapected freouently V; L kxow, :.ppr:ciate

that these works have been carried out without pre,uo12e

ful until such t1me as the problem has Leen ;esolJea.

£1.91?“

Alex For your information. No answer to my question on whose land this silt trap lies.

No answer to m other questions - but for the moment I will let sleeping dogs lie}

and not exacer ate them before the Deputation.

11%?“ 



 

1893 Landshp

Fig 2. Old landslip positions, Sandgate.

blue grey clay and normally passes downwards

into a very stiff brown massive clay. In the

boreholes through the Esplanade the boundary

between the blue grey and brown clay was

frequently marked by the basal slip plane of the

Encombe landslip. The location of the slip

plane was confirmed by inclinometer readings

installed in the boreholes.

8. Beneath the Atherfield Clay lies about

135m of Weald Clay, although only the upper 20m

have been proved in the Encombe area.

HISTORY OF LANDSLIPPING

9. Reference is made by Topley (ref. 6) to a

previous landslip that took place in 1827 on the

eastern side of the Encombe landslip and which

affected the majority of Sandgate town (Fig 2).

It appears that landslip movements continued

until approximately 1850, when deep drainage was

installed at the back of the landslip to

stabilise the Undercliff area.

10. The outline of the present Encombe

landslip movements coincides with the areas of

damage in the vicinity of Encombe reported for a

larger landslip movement which took place during

1893 (Fig 2). The extent and damage caused by

this event is well documented (ref. 6). The
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1893 landslip took place during a low spring

tide when the beach was almost devoid of shingle

following the construction of groynes to the

west. At the same time, water would have

accumulated in the broken mass of Sandgate Beds

caused by the heavy rainfall of the preceeding

month.

ll. The landslip movements in 1893 extended

some 500m further west than the present actdve

landslip (Fig 3). Movement, up to 3m vertical

displacement was reported to be very gentle,

although many buildings were damaged. The slip

commenced at about low spring tide on the

evening of 4th March; the movement diminished as

the tide rose, although not entirely ceasing,

and at low tide the following morning renewed

movements took place.

12. Descriptions of the damage caused by the

1893 landslip and the extent and location of

features such as backscars and other cracks

correspond almost exactly with similar features

associated with the present movement. It would

appear, therefore, that the present movements

are a reactivation of part of the 1893 landslip.

13. Following the 1893 landslip, land drains

were installed along the length of the landslip

and they appeared to have arrested the movement

time. However, cracks and settlement

appeared at the front of Encombe House (Fig 3)

in 1951. In 1966, the terrace at Encombe House

sunk about;0.6m and this was followed by a

period of increased ground movements involving

minor incidents such as fractured gas and water

mains particularly in the region of the

backscar. In 1969, subsequent to the

development of a number of houses in the area,

now known as Encombe Estate (Fig 3), damage to

some of the buildings was reported due to ground

movements, and boreholes were sunk with

associated instrumentation. Following increased

movements in 1975 a scheme of limited drainage

was constructed, comprising well points along

part of the back of the slip to intercept ground

water flow. The well points were installed in

l91§; however, readings from the piezometers

installed showed no significant drop in the

water level and the rate of landslip movement

was only marginally reduced from 80 mm/year to

60 mm/year (Fig 4).

RECORDS OF MOVEMENT

14. In 1983, a base line survey was SEL out

by the Ordnance Survey to keep an accurate

0 



SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON STATEMENT BY PROFESSOR HUTCHINSON

INTRODUCTION

A statement by Professor J.N. Hutchinson, Professor of Engineering

Geomorphology at Imperial College, London dated 2nd November 1987 has

been submitted to the Inquiry.

Professor Hutchinson is an acknowledged authority and has made an

extensive study of coastal landslips in the Folkestone and Hythe area. He

raises two main points and one minor point which, in view of his local

knowledge, require careful consideration. He lists in his Table I

landslips which have occurred over the last 150 years with appropriate

references.

His concerns can be summarised as follows:-

That excavation for the marina basin will increase the risk of local

landslips in the escarpment immediately to the north of the site

(direct effects).

That interruption of the net eastward littoral drift will reduce

beach levels along the seawall in front of Sandgate Cliff, and

elsewhere, thus increasing potential instability in an area of known

sensitivity (indirect effects).

That work on the marina could encounter items of historic and

archeological interest. 



Professor Hutchinson is probably not fully aware of the details of the

scheme as at present proposed and its associated arrangements with

Shepway District Council, and his concern is therefore understandable. We

believe that the following details will indicate that these problems can

be overcome.

LANDSLIP POTENTIAL AT THE SITE

The excavation of material at the toe of a potential landslip, and

Professor Hutchinson indicates that slip areas might extend towards

the site, may indeed reduce the stability and induce further movement.

At this site, however, the vast majority of excavation will be in

landfill, tipped since the last war. At the, more sensitive, eastern end

of the site only 0.25 to 0.5m of original ground will be excavated, and

then only in the basin area. This is still above the bed level, and even

water level, of the Royal Military Canal. With the areas for buildings

and roads being at or above existing ground level the stabilising toe

load on any potential slip will remain greater than that prior to

tipping. Once the basins are filled with water and the building loads

installed the stability is further increased. The triggering of a

further slip by the marina excavation and construction thus seems

unlikely, although the "careful site investigation" recommended by

Professor Hutchinson will be carried out as part of the detailed design

studies and "appropriate stabilisation measures” built into the design if

the investigations showS‘these to be prudent.

 



The raising of water tables in the area surrounding the marina, seen by

Professor Hutchinson as a destabilising influence, will be avoided by the

design requirements for the marina to have zero leakage and for

maintenance of the existing drainage regime. Indeed, the land drainage

aspects are likely to be improved as a result of the requirements of the

District Council and Southern Water Authority.

COASTAL LANDSLIPS ELSEWHERE

Net littoral drift occurs in an easterly direction and Professor

Hutchinson is quite correct in assessing that a harbour, acting like a

large groyne, could result in reduction of beach levels along Sandgate,

at least in the short term, as has occurred previously due to groyne

construction. To cope with this problem Shepway District Council, as the

coast protection authority, are to take over the main harbour works and

the responsibility for maintaining the beach levels to both sides of the

harbour.

Shepway District Council are currently responsible for the sea wall in

the application area. To maintain the sea wall stability, beach levels

down drift of the harbour will have to be kept within present limits.

Shepway District Council have specified measures, to be verified in model

studies, to safeguard sea wall stability and maintain the supply of beach

material to the areas beyond the site and of concern to Professor

Hutchinson. The development will not, therefore, add further to any

problems further east.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL ITEMS

The excavation works for the marina basins, being mainTy in Tandfiii, are

uniikeiy to encounter items of archeoiogicai interest. Shouid works

connected with the RoyaT Miiitary CanaT be unearthed they can be recorded

and the data incorporated in the Heritage Centre.

We are aware of the existence somewhere of the 01d Hythe Haven, and

indeed it wouid be encouraging to find that we had chosen the same site.

The excavation and dredging works are Timited in extent but shoqu they

encounter any antique structures or items of archeoiogica] interest the

standard Engineering Genera] Conditions of Contract, used for most civiT

engineering works of this type in the U.K. wiilappiy. These require

that the Contractor immediately notifies the relevant authorities of any

archeoiogicai find and there is provision for work to stop and carefui

investigation and recording can then be carried out.

CONCLUSION

Professor Hutchinson raises severai points of justifiabie concern and

interest, but we beiieve that the current scheme and arrangements with

the Locai Authority deai very adequateiy with the items raised in his

statement.

 



CHGG/9

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON LANDSLIPS
 

INTRODUCTION

In CHGG/Z I gave a response to Professor Hutchinson's statement

regarding his concern over landslip danger, both at the site and

further along the coast. Professor Hutchinson mentioned the

known presence of landslips from the abandoned cliffs north of

Seabrook Road, the toes of which might extend south of the line of

the road. Careful site investigation was recommended and, if

necessary, appropriate stabilization measures were advised. These

points were accepted in CHGG/Z but some further details have been

requested.

SITE INVESTIGATION

2.l Historical

It will be necessary, as a first step, to investigate the history

of landslips adjacent to the area of the proposed development by

reference to past records. These may be located from Local

Authorities, and from consultations with specialists, such as

Professor Hutchinson, who have studied the area. In conjunction

with both of the above, it will be advisable to inspect the

potential landslip areas for any signs of past or present movement.

 



CHGG/9

SITE INVESTIGATION ...... (cont'd)

2.2 Site Investigation

It is difficult to predict the extent of site investigation prior

to undertaking the historical analysis, but it would appear from

Geological Maps that the material is likely to be greensand or

Neald Clay leading to shallower slips than occur in the chalk at,

for example, Folkestone Warren.

To investigate an area of concern, boreholes would be sunk along

the perimeter of the marina site to determine whether there were

signs of extension of the slips into the site, and to locate

potential pre-formed slip planes, if any. Consecutive or

continuous sampling would be carried out to obtain continuous

records of soil fabric and to provide materials for laboratory

strength testing.

Whether slip planes extend into the site or not, further boreholes

would be sunk closer to the cliff, probably along Seabrook Road.

Boreholes further up the slope may also be required to determine

the extent of any encountered slip area.

2.3 Recording of Information

A geotechnical engineer would be on hand throughout to record and

log samples and advise on fabric structures encountered in the

boreholes. Piezometers, which measure the water in the ground

strata, would be installed where appropriate and read, if

necessary, for a period‘of months. 



CHGG/9

SITE INVESTIGATION

2.4 Testing and Analysis

Comprehensive laboratory tests would be carried out on the samples

obtained during the site investigation to determine the strength

and nature of the materials.

The tests will provide the strength parameters necessary for a

detailed soils analysis and slope stability computation to be

progressed. The results of this analysis, coupled with variables

associated with the construction phase and then final completion of

the proposed works can be incorporated to define the factors of

safety necessary to prevent slope failure.

STABILIZATION MEASURES
 

3.l General

The schrity of the site must be maintained, both in the

construction phase and final condition. Possibilities exist for

added stabilization for both cases.

3.2 Final Condition

With the land level little different to the present tip, the higher

retained water level adding toe weight and the additional building

loads, it seems likely that the final condition would improve

stability. Nonetheless if an incipient slip plane did run under

the site, the opportunity exists to use the building piling or king

piles in the sheet piled edging to penetrate the slip line and add

:\

further stability. 



CHGG/Q

STABILIZATION MEASURES ..... (cont'd)
 

3.3 Construction Condition

It is likely that the phased construction proposed will prevent all

the excavation being open at once. In particular, the north east

corner, of greatest concern to Professor Hutchinson, will be done

at a later stage when programme pressures are reduced. Thus a

staged excavation, with a minimum of open area, would probably be

acceptable.

Additionally, temporary de-watering at the critical toe of any slip

area could be used to reduce pore water pressures, and hence

increase shear strengths over a limited construction period.

Other alternatives include local surcharging of adjacent areas

during excavation and programming this sensitive part of the works

for summer when dry conditions should improve overall stability.

SUMMARY

The investigations suggested above would be carried out as part of

the design process when foundation conditions for buildings will,

in any case, have to be determined. The extension of these

investigations to cover the landslip potential will require added

care and considerable specialist advice.

 



CHGG/9

SUMMARY

Should there indeed be a risk of re-activating movement there are

available preventative measures which, if inconvenient, are not of

nwjor financial impact if they can be incorporated in the

construction plan from the planning stage.

The fact should be borne in mind that the marina basin excavations,

with only localized exceptions, are shown to seaward of the

existing Royal Military Canal and will be to a depth of from l.5 to

2m less than that of the canal bottom; this should make their

effect on stability very slight and not comparable with the

suspected cause of the 1963 Seabrook Slip. This latter, on

Professor Hutchinson's information, was an excavation right at the

toe of the cliff, whereas the closest proposed significant marina

excavation is 60m from the toe and in general l20m away.

 



STATEMENT BY PROFESSOR J.N. HUTCHINSON

ON DOCUMENT CHGG/9 "SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON LANDSLIDES"

Clause 2.2

The strata most likely to be involved in the landslips immediately north

of the proposed site are the Sandgate Beds, the Hythe Beds, the Atherfield

Clay and the Weald Clay.

It is good practice to arrange boreholes on section lines running down the

steepest slope rather than on lines roughly parallel to its foot, as

proposed. Carefully supported and logged trial pits should be included in

the investigations.

glause 2.3

Piezometers need to be installed in careful relation to the slip surfaces.

They should be read for at least a full year and probably for longer, to

establish seasonal trends in ground-water level. Inclinometer; should

also be installed.

Clause 3

It is generally not prudent for stabilisation to rely chiefly on rigid

structures located towards the toe of a slip, unless combined with more

general measures, such as permanent drainage.

Clause 4

The ”closest proposed significant marine excavation" appears to be about

35m from the toe of the landslips as mapped by the 365 in the NE corner of

the site. (The site boundary is about 15m from this toe but, according to

 



the 'Site Layout' in the blue Port Hythe brochure of June 1987, a line of

buildings intervenes between this boundary and the marina edge). Details

of the toe of the related, but larger, abandoned cliff at Lympne, roughly

km to the W, are given in Fig. 3 of the attached paper (Hutchinson g£_§l.,

1985).

No section through the north—east corner of the site has been provided and

no attempt has been made to discuss or interpret the results of the 8

explanatory boreholes mentioned in the blue brochure. The notes in that

brochure state that a layer of clay was found in 5 of the boreholes: this

thickens, from 0.5 in the west of the site to 3m to its north, and lies

immediately below the 5-6m surface layer of fill. This clay layer (or

layers) is very likely to be colluvium (sheared landslip material).

Perhaps a plan of the borehole positions and copies of the borehole logs

(with O.D. levels of the ground surface at each borehole) can be provided?

General

The most serious omission from CHGG/9 is any mention of the investigation

or stabilisation of any of the coastal landslides to the east of the

proposed marina whose stability may be adversely affected by its

construction.

\MN

J.N. Hutchinson

London 1 December 1957.

 



TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 197l - SECTION 35

FbC A AAAKHVH

Local Enquiry to Determine an Application‘and Associated Residential,

Commercial and Leisure Facilities on Land at Princes Parade, Hythe, Kent

24th November, 1987

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT
 

by Professor J.N. Hutchinson, Ph.D., D.Sc.(Eng.), F.I.C.E., F.G.S.,

Department of Civil Engineering, Imperial College, London, SW7 2BU,

following an opportunity at the Inquiry to question Mr. C.H.G. Gilbert,

Director - Operations (U.K.) of LRDC International Limited, Consultants to

the Developer, Southern Spas Ltd.

It is evident, both from Mr. Gilbert's "Proof of Evidence" and from his

replies to my questions, that the attention of LRDC has been

essentially confined to offshore and littoral phenomena, with no

consideration being given to the presence of various major landslides

along the relevant part of the coast or to the danger of their

reactivation by the depletion of beaches at their toes. No mention

of any of these landslides was made by LRDC before receipt of my

statement of 2nd November 1987, and Mr. Gilbert admitted that he was

not even aware, despite having worked intermittently on the design of

this scheme since 1976, of the existence of the old slips immediately

north of the proposed site,kdespite the fact that these are shown on

the geological map published in 1967. Neither was he aware of the

reactivation of these slips in October 1963. These major lacunae in

their studies indicate LRDC and do not have, or have failed to bring to

bear, the necessary geological and geotechnical expertise in these

matters. As a result their report is fundamentally incomplete.

It is now, I believe, accepted that the effects of the proposed works

on the stability of the abandoned cliff slopes immediately north of the

proposed site and that of the various coastal landslides lying to the

east, and particularly those in Sandgate, are relevant and will need to

 



be carefully investigated so that appropriate stabilisation measures

can be taken. In addition, the disturbance and costs which will be

inevitably associated with these site investigation and stabilisation

works will have to be explored and allowed for. It should be

emphasised that the areas involved lie well outside, and possibly even

remote from the proposed site and are generally built up.

Mr. Filbert acknowledged that the littoral studies made by his firm are

only preliminary and are based on scarce data. The same point is made

in Clause 2.3.1 of his "Proof of Evidence", which recognises "that the

4 week desk study and offshore survey carried out to date are

inadequate for detailed design of the scheme". It follows that the

LRDC estimates of the volumes of shingle transfer required cannot be

regarded as reliable, and may be out by even more than the factor of 2

admitted. Mr. Gilbert agreed with me that a comprehensive and

integrated beach study and management scheme needs to be undertaken, in

close collaboration with other relevant authorities, probably extending

from about Dungeness to Folkestone Harbour, in order to arrive at the

much more reliable assessment of the littoral sediment movements

which is required before meaningful estimates of the intensity,

frequency and costs of the proposed shingle transfer operation can be

made and, in general, to establish the present position and its trends

against which to evaluate the effects of the proposed harbour.

From Clause (8) of Appendix MCB/Z, "Details of Contractual

Arrangement", of the MWT Planning report of 20 October 1987, it appears

that the District Council of Shepway will accept responsibility for the

coastal protection of the marina site, including harbour arms and walls

and replenishment of shingle. The Developer must be very satisfied to

be freed of responsibility for these and 22:: open-ended problems

which will be generated by the construction of the marina. In return

for this, the Developer "will pay to the Council a sum or sums to cover

the cost of such responsibility assessed in accordance with an agreed

formula".

 



Because of the very incomplete nature of the engineering assessment

that has been made, there is at present no proper scientific base on

which to arrive at this agreed formula. There is thus a danger that

this will seriously underestimate the actual costs arising. These

will include:

(a) Staff and equipment required to undertake continuous and effective

monitoring of the beaches over a wide area for the foreseeable

future. In this connection why is the arrangement only for 125

years? Why not 999 years as for the leases?

Staff and equipment required to effect the necessary transfers of

beach material, at any time, without delay, in response to the

instructions of the monitoring group.

and may very well also include:

(c) The cost of moving more beach material than currently estimated

and more frequently than "routine" movements for 2 periods of 3

weeks each year and "emergency movements" once each 10 years.

The cost of having to obtain additional beach material from

elsewhere if the supply of this from the west if less than the

health of the beaches requires.

The cost of extension of the western harbour arm to prevent

formation across the harbour mouth.

Settling claims from residents (and perhaps also yachtspeople)

are disturbed by the transfer operations.

The cost of repairs to seawall and other structures caused by the

ar

beach—moving operations and the loss o{)famage to, plant trapped

by the tide on the beach.

 



Presumably all costs of the investigation for the marina, including

the costs of site investigation of the unstable slopes to the north and

any stabilisation work required for these, will be borne by the

Developer? Related costs for dealing with existing coastal landslides

of inadequate stability to the east of the proposed marina, for example

at Sandgate, should be borne partly by the Developer on the grounds

that the marina will tend to worsen an already unsatisfactory

situation. (The Encombe part of the 1893 Sandgate Slip has moved

.my

seaward more than 2m since about 1960).

Should the beach transfer scheme fail or be inadequate, so that sea

walls to the east are damaged, who will pay the costs of repair? If,

in addition, part or all of the Sandgate Slip complex, for example, is

re-activated (as noted above, the Encombe part of this clearly has

8;
aélggr or no margin of stability, as it moves seaward during most

winters by nearly a decimetre on average)’who will stand the possibly

enormous costs which could thus arise (about 200 hours were involved in

the 1893 Sandgate Slip)?

As can be seen from the attached copies of two letters)I wrote to the

Shepway D.C. on 4th November 1987 asking for copies of any "reports on

' for coastal landslides
the geology, littoral conditions and stability'

between the proposed Marina and Folkestone Harbour. In their reply of

18th November, the Council declined to make these reports available to

me as they "do not consider that they are of direct relevance to the

Inquiry". As will be evident from my above remarks, I disagree

fundamentally' with this view and much regret that the Council have

adopted this position, as I consider that it runs counter to the proper

objectives of the Inquiry.

The technical appraisal of any coastal site must necessarily cover both

its seaward and landward aspects. In the present case, as noted

above, the former aspect has been dealt with only in a very preliminary

manner by the Consultants to the Developer, while the latter aspect has

been essentially neglected by them entirely. The technical reports

provided by the Developer's Consultants in support of the proposed

 



marina scheme are thus inadequate and incomplete and do not provide a

sufficiently good technical basis for proper assessment of the proposed

scheme.

.. WC“{W‘W

J.N. Hutchinson

London, 1 December 1987

 



 



 



annual rainfall.

2) Washing away of the beach front would reduce the toe weight and

resisting forces holding the slide in place. Given the possibilities

for global climate change with its increasing sea levels and

possibility of wilder storms there is some possibility of the beach

being washed away or beach replenishment becoming more costly.

3) Clay molecules and structures can become reoriented with stress,

The notion is that sliding occurs in clays in part because clay

particles can slide across each other like cards in a pack of cards.

Movement along the current orientation of the clay

pack-of-playing-cards has been stopped, or significantly slowed.

However, there is always a possibility that the pack of clay-cards will

reorient under stress and sliding will occur again along newly oriented

slip planes.

All of the above are admittedly conjecture, but all are real

possibilities.

The possibility of extended periods of higher than average rainfall is

almost a certainty. When it will happen is unknown, but that it will

happen is almost a certainty. Such rainfall might not restart the

landslide, but it could!

What is a certainty is, that given the uncertainties, building a seven

story structure rather than a less tall structure, is much more likely

to be a problem. This is simply basic geometry. If the base of the

structure deforms unevenly, sufficient to form a crack at the top of

the first story wall of say 6 millimetres ( 1/4 inch) at the top of a

seven story structure the crack width will be seven times as wide or 42

millimetres (1 3/4 inches). A 6 mm (1/4 inch) wide crack is a problem,

a 42 mm (1 3/4 inches) crack is a structural catastrophe in the

making.

Marc Ritson

Registered Civil Engineer (State of California)

Stanford University: BS Civil Engineering, BS Geology,

MS Geotechnical Engineering

----------------------- Headers -------------------------------—

Return-Path: <ritson@got.net>

Received: from rly-xh03.mx.aol.com (rly-xh03.mail.aol.com [172.20.115.232]) by air-xh04.mai|.aol.com

(v97.18) with ESMTP id MAILINXH42—498401f17c03a4; Mon, 02 Feb 2004 22:39:18 -0500

Received: from sphinx.got.net (sphinx.got.net [207.111.232.20]) by rly-xh03.mx.aol.com (v97.10) with

ESMTP id MAILRELAYINXH36-498401f17cc3a4; Mon, 02 Feb 2004 22:38:53 -0500

Received: from [10.0.1.2] (host-69-19—185-219.rev.o1.com [69.19.185.2191)

by sphinx.got.net (8.12.3/8.12.3/Debian-6.6) with ESMTP id i133035p018557

for <Stanleynw3@aol.com>; Mon, 2 Feb 2004 19:38:54 -0800

Mime—Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v609)

()4 February 2004 AOL: StanleyNW3 
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THE Sifl‘fDGATE LANDSLIP

In february, 1893, happened the most traumatic event in Sandgate's

history. The land slipped downwards towards the the sea over half a mile area

from Chapel Street to the Sandgate Military Hospital. It was at 7.30 in the

evening. People rushed from their houses in alarm and invalids were taken

from their beds. 73 houses were affected; 44 could be repaired but the rest

were definitely unsafe. By a miracle, there was no loss of life, but walls

and ceilings were cracked and windows broken. Houses in Wellington Place,

Prospect Place and the Esplanade were affected. The carriage drive at Encombe

r. I

dropped a IOOE. Over the next two days there was further slow subsidence.

Relief measures were immediate. The homeless were given temporary

housing and a National Disaster Fund was set up. In two days, £2,500 had been

collected. The Archbishop of Canterbury visited and gave £50. A crowd of

curious sightseers thronged the Village. Official inspections of the damage

were made and several reports drawn up, one to the Local Gevernment Board.

An article was written for “Nature“ and the Geologists' Association discussed

.1

"ENG 0001131491le3 5

The experts decided that this was an area with a past history of

There was an underlying band of clay which, when waterlogged, had

a tendency to slip and rainfall had been exceptionally heavy. An —fficient land

irainage system would do much to aid stability.

The popular viaar, the Rev. Russell Wakefield, refused preferment

until his flock was over the effects of the disaster. Contributions con—

tinued to pour in and, in the end, £8,COC was collected, an enormous sum for

r7 11

those days. inis was dispensed, not without some disa reemont, pin 7 on house0'

repairs and partly on a new system of deep drainaee, completed in
(J 
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//i;}SEEN 26.8.68 at Public Records Office by L.Rene—Martin
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. ME: filé 5630 24491123

Local Board of Health 51 High Street, Sandgate

sandgate March 5th 1895

the Local Government Board to send an Engineering Inspector to Sandgate to

enquire into the causes of the disaster at this place and to assist the Local

Board and the inhabitants with his advice.

I am directed by the Local Board at a meeting held today, Tuesday, to ask I

At about 7 o'clock pm yesterday the residents in the western part of the

town were alarmed by a series of shocks resembling the shocks of an earthquake.

The face of the cliff for the greater part of a mile has subsided, the main road

is cracked in many places, the pavement torn up, the sea-wall bowed out and two

of the groynes damaged. Gas mains and water\mains are broken and the smaller

streets have received serious damage. Upwards of seventy houses are ruined or

at least rendered uninhabitable and many peOple of the poorer class are homeless-—

the Coastguard have had to leave their barracks which are in a dangerous almost

ruinous condition.

I trust that the Local Govt.Board will see their way to send down an

Inspector at once.

I am Sir

Your obedient servant

L.J.Drake Brockman

To the Assistant Secretary

Local Govt.Board, Whitehall

Minute on back of foregoing letter:

The LBd do not say as to what precise object they wish for the advice of an

Inspector. Perhaps mainly in reference to the unfortunate sea-wall to which

the annexed papers relate (21231/92) the LBd may have Col.Ducat's visit of

25 Jan 1890 in mind, but at that time there was an appeal for sanction to a

loan before us.

The usual course wd be to refuse

—— Halls 6 March 1893

ME 12 5050 24511

Telegram from Local Sandgate Board to Boardi London -- 6 March 1895

Referring to yesterday's letter I trust an Inspector will come down to inspect

scene of disaster at once. BROCKMAN _ SANDGATE

Notes

Mr.Taylor Sir Hugh Owen has already given instructions in this case.

Should we telegraph that an Inspector is coming? Or will he start so soon as to

render this unnecessary. Alfred D.Adrian 6 March 1893

Wire, now, I think, I have not had an opportunity nithi of arranging with any

inspector, so as to be able to give him -—== or fix the hour of his departure

for Sandgate. A.Taylor 6.§.28

Telegraph Board regret to learn facts reported in your letter of yesterday,

They will endeavour to arrange at once for visit of an Inspector. Alfred D.Adri§g

6 March 93

TELEGRAM

Board's Inspector Mr.Walton will leave London by train at 2.15 arriving Sandgate

at 4.48 pm today and will proceed forthwith to Local Board Offices to meet

Chairman and Members. Alfred D.Adrian 6.3.93 



.SEEH bthene-Martin at Ppéblic Records Office, 26.8.68 3'5

MH'SOSO 26188

Whitehall SW

March 8th 1993

The Right Honourable H.H.Fowler M.P.

President, the Local Government Board

Sir,

I have the honour to report that in accordance with the Board's instructions,

I proceeded on Monday last (March 6th) to Sandgate for the purposes of investigation

into the cause of the recent landslip at that place ....

’ \[iiu’ 216.\\S

Welton Report runs to 10 page MSS J¢}/3téjdEgi:

”Wes at

Last 3 paragraphs

I noticed smaller streams of water, in many places running into fissures and cracks,

also surface depressions upon which water would lodge. These conditions are I

think favourable to further subsidence, find I am strongly of the opinion that the

earliest steps sh'd be taken to prevent the accumulation of water on the higher

ground, by the construction of surface gutters or drains by which it can be taken by

the most expeditious route to the sea.

I expressed my opinion to the Local Board (as to the probable cause of the

disaster) in terms as stated above, and I recommended them to secure the services

of an experienced Engineer to advise them as to steps to be taken in the general

interest of the Ratepayers; and as a temporary measure I suggested the propriety

of inducing those interested in the safety of the place, to make early arrangements

for the passage of the subsoil water from high ground.

I also expressed an opinion that probably the introduction of a proper system

of surface and subsoil drainage wd pnyent further disaster.

I have the honour to be

Sir

Your most obedient servant Rienzi Walton

MINUTE

Subject SUBSIDENCE Sandgate

26188 K31; 1893

To L.J.D.Brockman Esq.,

Clerk to the Sandgate Local Board

48 Sandgate Road, Folkestone Local Government Board

Whitehall S.W.

9th March 1893

Sir,

I am directed by the Local Government Board to state that they have received

the Report made by their Inspector, Mr.Rienzi Walton after the visit made by him

with reference to the recent subsidence of land at Sandgate.

A copy of the Inspector's report is forwarded to you herewith, and in

transmitting it I am able to state that the Board concur in the View expressed

by Mr.Walton that it is of urgent importance that steps should be taken without

delay to convey away the subsoil water from high grsnnd land, with a view to

diminishing the risk of further subsidences.

flag Board will be glad to receive any observations which the Local Board may

desire to offer on the subject.

I am etc.

Alfred D.Adrian

Assistant Secretary

Costs of enquiry i 3 — 6 - 9d
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SEN at Public Records Office 26.8.68 by L.Rene-M_a_3tin 5‘

l

.‘ NIH-l2 5050 26188K (1)

'9 March 1893 Sandgate

The President has seen Mr.Walton, Mr.Rotton and myself with regard to this report.

He prOposes that a letter should be sent to the Local Board today, enclosing a

copy of the report, and at the same time stating that Board concur in the view

expressed by Mr.Wa1ton that it is of urgent importance that steps should be taken

without delay to convey away the sub-soil water from the high land with a view

to diminishing the risk of further subsidence. The Board will be glad to receive any

observations which the Local Board desire to offer on the subject.

signed Hugh Owen (fiflwwiegj “1 6

our ‘vV‘é‘rMe'Il

E Jane)

Proceed today Alfred D.Adrian 9 Mar 1893

ME 12 5050 :5504 (1(0)) ' From

Office of the Sandgate Local Bd.

48 Sandgate Road

Folkestone

March 24th 1895

Sir,

Following the advice of Mr.Walton the Local Government Boards InsPector, the

Local Board have consulted an Engineer, Mr.Baldwin Latham, as to the steps necessary

to be taken to remedy the late disaster at Sandgate. He advises a scheme of land

drainage of the affected areas. This scheme is not yet before the Local Board in

detail, but it is clear from what Mr.Latham said that it will be necessary to carry

out works of drainage upon the lands of various persons lying above the Sandgate

Esplanade. If these owners are merely to protect their own prOperty comparatively

shallow drains will suffice; but if the works are to ensure the safety of the town

it will be necessary to carry the drains to a much greater depth.

The Local Board have met a number of the owners, and while the latter were

not of course prepared with a decision as to the work they would undertake until

they had a definite scheme before them, yet it seemed to be clear that many of

them, being themselves great sufferers, would not be disposed to undertake works of

the magnitude necessary for the protection of the town unless, at least, all the

lands in the affected area are to contribute to the expenses. There seemed further

to be a general feeling that the whole of the Local Board‘s district ought, in some

proportion, to bear the expense of these works.

But it seems that the Local Board have no power to levy rates or to borrow

money charged upon the rates for this purpose, unless indeed the sections of the

Public Health Act 1875 relating to sewers held to apply, which I cannot think.

There appears, so far as I can see, to be only three courses open if the

expense is to be met by a rate.

1. The issue of a Commission of Sewers

2. A provisional order under the Land Drainage Act 1875 or

5. The passing of an Act of Parliament enabling the Local Board to borrow

money and to levy a rate for the expense of the necessary work.

It is urgently necessary that, if the town is to be saved, the work should

be undertaken as asoon as the Engineer‘s report has been received and adopted, and

the Local Board crave the advice of the Local Government Board upon the best means

of providing for the expense of the works.

May I enquire if a Treasury grant is ever made to meet such as case as that

of Sandgate?

Meanwhile the Sewerage works at Sandgate are at a standstill, and a darge

outlay is immediately necessary for repairing pavements, drains, sewers, and water

mains etc. to meet which the Local Board have nof funds avaflable and I am directed

by the Local Board to ask if the Local Government Board will sanction an immediate

overdraft of £1000 upon the Local Board's Treasurer to meet the necessary outlay.

I would ask for a sanction for a loan for a short period; but I fear it will be

useless to expect renders (?9 to advance money upon the security of the rates, until

all danger of a further subsidence is at an end. 



rep

\Cont. from p.§

If the Local Government Board cannot see their way to allow this overdraft

I would suggest that the Local Board be permitted to appropriate a sanction

for a loéan of £750 for groynes which they have not yet borrowed for the

purpose.

There is no immediate need of thee further groynes and the sanction might

be deposited with the Local Board‘s Bankers to secure a temporary loan.

I am aware that both these suggestions are irregular; but I do not quite

see how we are to avoid irregularities under the distinctly exceptional

circumstances, if the damage done to the town is to be repaired as speedily

as it must be.

I am Sir

you‘Obed j Serxant

Lewis Jas.Drake Brockman

To The Assistant Secretary

Local Govt.Board, S.W.

 

MINUTE Sandgate 1.4.93

Subject LANDSLIP WORKS 55304 K {11

1893

Elham Union

URGENT

As regards suggestions 1 and 2. ?state that inquiries on these points should

be addressed to the Lord Chancellor and the Board of Agriculture respectively.

The Board are not aware what are the conditions precedent to the issue of a fin

Commission of Sewers, but it occurs to them that there could necessarily be

considerable delay in carrying out suggestion 2 or suggestion 3.

Perhaps we might at the same time say that as far as the works proposed could

be regarded as necessary for the protection of xhsxkfid property of the LBd.

under the PEA/75, we sh'd be prepared to entertain an application for sanction

to a loan under that Act for defraying their cost. That cost should not of course

bear an undue proportion to the value of the public property to be protected,

but the LBd. might consider whether joint works cg be carried out for the

protection of their own and of private property, on receiving contributions

from private owners.

As regards the proposals of the LBd with regard to the works of repair,

? say the Bd. have no power to sanction an overdraft, and that sanctions can

only be used for execution of the works for which they were obtained. The Bd.

will however give prompt attention to any applp which may be made to them for

sanction to borrow moneys for the works referred to, on being furnished with

plans, estimates, copy resolgg and inqr as to debt. Send debt forms.

The debt is, as far as I can make out, about equal to one year's a.v. of

e the district.

Under the special circs. perhaps the Bd. will feel able to relax their rule

about not sanctioning loans for works in resp. of which debt. is outstanding.

o n o Halls 1 Apr 1893

I presume that so far as the works of drainage may be necessary for the

protection of the property of the LBd. including streets and sewers, the

borrowing powers of the PH Act 1875 will be available, but as the power of

entry on private lands will not apply, it seems essential that, if special

powers are not to be obtained, the LBd. and the owners affected should come

to such an agreement as will give the LBd. leave to enter private lands and

carry out such works as may be necessary there, and bind the owners to

contribute such a proportion of the cost as will represent the outlay which

they would otherwise have to incur for the protection of their own property.

In cases when danger to a distSict, or any considerable portion of it, is

apprehended such as encroachment of the sea, I think the Bd. are accustomed

to take a wide view as to the power of an Kn Urban Authority to execute

protection works under the PH Act 1875 -- e.g. groynes, cliff drainage,

escarpment etc.

R.Cranston l Apr.93 
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‘ SEEN bv L.Rene-Martin, 26.8.68,7Public Records Office 5:1?

MINUTE on p. 4 is signed as having been seen by Mr.Adrian

Mr.Rotton (i.e. minute is addressed to him)

It seemed to me to be very difficult upon the scant information before the Board

to determine what works appropriate to the exigencies of the case, may or may

not be regarded as within the powers of the Local Bd.under the PH Act.

I suppose that if it is necessary for the protection of public works vested in the

LB that they should execute works of land drainage those works may be done at the

cost of their funds.

If it can be shown that in any particular case works in pfivate premises are

needed for the security of the property of the Local B. they might, I presume

by agreement with the owners do what is required and according to the terms of

their agreement, bear the whole or a proportion of the cost. But there must, as

it seems to me, be such a connexion between the protection of the property of

the Local Board and the drainage works as will bring the latter within the rule

which we have sometimes applied.

I do not know that we can say more than this if indeed we can say as much.

As to the Commission of Sewers and the Provisional Order under the Land Drainage

Acts it may perhaps be sufficient to suggest communication with the Board of

Agriculture.

As to the overdraft and the use of the sanction ofor £750 I think that the

answer might be as suggested.

Alfred D.Adrian 1 Apr 1893

Minute to Mr.Adrian

The LBd do not seem to expect those works suggested by Mr.Latham can be treated

as required for the protection of the property of the LBd. or otherwise such as

can be effected under the PHA.

I do not think it desirable that Ed should suggest that the LBd. are wrong in

this opinion. The best course is for them to communicate with the Bd of

Agriculture, and the LGB might perhaps facilitate this by promising to afford

Bd of Agriculture any information as to the case.

As regards the money required for the works which the Local Board proposes to

carry out they sh'd obtain a fresh sanction. If they are compelled to obtain

an advance from their Bankers, no great harm will come of it.

H.Rotton 3.4.93

initialled by

Sir Hugh Owen

Alfred D.Adrian 4.5.93

Note. Sir Hugh Owen was Secretary to the Local Government Board in thitehall

Alfred D.Adrian was Assistant Secretary.

MR 12 5050 — §§304

Minute from Sir Hugh Owen. 5.4.68

Say that the Board have had under their consideration this letter. he regards_the

suggestion as to the issue of a Commission of Sewers or a provisional order under

the Land Drainage Acts, these are matters with regard to which it is desirable

that he should communicate with the Board of Agriculture. The Board will be happy

to give the Board of Agriculture any information they have as to the case.

With respect to the proposal that the Board should authorise an overdraft of

£1000 upon the Local Board‘s Treasurer or the application of a sum of S 750

which has been authorised to be borrowed for the purposes of the erection of

groynes with a view to meeting the outlay necessary for the repair of pavements,

drains, sewers etc. state that the Board has no authority to sanction either of

the arrangements proposed. If, however, they receive an application for sanction

of a loan for the works in question, with particulars of the work proposed, the

matter will receive the Board‘s prompt attention.

Send to the Board of Agriculture a cOpy of 33504/95 and of the Board's reply

together with a copy of the report which was made by Mr.WflE;on after his visit to 



the district .

The President is absent. Refer the papers to him on return.

Hugh Owen Apr 5 1895

URGENT

Presidents initials below Sir Hugh Owen 11/4/93

Subject SUBSIDENCE $504 Kg)

1893

Elham Union Local Government Board

Whitehall S.W.

To The Secretary
6 April 1893

Board of Agriculture

5 St James Square S.W.

Sir,

I am directed by the Local Government Board for the information of the

Board of Agriculture to transmit to you the accompanying copy of correspondence

which has taken place between the Board and the Local Sandgate Board upon the

subject of the steps to be taken with a view to remedying the damage caused

by the recent landslip at Sandgate and preventing further subsidence.

A copy fat of the Report made by the Board's Inspect. Mr.Walton, after

his visit to the district is also enclosed.

Alfred D.Adrian

Letter same date as above

To: L.J.D.Brockman Esq.,

Clerk to the Sandgate Local Board

48 Sandgate Road, Folkestone.

Sir,

I am directed by the Local Government Board advert to your letter of

24th ultimo with reference to the recent subsidence of land at Sandgate and

to state that they have had that letter under consideration.

As regards the suggestion as to the issue of a Commission of Sewers or

a Provisional Order under the Land Drainage Acts, I am to state that these are

matters with regard to which it is desirahal that you should communicate with

the Board of Agriculture. The Local Government Board will be happy to give the

Board of Agriculture any information they have as to the case.

With respect to the proposal that the Board should authorise an overdraft

of £1000 upon the Local Board's Treasurer or the application of a sum of £ 750

which has been authorised to be borrowed for the purpose of erection of groynes,

with a a view to meeting the outlay necessary for the repair of drains, pavements,

sewers etc. I am sto state that the Board have no authority to sanction either

arrangements proposed. If, however, they receive an application for sanction

to a loan for the works in question, with plans and estimates.of the works

proposed and a<ropy resolution of the Local Board authorisingkhe application

the matter will receive the Board's prompt attention.

Alfred D.Adrian, Asst.Secretary

 



lSEEN by L.Rene-Martin 26.4.68 at Public Records Office

.12

Mix/5050 §§§08

From Drake Brockman to Asst. Secretary, Local Government Board. 22 Mav 1893

Extract from letter about draft of new Bye-laws

... In view of the probable reconstruction of a considerable number of houses

in Sandgate as soon as the proposed works for draining the lands affected by the

recent Landslip shall have been executed, I trust that the Local Government Board

may be able to give their early attention to these Bye Laws in order that they

may be acted upon in the rebuilding of such houses.

I have the honour to be Sir

our Obed.Servant

Drake Brockman

Subject SUBSIDENCE AND FINANCIAL POSITION

69147 K (1) 1893

Local Govt. Board

Whitehall

15 July 1893

To Drake Brockman

etc.

Sir,

I am directed by the Local Govt. Board advert to your letter of the 30th

ult. with reference to the financial position of the Local Sandgate Board and

to state that it does not appear to the Board that any advantage would be likely

to result from an interview at the present stage. I am, accordingly, to request

that, in the first instance, you will prepare and submit to the Board a detailed

statement of the assessable ......orossed out

The Board direct me to state that they are desirous in the first instance of

being furnished with a full statement of the facts which it is desired to bring

under the attention of the Board and of the points on which their advice is

desired.

The Board request that they may at the same time be furnished in the

accustomary form with particulars as to the assessable value of RV District

and of the existing debts of the Local Board.

I am Sir etc.

Will. Ed.Knollys

Asst. Secretary.

12

MHéfiOfiO, 1200§2£2§

Office of Sandgate District Council

48 Sandgate Road, Folkestone 00t‘ 2 1895

.... I should add that the Land Drainage works carried out in the year 1893

under the auspices of Mr.Baldwin Latham are working satisfactorily, and the

District Council's Surveyor is now of the opinion that the proposed work of

sewerage may be executed safely.

I am Sir

Brockman

EXTRACT FROM CITY PRESS March 11, 1835

THE SANDGATE DISASTER : The Lord Mayor, acceding to the request of the Mayor of

Folkestone, has consented to receive subscriptions at the Mansion House for the

relief of the distress occasioned by the Landslip at Sandgate. His Lordship

recently received several subscriptions on behalf of the Fund .........
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DIVHHONAL ROAD ENGINEER

(SOUTH EASTERN)

“Edgeborough”, Epsom Road, GUILDFORD, Surrey

Telephone; Guildford 68463/6, ext. 37

Our reference: DSE/ZOO/BS/l/TR 37/01 /7 March, 1967

Your nfz'rona’:

South East Coast Trunk Road (Folkestone-Hythe)

I have been asked to reply to your letter of 30th December, 1966, addressed

to the Minister and before doing this I have made some enquiries.

There has been a long history of earth movement in this district going back

to 1893 and earth movements have occurred after the last very wet autumn season.

There have been signs of this along the Esplanade and, where a definite disturbance

of the herbs and footpath took place this was made safe.

The housing development was subject to planning permission which was given and

to a tree preservation order. Some trees on an undeveloped area ware felled

by a land slip which occurred before 20th December, 1966.

Folkestone Corporation is responsible for part of a land drainage system under

the public roads which provides outfalls to the beach. The drains are regularly

inspected and kept running freely. Properties are also inspected by the Corporation

where damage has been seen in order to ensure the safety of the public.

The "watersplash" you mention was caused by stormwater outfall from the

Encombe Estate being blocked by shingle and sand from the beach. When this was

discovered Corporation staff cleared the blockage as soon as it was possible

to do the work.

The Corporation are clearly aware of the difficulties of the situation and are

taking urgent measures to maintain the drainage, repairing road damage caused by

earth movement and maintaining the sea wall and groynes which protects the road

and properties. ‘

I regret that I am unable to forward copies of any official correspondence

between this office and the Corporation.

Yours fa thfully,

I .'.

C. H. BARN 1T

for Divisional Road Engineer

, Rene—flartin,

.‘leuuuA 9 A o '1‘, .L.
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OTHER CONTROLS

Code ; 501C Soil Stability £Latchgate)

(a) Prior to the commencement of the development

the applicant shall obtain a written report from

specialist soil consultants,
advising on the

suitability
of the land for the proposed

development and identifying any works for

stabilising
the land and adjoining land and

properties,
reinforcing

the foundations and

strengthening
the proposed development

and any

other works (including works of drainage) as may be

necessary to ensure the stability of the land,

proposed buildings and associated services, and any

neighbouring
land and buildings. This report shall

be submitted to the Local Planning Authority
for

its consideration
and approval before development

commences.

The developer shall carry out such works as are

recommended
by the consultant and agreed with the

Local Planning Authority before any buildings are

occupied.

Reason:

To ensure the best specialist advice is secured in respect

of the soil conditions existing on the land, and precautions

necessary to ensure stability of the land, and the proposed

buildings, forecourt and services and the adjoining land and

buildings and to ensure that the necessary works are carried

out in the interests of land stability with the aVOidance of

damage to the approved development
and that adjoining.

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

SHNDGHTE DISASTER,

PROGRAMME of an Amateur Theatrical and Vaviety ENTERTAINMENT;

In Aid of the Sufferers. at the

Pleasure Garrdens Theatre, on Monday, March 13th.
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GIVEN BY mfis. {DARK H. JUDGE,

ICASTLE GLEN, BANDGATE),

'Ifi.‘ In aid 0? the Sandgate harpdslip Qeliei’ Fund;

\A/‘A/ ‘ -../\.m/\-/\-./

. Town Hall Folkestone, Saturday, April lst, 1893, at 8 pm.
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‘ . EARTH MOVEMENT

SANDGATE

. . SHORT HISTORY 8c

_ LIST OF GRIEVANCES

Presented to A.P.COSTAIN, ESQ., M.P., by

THE SANDGATE SOCIETY on behalf of owners

of properties affected, on 28th March, 1969
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SANDGATE

SOCIETY

Affiliated to :—

Kertt Federation of Amenity Societies ‘

Committee for the Preservation of Rural Kent ‘

The Civic Trust

 

Hon. Treasurer. Chairman . Hon. Secretary

H.B. Chaplin. Mrs. E.B. Greenwall D.G. Vorley,

1, Castle Road,

Sandgate.

26.3.69 '

Landslip - Sandgate

This is to introduce Mr. A.H.T. Todd of 5, Encombe, Sandgate, who is

a member of the Committee of the Sandgate Society and who, on behalf of the

Society, has done a tremendous amount of research into the subject of landslip

in this area.

,. I understand that you are well conversant with the landslip problems

at Sandgate, and following further explanation from Mr. Todd on the up-to—date

position, we hope you could consider doing something at Government level to

obtain a substantial contribution towards the very heavy costs which affected

householders and other bodies would be expected to bear in the provision of a

suitable drainage scheme in this district.

In addition to any help you can kindly give, or alternatively, and if

you feel such a course would help the situation, may we aSk you to place the

matter before the Parliamentary Commissioner (Ombudsman).

Thank you very much for so promptly making it possible for our Pr. Todd

to consult you in this matter. '

Yours faithfully,

3 Hon. Secretary.

A.P. Costain, Esq., N.P.,

6, Westcliff Gardens,

romesmrm, Kent. 



Of the maximum of fifty

seven owners affected

forty eight were asked

to choose between the

Corporation's River

Board Scheme and an

approach to their M.P.

Forty seven favoured

the latter and one the

former.

 



l.

_1827 Slip in Sandgate to the east of the eastern boundary

of Enggmbe. Subsequently drained. No slip in 1893 or

in 19 . fl

1895 Slip in Sandgate. Westwards from eastern boundary of

March.Encombe to Military Hospital. See Ex lo.

68 houses damaged, 24 beyond repair. , ,

Extent of slip— East to west 2775 feet

North to south 700 feet.

Up to 10 feet vertical movement.

Cause. Nature of ground and action of water on it.:

Abnormal rain and low water of spring’tides.

Local Government Board_in London sent down an Inspector“

who advisedengagement of experienced engineer.

Local Board in Sandgate engaged Baldwin Latham,

M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S., of 15, Victoria Street, S.“

He stated shallow drains adequate for individual houses

would not be adequate for protection of whole

town. Clerk to Local Board stated general feel-

ing cost should be spread over whole of Local.

Board's district and makes suggestions includ—

ing Act of Parliament.Asks advice of LondonLGBd.

Latham's report received. Addressed to ;

"Sandgate Local Board of Health". Estimated

cost of drainage works £1750.

At SAME MEETING of Local Board, suggested that .4

application bermade to the Sandgate Landslip

Relief Fund to vote a sum towards the drain

"to make Sandgate safe for the future".

May 19th. Relief Fund agree to contribute £2250.

(Note. Total funds collected by Relief Fund

_ were £874l.l9.9d) '

August. Drain laying commenced. Laid to Latham‘s

Specification.(Copies of original Report,

Specification, Bill of Quantities and Form of

Tender available)

Specification shows clearly full control of

laying of drain to remain in hands of Local

Authority. Name of Relief Fund does not appear.

Specification gives purpose of the works as

"securing the site of the recent landslip at

Sandgate from further subsidence and for protec-

ting the foundations of the houses in the affec-

ted area". No evidence of any powers being

taken.Latham in charge to the finish. ResearCh

hindered,by absence of Volumes H & I (1889—97)

of Minutes of Board of Health/Sandgate U.D.C.

Successors to latter, Folkestone Corporation,

state these volumes are "missing".

Sewerage works in Sandgate were postponed

pending completion of the Latham drain.

1894 March. Drain finished. Press state “Cost about £2400".

For map, see EX 49. ,

1895 15th March. Final Meeting of Relief Fund. Drain

described as "satisfactory" to the Engineers

who carried out the work and the Local Author—

ity. There is no mention of the drains being

satisfactory to the Relief Fund or of any

inspection by them. Fund contributed £2450.

 



2.

1915 July 6th. Minute of U.D.C. quotes application by house—

holder for permission to tap the drain where

it passes under his garden. "Surveyor instr—

ucted to report to Council thereon". i.e.

Control of part of drain on private land was

not repudiated.

1919 28th January. U.D.C.Minute. Letter received from Mrs.

Sackville—West (owner of Encombe) asking

whether Council exercised supervision over

land drain put in at Encombe after the land

slip. Reply—"The Council had not carried out

any inspection of these drains so far as they

ran through private property"

Comment—Council admitted rights over the drair

but denied responsibilities?

Cracks across Encombe Drive.

Encombe. Cracks in house and terrace walls.

Cracks at front of house opened from i" to

1%". Loggia underpinned with 57ft. concrete

piles. Roof repaired, including 2" closing

pack at ridge.’

l95l/52 Pergola and Secrfit Staircase at Encombe

collapsed. Surface crack about 5" wide

appeared across lawn and surface cracks

across drive, aggregate 10".

1952 51st March. Town Plan submitted.

Encombe zoned for residential development.

1954 Encombe house main sewer sheared vertically

by 5" in front of house.

1958 29th January. Town Plan approved.

6th November. Cliff fall at Encombe. Substantial.

Photo appeared in Press. Said to have been

caused by either terracing of garden or leak

in reservoir on military land at top of cliff.

16th April. Halcrows report to Abbey National Building

Society, owners of Encombe.Appendix I lists

damage due to earth movement in years 1948

to 1958. 1895 drain not discussed, but is

mentioned twice in Appendix I, paras 5 & 7.

Report considers safety of Encombe house only.

It does NOT consider the whole 1893 landslip

area. Copy of 59 report herewith.

26th April. Halorows report to Dr.Leader, owner of

Encombe. Planning Permission for development

of Encombe based on this report production

of which was stipulated by the housing &

Town Planning Committee on rata'rpasd, 1962.

This report makes such frequent reference

to the April 59 report that it would be

futile to consider it without a copy of that

report. Borough Engineer stated 8.12.67 he

had not got a copy of it.(See below-9.11.67). 



5.

(Continued)

Knight, Frank & Rutley in their offer for

sale by Auction on 15th December, 1960 of

the Encombe Estate invite inspection of

the 1959 report and "subsequent reports".

On 20th February, 1969 Folkestone Corporation

refused to supply a copy of the 1960 report

as it was "confidential", in spite of the

above, which was pointed out to them.

This report, on which planning permission was

based, said it would be unwise to build over

Flan attached to 1895 cracks and that houses NOT built over

Halcrow report of such cracks should behave as exisfiting houses

1967 shows 5 houses nearby. It also stipulated that existing well

have been built over tubes mentioned in the 59 report should be

1895 cracks) sounded and increase in water level reported

to them, if it reached certain levels. It is

believed this was not done after August, 1965.

This report did not discuss the 1895 drain.

Comment. Did the Corporation ask Halcrows if

this report was suitable as a basis for a

quarter of a million pound development? Did

they get Halcrow's permission to use it?

Did they confirm with Halcrows that it would

be safe to remove 8000 tons of soil from the

southern edge of the estate near the tee of

the 1895 slip and dump it at the back of the

slip near the fault line, over two sections

of the 1895 drain? Copy of 1960 report

herewith.

June. Outline planning permission for development

of Encombe given. No bores stipulated. We othenSmaLWx

stipulations. 1895 Landslip, centred on Encombe,

and 1895 drain, laid b their predecessors,

ignored. Exs 6/5a & 6 5b.

January. Further outline planning permission

granted. No stipulations. Ref.No.6l/289.£m 6/4.
f: ll ll~l ’

About this timegit is thought,the 8000 tons of

soil was removed.(Cutting from Folkestone

Herald in Library dated 19.2.62—"No Protest“)

March. Planning permission deferred.

April. Special meeting of Committee on site.

April. 2 outline permissions granted, 1 deferred.

Soil Mechanics report stipulated.

August. Planning permission granted. Soil

Mechanics report stipulated. No.62/211. EX 6/5..

(Report,later produced to Corporation,was the

1960 Halcrow report).

1965 24th July. Search Form. No mention of 61/289 or 62/211.

August. Building of No.5, Encombe started. No know—

ledge of 1895 landslip.

1965 18th October. Search Form. Full quote of 62/211

including reference to Soil Mechanics report

and stability.

 



4.

1966 October. Heavy rain 27th,M28th, 29tnfi_§prings 50th.

Near low water on the eve/ing of 29thAflEnc§ombe New

' Road slipped into old Waer Garden. During the night

Encombe terrace subsided. By December, widespread

evidence of movement in Encombe area. (5 gas pipe

breaks and 5 water main breaks. Cracking in houses

including Ea one on a heavily reinforced raft.

Concrete drive and housamoving apart). New Garages

in Wilberforce Road cracking. No trouble reported

east of 1895 slip area.-

1967 26th May. Search Form. Refers to CH/5/62/le but

does not quote. States "subject to conditions". '

E: . Highways Executive Sub Committee

resolve to call in Halcrows. Householders not ’

consulted.

Copy of 67 9th November. Highways Committee receive Halcrows

report herewith.repcrt of 9th October, 1967. Deals only with Encombe

Does not deall.onrea. Does not discuss 1895 Drain. Shows five houses

with damage to built over 1895 cracks. Refers to the 1959 report

trunk road A259 and states Halcrows believe Borough Engineer has ariq

or to sea wall. copy. Committee resolves that developers and owners

of properties likely to be affected be informed of

Halcrows' conclusions, that the matter be discussed

with the Ministry of Housing and Local Government

and that the information in the Halcrow report be

made available to persons interested in the area.

_Householders were NOT notified. Interested persons

WERE notified. On 7th December the Town Clerk began

attaching a warning letter to replies to Sear hes'

and the losing of buyers began. EX 64/1 to 64 -

1968 June? Sandgate Society submits notes on Earth

Movement. .

18th June. Highways & Watch Committee. Sandgate

Society's notes had been received. Borough Engineer

reported "land drainage system installed after the

1893 slip appeared U:be functioning and thattthc

manholes had been inspected regularly..."

8th July. lst meeting of Councillors with affected

householders at Civic Centre. Mayor denies any

liability on part of Corporation. Did not explain why

1967 Report commissioned and then not circulated to

householders concerned, resulting in nearly 8 months

delay. Question as to why resolution on informing ,

such owners of contents cf’report had not been '

implemented not satisfactorily answered then or since.

No satisfactory answer was given as to why houses had

been built over cracks. Mayor stressed "Let buyer

Beware". Meeting asked to agree to pay for bore holes

without details as to amount of contributions but

refused. Mayor requested to ask Council to pay, and

agreed to do so.

15th Juli. Highways & Watch Committee. Town Clerk

reports "There‘wée no means of knowing whether this”

(l893)"drain.....had been maintained, but it was

probable that, due to land movement, the drain was

not continuous in its entire length"...."the Council

...had regularly inspected the manholes in the lateral

drains to see that surface water was running". 



5.

August. Manhole D in Latham's drain contained 9‘2" of

water.

14th to 17th October. Outfall from Manhole D found to

be fractured and was repaired.

22nd October. Outfall rodded? Sound of running water from

Manhole D. On 27th August when springs rising out of

shore were mapped, there was no spring opposite Manhole

D. On 26th October there was a strong spring.

20th January. Finance & Establishment Committee.

Town Clerk Reports Halcrows report of 15th Jenary, 1969

Received. G.ve results of test bores. Water cause of

trouble. Advised deep dran costing £25000 to £35000,

but did not discuss 1895 drain. Ajpendix B to this

report similar to Appendix I to Halcrows' 1959 report

but the two references in the latter to the 1895 drain

do not appear. Copy of Jan. 69 report herewith.

50th January. 2nd meeting at Civic Centre. Short notice.

Mr.Muir—Wood ofIhalcrovs present. Asked why whole area

of 1895 landslip not considered said was outside terms

of reference. Mr.Gadd, Sandgate Societyfs honorary

solicitor asked if 95 drain defunct. M—W replied

"only that to Manhole E”. ”r. Gadd suggested proposed "new’

drain was no different from Latham' s. M—W agreed, and

said Latham's was good engineering. Only machinery of

laying had improved. Questibn of tipping again raised

but no satisfactory answer given. Mayor said "pay for

the River Board scheme then sell" and that the report

would stay "on" till the drain was laid. River Authority

representatives were present. They made it clear they

did not welcome the scheme and were not prepared to

explain-how the scheme would operate as regards the

amount each householder would be required to contribute.

Meeting was asked to give decision on Drainage Scheme

but refused. Mr. Gadd requested two months time.Granted.

21st March Counsel's Opinion, requested after the above

meeting, obtained.Recoma1ends internal drainage district

for Sandgate, (p 6) and that M.P. be asked to approach

Minister of Agriculture to this end. Copy herewith.

”OVMWFNT—PRFSEMT ?OSITION.

Graphs showing rainfall, tides and Incidents and move—

ments have been constructed for period October 1966 to

date. These show Movember and December in both 1966

1907 to be periods of movement. But the late 1963 move—

ments have continued unoroken to date with some greatly

increasedmovement over the E‘quinoctial Springs oflast

February. At ts worst the crack west of Enconbe heise

on the 1895 fault line opened 0. 045" in 24 Ears—ailittle

under 2/1000ths or an inchpper hour. Mert Equinoctia1

Springs cover the period, d of Juli end of Au» 1

end of September hert. It would seem wise

special effort to get the relayed

constructed by he—n. For a list of incidents ‘

October 1966 to 1 th Movember, 1968, see Halcrow1969,

Appendix B. Since then there have been the forlowingz—

Five gas br :s and two water breaks. One tree falling,

behind Enconoe house.i.e.Eehiin.d the fault line. One of

the gas fractures or cre:chs was 150' east of Helena ”

at the far western end of the93 slip area. Cracks

property continue to widen. 



GRlEVANGES

Householders unable to sell their houses because

of the Corporation's warning letter or ablqto sell them

only at reduced prices feel a3grieved on the followin5

grounds:—

1. Latham's drain was laid in the only place where the

mischief causing water could be intercepted and was

laid specifically to protect;60nstructed objects such

as houses, roads, sewers etc. It was laid by the Local

Board to their Engineer's Plan and under their sole

control. The specification, dated May, 1895, is unlikely

to have been started AFTPR the Relief Fund decision to

contribute, taken on 19th May, 1895. It may be su55ested

therefore that the Board meant to lay the drain taking

an Act of Parliament if necessary to pay for it out of

the Rates. The Relief Fund' 8 contribution solved their

immediate problem and once the drain was laid the

nettle of the question of maintenance and ownership

was not grasped. But the fact remains that the drain

was laid bythe Local Autthority for the public benefit

out of money provided by the public. The Local Authority's

failure to take powers to maintain is now quoted as an

excuse—the Corporation say they "have no power". Md

some fifty owners are asked to foot the bill. The Local

Government Board in London might have been expected to

ensure that such an important drain was not left in such

an unusual set—up.

The Local Government Board's successors, the Ministry of

Housing and Local Government, approved the Town Plan.

They might have been expected to know about the great

landslip and ensure special provisions in the Plan.

Folkestone Corporation stipulated a Soil Mechanics

report and then ignored the stipulations it contained,

regarding not building over cracks. These stipulations,

affecting the use of the and, it might be suggested,

ought to have been entered on the Planning Register.

The details given on the Search Form dated 18th October,

1965 (See above) might su55est that, for a time and to

some extent, they were.

Owners of houses in the Wilberforce Road area feel

the development has injured their property. In particular

they claim that such heavy tipping in such an unwise

locality, behind them, was wrong.

If the Corporation have no power to take the steps

advised by Halorow, how had they the power to commission

Halorows' report and distribute it to prospective buyers?

 



7.

PRESENT DAY VALUE OF HOUSES ON ENCOMBE

The owner of one of the new bungalows on Encombe,

which would normally have sold for upwards of £10000,

died recently.

The Estate Duty Office clearance letter has now

been received. This means that the District Valuer has’

accepted the value of £2500 put on the house by the

Executors.
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EARTH flOVEMENT

SANDGAEE

In 1827 a landslip occurred in Sandgate extending from the Church at the foot

of the Undercliff to the Eastern end of Enconbe house. This area was later drained.

In 1893 another landslip occurred extending from the eastern end of the

Coastguard Cottages to the Military Hospital behind Helena House. In this slip 68

houses were damaged, 2h beyond repair. The land dropped ten feet in places with

chasms 3 to 6 feet wide. It occurred at low water of Spring tides after heavy rain.

Photographs in Public Library. ~

The Local Authority, Sandgate Local Board of Health, on.the advice of the Local

Government Board in London, called in Baldwin Latham, engineer, of London. He

advocated a deep drain along the lines of the main fault of the slip. Its purpose

was to protect all the houses in the area. Sewer laying was suspended until the

drain was complete.

The slip occurred on nth March. On 24th Thrch the Clerk to the Local Board

wrote the Local Government Board mentioning an Act of Parliament as one means amongst

several of paying for the drain. On 26th April the Local Board resolved to ask the

Sandgate Landslip Relief Fund committee to contribute towards the cost of the dinin,

to "make Sandgate safe for the future". Latham‘s Report received on the same day.  
Letters to a London newspaper announcing the opening of the appeal fund dated

6th and 9th March say it is for the relief of the distress of the inhabitants and

make no mention of the drain. When Latham was engaged the Local Board had every

intention of carrying out any remedial Work he might advise as a normal public work

to be paid for and maintained out of the rates.

The Relief Fund agreed to meet the whole cost of the drain, at a meeting on

19th May. On 24th May, the fund totalled £8h00. The final total of the fundxvas

£87h1 and of this sum £5286 was paid out in "Grants to Sufferers". This does not

include the sum contributed towards the drain, £2450.

Latham’s Report is addressed to the Sandgate Local Board of Health. The

Specification makes the contractor responsible only to them. The final accounts of

the Relief Fund report the drain as satisfactory to them and to the engineer and

make no mention of being satisfactory to the Relief Fund. There is no report of the

Relief Fund Committee inspecting the drain. The Appeal Fund was NOT launched to

raise funds to pay for the drain.

The Local Board failed to take powers to maintain the larger part of the drain

which was laid across the lands of small private owners. That is, they gave it

away. They had no power to do so. It has not been maintained.

Folkestone Corporation, who as successors to Sandgate Urban District Council

hold both Local Board and U}D.C. Minutes, state that the two volumes covering the

1893/94 period are missing.

Substantial movement took place in and around Encombe House between 1951 and

1958 and was duly recorded in Halcrow's 1959 report. In 1960 and in 1962 outline

planning permissions were granted in respect of the Encombe estate without stipulation

of precautions against earth movement. Later in 1962 Soil Mechanics Specialists

Reports were stipulated and permission was made conditional on

"any recommendation of the specialists being undertaken as part of the

approved scheme of development".

The report accepted by Folkestone Corporation in satisfaction of these stipulations

was Halcrow‘s report of 26th April, 1960, two years before, and prepared neither for

the developers nor for the Corporation but at Dr. Leader's request. This report made

two recommendations:—

/(1)---
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(1) that "...it would be unwise to build on or close to any of the lines of

the 1893 landslip".

Halcrow's report of 1957 Shows that the Corporation have allowod five houses to be

built over such lines.

(2) ”Should any increase in the rate of ground movements be noted...this

office should be consulted“.

When therefore after the movement of October, 1966 the Corporation became alarmed at

the clear evidence of continuing increased ground movement they should have made the

developers consult Halcrows at the developers’ expense instead of calling them in

themselves at the ratepayers‘ expense, as they did in July, 1967. Further, had the

planning permission been preperly worded, the developers would have had to pay for

the three bore holes, the cost of which has been thrown by the Corporation on the

ratepayers AND the £35,000 drain, some part of the cost of which the Corporation now

seek to pass off onto householders.

The 1960 report amounted to only 2% pages but in that snall compass contained

eight references to the 1893 landslip or its effects and six references to Halcrow's

report of 1959. It was clearly quite unsuitable as a basis for a £200,000 development

in a dangerous area and the Corporation should have insisted on seeing the 1959 report

or, more wisely, demanded an up to date report. The Borough Engineer stated in

December, 1967 that he had not got a copy of the 1959 report and expressed interest

when shown extracts from it. As stated above, it contained a list of incidents

proving recent earth movement. It also stated that underground erosion has the main

cause of recent disturbances. Folhestone Corporation allowed 8000 tons of earth to

be dumped over the drain put in by the Local Antority in 1893 to stop just such

erosion. Did Halcrow‘s authorise the use of the 1960 report and confirm that it vms

suitable for the purpose to which the Corporation put it? In Ebbruary, 1969 the

Corporation refused to supply a copy to a householder on Encombe whose house was

cracking, moving and tilting on the grounds that it was "confidential".

Engineers all agree that in this type of unstable ground, common around the Kent

coast, the aim should be to reduce weight at the back of the slip and increase the

weight on the toe. At Encombe 8000 tons was taken off the sites above the Esplanade,

near the toe, and dumped in the old water Garden at the back of the slip over two

branches of the Sandgate U.D.C. drain. The Sandgate Society's research has shown a

clear link between low tides and landslips especially if the ground is very wet. On

the first occasion on which abnormal rainfall coincided with very low tides, in late

October, 1966, the present movement began.

In July, 1967 the Corporation asked Halcrows to report on ground movement in th

Sandgate area. Halcrows issued a preliminary report on 9th October and in December

the Corporation.resolved that owners affected should be notified and the report made

available to persons interested. Owners affected were NOT notified. Solicitors

making searches for prospective buyers were invited to purchase the report. Loss of

sales began. Halcrows' final report came out in January, 1969 advocating a drain

costing up to‘€35,000. At a meeting between the Corporation and owners in that month

Mr. Muir Wood, of Halcrows, agreed that the proposed "new" drain was no more than a

relay of parts of the Sandgate U.D.C. drain of 1893 without change.

Folkcstone Corporation with Ministry of Agriculture approval suggested a drainage

scheme under the Land Drainage Act under which owners would pay. The Sandgate Society

took Counsel‘s advice and suggested a scheme under a different section of the Act

under which the Corporation would have powers to pay. At the Society‘s suggestion a

meeting took place at the Ministry of Agriculture in London in July at which all partie:

were represented. The Ministry turned both schemes down. The Society then asked the

Corporation to suggest to the Ministry of Housing tint the work should be done under

a Coast Protection scheme, adducing their evidence of a tidal link.

The Ministrv have now approved this suggestion in principle but with a suggestion

that householders deriving benefit should contribute.

Ministry of HouSing and Local Government Circular No.h1/62 of 20th August 1962

1 states... 
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states at paragraph 2:-

"Coast Protection Authorities are therefore advised that from now on no more

works schemes should be made for the purpose of recovering compulsory

contributions from private interests".

and at paragraph 5:—

"...the Minister reminds coast protection authorities of the powers in the

Act to obtain contributions by agreement. He considers that such

contributions should be sought where appropriate, e.g. when works will

protect substantial properties such as hotels, holiday camps, etc."

and at paragraph 6:-

”Indeed it may be that in some cases a private and commercial undertaking

is the solo interest involved and in such cases local authorities will

no doubt consider whether it would be more appropriate for them to....

make a contribution towards the cost of coast protection Work carried

out by other parties".

The Sandgatc Society asserts that all the householders now asked to contribute Pro

"private interests” as exempted by paragraph two and further that these householder:

are NOT either a hotel, holiday camp or a private and commercial undertaking

involved as the sole interest.

Folkcstono Corporation as successors to Sandgate U.D.G. must admit to full

linowledge of the 1893 disaster and the official action taken to prevent a rccurrencr

Tipping of the 8000 tons of earth took place nearly a year before the first purchaSL'

bought his plot on Encombe. There is therefore no excuse for the Corporation's

failure to place an entry on the Register to the effect that relaying of the U.DoC.

drain would be necessary and that they proposed to ask owners to contribute. No

entry having been made, the remedy provided by the Act applies and the proposed

charge is invalid.

Society research has revealed that movement is not confined to the “G“eon

Belt" area cov»red by the Town Clerk's warning letter.

They have evidence of movement in the new Moore Barracks on the edge of the

cliff top, which cost the taxpayer £1,500,000.

The Minutes relating to the proposed development at "Latchgate", Sunnyside Roa<

contain the following:~

"...the Committee, having in mind the problems which had arisen at Encombe

(a short distance to the east of "Intehgato") considered that a report shoul

be made by Sir William Halcrow & Partners..."

(Note:- Actual distance 1550 feet, over a & mile.

Sandgate Society)

"...the applicant be requested to obtain from Sir William Halcrow & Partners

a report on the suitability of this site for the proposed development and

any measures necessary to maintain the stability of the development and

the adjoining land and property".

The Minutes relating to the proposed development in the Undercliff refer to

"...the works (if any) necessary fbr reinforcing the foundations of and

strengthening the proposed buildings and such other works (including Works

of drainage) as may be necessary in relation to the site and the adjacent

reads, lands, buildings including those in the Undercliff, the Crescent,

Gough Road and Sendgate High Street, and the drains, sewers and other

services in connection therewith...".

Clearlygthe Corporation consider the whole area from the east end of the

Undercliff to beyond Sunnyside to be dangerous. This area coincides roughtly Jith

the combined area of the 1827 and 1893 landslips. The Society's map of Public

Utility failures (of which there have been sixty since October, 1966) shows cvidenc

of movement from one end to the other of this area. /Tbere.. 
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There is no justification whatsoever for demanding contributions from owners

as the present movement is due solely to inadequate sea-defences and the Local

Authority's neglect of their own drain.

Septeuber, 1970.
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The Local authority, the Sandqe+e Local Board of Health, on the advice of

the Local Government Board in London, called in deldwin Lethem, e well-known

civil engineer. To ensure the safety of the town he advocated deen drains.

The purpose of the 'Latham Drain' was to mitigate the risk of a future

landslip, by carrying off surface and subsoil water.

to he paid for and maintained by the Local Board. However, because of a

series of local disasters to the sewell, and the renewal of groynes

and sewers, the Sand etc Local Board had exceeded their borrowing powers

(£11,800); and beesuse of the recent dieaster cool d not use the rate as

a security for a private loan.

The Relief Fund agreed to meet the whole cost of the drain, at a meeting

on 19 Kay. On 24th May, the fund totalled £8400. The final total of the fund

was $8741 and of this sum 55286 was paid out in 'Grants to Sufferers'. This

does not include the sum contributed towards the public work of laying

the drain, i 2450.

Latham's Report is addressed to the Sandgate Local Roard of Health. The

Speccification makes the coontractor resaponsible only to them, and the works

we e carried out under the superintendence 01' M1.Pow1es 1.? lnet.C.E. the

res dent engineer. on years later the District Council's Surveyor reports

;hn+ the Land Drainage works carried out in thw ye*r l895 are working

satsitectorily, :\nd the proposed work of sewerage may 0e executed saiely.

(Memo to whitehell). The final accounts of the Relief JTund also, rep<rt

the drain as satisf ctory to the Local Board and the consulting engineer.

Thece is no report of the Relief Fund Committee inepecting the drain. The

seal Fund was NOW launched to raise funds to pay for the drain.

In the absence of any Local or Private set of P rliament, this land—drain

was automatically vested in the Local Board (see Public Health not 1875

bection 15).History has shown that the successors to the Local Board failed

to maintain the larger part of the drain which, for purely ieograohic reasons

had to be laid across the lands of small private owners. They also failed

to keep proper plans of the drain open for inspection.

Resol.utions naused by the Sandgate Local Board in the times of crisis,

cannot be refeiled to because the Folkestone Corporation, who are successors

of the Sandrate Local Board, and SandgHte Urban 11.>tric t Council, st-te that

the two volumes ccveriuir the 1193/94 neriod are missing from their archives.

Substantial movement took place in and around Encombe House between 1951

and 1958 and was duly recorded in Helcrow's 1959 renort. In 1960 and 196?

outline plannirv permissions were g wnted in respect of the anomhe est te

without stipulation of precautions a3; st Ellth moverent. Later in 1962

Soil Mechanics oncielists Henorts were stipulated and yermiss’ n was made

COMdlulOHBl thxxeon:

'any recommend tions of the specialists beinj under me as part

of the Ed roved scheme of developmwnt'

The report accepted by Folkestnne Corporation in satisfieotion of these

stipulations was Halcrow‘s refort of 26 April 1960, two years before, and

prepared neither for the developers nor for the Corporation but at Dr.Leader's

request. This report made two recommendations:-

/1... 
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE SANDGATE LANDbLIP 1893 AND oUBbLiUEN'P EV‘NTS

(compiled by L.Rene-Martin)
. 2,1

K

EHrth Slip ooourréd from Church with spire (hethodist) to about large

house (Encombe House) 500 yards to West (Topley 1893. p.44)

Topley W; 'The Geology of the Weeld' Me.Geol.5urvey. H.h.U.O.London

Encombe sale Freepectus. flap of proyerty shows 5 springs, a capital

vinery 38ft long. Fowl house with pond. A rosary and Ornamental Lake,

also Fish Pond below conservatory. (Folkestone hef.Lihrwry).

Encombe House demolished

I

Wreck of the Calygso blown up, off Esplanade

Hreck of the Benvenu blown up between Sept; and Dec. desyite residents'

protest meeting in beptember

About 7pm series of shocks resembling the shocks of an enrthguake.SIip

920 yards long extending 255 yards back from sea wall, Unndgmte. Face

of cliff for a greater part of a mile subsided. Upwards 70 houses

ruined or at least rendered uninhabitable. (L.J.Brookman, See. Local

Board Sandgate to Assistant secretary, Local Govt.Board, ”hitehall,

5 March 1893; NH 12 5050 24497/93)

Reports estimeted damage at £100,000

Local Govt Board's Inspector, Inr. Rienzi Jalton le1ver; LeJdcn 2.15 pm

train arriving bandbate 4 48 mm to meet SandImte Local Board (NH 12

5050 24571)

duestion in Parliament by nkers-Douglas (Kent,8t.nugustines) whether

disaster had any connection with blowing up of Calygso and Benvenu.

Mundella for Board of Trade, replies NO .... (Hansard 7.3.93

Lord Mayor of London, accedinr to request of Mayor of Folkes tone

consents to receive sub.»criptions for the rrlief of the distres

‘ occasioned by landslip, slnlgwte. (City Press 11.5.1895) nueen also

 

donates £25, 9

Local Govt.Board Whitehall, receive Walton's relort on Sandge.te land

E subsidence. Urge importance of conveying aw1y subsoil w1ter from high

land with View to diminishing risk of further subsidence (26188 K(1))

SCZ® Mme/We between guudfiube t‘CQu’ 8000761 ““19 L’i‘ak Seq? BUM

LOVI‘LVe‘nO-M.

Article in Nature ex1minin” o1use: of e.rthf ii; .... 'The above

considerations show that this «reI ilWiy' h I been and always will be

liable to landslips. The lie of the beds whic produces this liability

cannot be altered by human agency, but the liabillty may be reduced

to a minimum by a suitable syntem of land drainage, which shall prevent

the access.of so large a body of water to so d1n;erous an area .....

(J .F.Blakel, pp,467-469

Loon]. Govfr.'808rd “hittahnll, IzI/va-b‘yu my] norms. I myth-now J‘_I;_lunds;lip

to Secretary, Board of Agriculture. di:nud ulfred h.ndriun, lust.decrut 



ll Feb.

 

Letter in Nature refers to writer‘s visit to dundg te, and to

Colonel Cranmer Byng: Com lete underdraining of hilitart Hoarital

site saved hospital from landslip damage. Further to east of glip where

land drain was formerly laid, mass remained stable. (H.Trving,pp 581)

Baldwin Lctham's Report to Sand ate Local doard of Heelth re causes

and remedies for landslip. Raises question on source of finance and

other financial considerations.

Lutham S ocifioation for Land Drwina e #Orks at andtdto for the Jpndflntg

Local Board Z'ie Urban danitury authority) in conjunction with Owners

Specially affected for the purpose of securing the site of 1hm recent

landfilip at Sandgate from further subsidence and for protecting the

foundations of houses in the affected area (sic). Also hill of quantitites

and Form of Tender submitted. '

Resolution of dandgnte Landslip Relief hthd upgrovlug use of funds

(£ 2,250 ) for drainage works.

Latham's drainage work to start shortly. Materials on site. (Report in

wandgate Weekly News 19.8.95) '

pundgate Local Board asks helinf Fund for Hduitiflh“l ywunt of £500

for public works (unspecified). (Mandumte Jcekly Hews,;2.9.94)

Land drainage works regorted practically complete (dnwdjate Meemly

News, 17.2.94)

Report in 'Sandgute Neetly News' that gr nt of £500 roguested Ly

Sandgwte Local Board out of Relief Fund for repairing public works

(unapecified) injured in lendslip, was mnde 33 Dec.1895)

Total sum contributed to Relief Fund £ 8741 193 9d

Grant to Sandgute Local Board for drainage 3450

(iisand;ate Weekly News, 25 Iiarch 1895)

Sandgate‘Landslip Relief Fund, Finel Meeting of General Oommittee

held on 15 March 'The system of lewd drainage which was desijncd and

carried out by Mr.Baldwin Lsthwn V.I.C.d. coutinuen to act efficiently

and is satisfactory not only to the engineers who carried out the works

but to the Local Authority. (nandgite nee}ly News 23.5.95)

gee. @ Omit @

Report from Drake Brockman (pec.Sandgate Local Board) to Local Govt.

Board, Whitehall that .... 'Land drainage work: carried out in year

1895 under the ausyices of Mr.Ealdwin Latham working satiofaotorily

and the District Council's purveyor now of oyinion that pro{oncd work

of sewerage may be Safely executed' (NH 12 5050 120059/95)

Admiralty make Licence with Lord Radnor to rebuild Coastguard Station

hinutes of UDC quote apylication by householder Nr.Gane for perwission

to tap the drain where it passed under his gwrden in IilVCrfcrcc Food

(poesibly 3 hillside Villos). ;urve;or 'jhs‘ructed to rwyort Vowncjl

thereon.’ United Domestic Laundry Co. was lOCLted in the Vicinity. 
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Berth slip occurred from Church with Spire (Methodist) to about large

house (Encombe House) 500 yards to West (Topley 1895. p.44)

Topley N. 'The Geology of the weald' Me.8901.5urvey. H.M.S.O.London

Encombe sale Prospectus. Map of proterty shows 5 Springs, a capital

vinery 38ft long. Fowl house with pond. A rosary and Ornamental Lake,

also Fish Pond below conservatory. (Folkestone Ref.Library).

Encombe House demolished

Jreck of the Calynso blown up, off ESPlanade

Jreck of the Benvegu blown up between Sept. and Dec. despite residents'

protest meeting in beptember

ibout 7pm series of shocks resembling the shocks of an earthquake.Slip

920 yards long extending 213 yards back from see well, Sandgmte. Face

of cliff for a greater part of a mile subsided. Upwards 70 houses

ruined or at least rendered uninhabitable. (L.J.Brockman, Dec. Local

Board Sandgate to Assistant Secretary, Local Govt.Boerd, thitehall,

5 March 1893. MB 12 5050 24497/95)

Reports estimated damage at £100,000

Local Govt.Board's Inspector, hr.Rienzi dalton leaves London 2.15 pm

train arriving Sandgute 4.48 pm to meet Sandgete Local Board (NH 12

5050 24571)

duestion in Purliament by nkers-Douglas (Kent,st.kugustines) whether

disaster had any connection with blowing up of Calyuso and Benvenu.

hundella for Board of Trade, replies NO .... (Hansard 7.3.93

Lord Mayor of London, acceding to request of Mayor of Folkestone

consents to receive subscriptions for the relief of the distress

occasioned by landslip, Sandgete. (City Press 11.3.1395) Queen also

donates £25

A Local GovtoBoard Whitehall, receive Walton's regort on bandgute land

subsidence. Urge importance of conveying aWdy subsoil water from high

land with View to diminishing risk or further subsidence (26188 K(l))

inrticle in Nature examining causes of earthslip .... 'The above

considerations Show that this area always has been and always will be

liable to landslips. The lie of the beds which produces this liability

cannot be altered by human agency, but the liability may be reduced

to a minimum by a suitwole system of land drainage, which shall prevent

Ithe access of so large a body of water to so denierous an area .....

(J.F.Blake, pp,467_469

Local Govt.Board thitehall, conveys mil corresjoudence re_landslip

to secretary, Board of agriculture. oicned ulfred D.udrian, lust.becretury. 



Letter in Hgtggg refers to writer's visit to Sandg te, and to

Colonel Cranmer Byng. Com lete underdreining of Military Hospital

site saved hospital from landslip damage. yurthey to east of slip where

land drain was formerly laid, mass remained stable. (n.1rving,yp 581)

Baldwin Letham's Report to band Ite Local Board of Health re causes

and remedies for landslip. Raises question on source of finance and

other financial considerations.

Latham S e cation for Land Dr;inabe works at sandgete for the Sendgate

Local BOard the Urban Sanitary Authority) in conjunction with Owners

syecially affected for the purpose of securing the site of the recent

landslip at Sandgate from further subsidence and for protecting the

foundations of houses in the affected area (sic). also Bill of quantitites

and Form of Tender submitted.

lution of Sandgnte Lsndslip Relief Fund aigroving use of funds

(2 2,250 ) for drainage works.

L;tham's drainage work to start shortly. Materials on site. (Report in

landgete weekly News 19.8.95)

Unndgate LOcal Board asks nelief Fund for additional

for public works (unspecified). (bandvnte weekly New

Lind drainage works reported practicslly complete (Sundgate weekly

News , 17 .22 o 94)

Refort in ‘Qendgwte Weekly ers' that fir;nt of £500 requested by

hand; te Local Board out of Relief Fund For repairing public works

(unspecified) injured in lendslip, was m de :5 Dec.1895)

motel sum contributed to Relief Fund i B741 195 9d

GTHDL to Bani ute Local Bo rd for drainage 2450

(Sandinte weekly News, 25 march 1895)

bandgate Landslip Relief Eund, Final fleeting of Ge: pl Committee

Leld on 15 Larch 'The System of land drainage Jhio “as CDSi:' '

c:"ried out by Mr.Baldwin Litham L.I.C.J. continue: to act

and is satisfactory not only to the engineers who carried out

but to the Local Authority. ( and;ite weekly News a .5.95)

to LOCu.
deport from Drake Brockman (uec Jantcute Local Board

a 0 out in

)

Board, Mhitehall that .... 'l .d d na;e work: Currie

lSEfi under the eunyices of Mr.Bcldwin letham working setic’octorily
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Admiralty make Licence with Lord Radnor to rebuild Coastguard Station
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to ten the dr”in where it u m‘ rd r Jil” '

/ 1»» » w . . .
.

(possi'ty j sills1de V11]; ‘ " ;n? 'Jns‘ructed retor

United Domestic ”7',A 5.. was lOCLted the V50. 
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I Encombe House (pulled down in 1885) is now rebuilt. Part previously

’ offered for sale in 1907.

2 Minutes of UDC quote letter from Mrs.Sackville West (owner of Encombe)

‘ asking whether Council exercised supervision over land drain put in

1 at Enoombe after landslip. Reply: 'Council had not carried out any

inspection of these drains so far as they ran through private property.‘

f Encombe House and gardens greatly extended to design of Mr.Basi1

‘ lonides for Mrs.Phillipson. Water gardens also laid out, fed by 3 - 4

1 Springs.

‘ Small failure at east end of Eneombe (Halcrow Report 1960). George

> Punnett, gardener at Encombe for 40 years mentioned 1934.

E.L.Allman, Borough Engineer till 1963 (15:165)

Sandgate Laundries get permission from Mrs.Phillipson to draw off

V water, 100,000 gallons a Week approx. from bottom of Water Gardens.

In return, Mr.George Mather agreed not to make any claim for damage

to laundry from water on the Estate. (Verbal: Mather to L.R-M,29.5.69)

Shattering blast shakes area, as Liberty munitions ship is hit by

Germans off pierhead, Folkestone. During 1939-45 War, 519 H.E. bombs

and 218 shells fell on Folkestone, 14,141 properties badly damaged.

These figures are merely cited to show that blast and vibrations need

not necessarily provoke a landslip.

Storm damage at Sandgate and wash—out of seawall. Erosion partly due

to groynes falling into disrepair.

No.1.drawing (Halcrow to Abbey National 1959) based on drawings of

9.4.46 not seen.

Noted during inspection of 1893 land drain system, that there were no

signes of cracking at Eneombe House but trouble was reported in

south-east corner. Slip plane cracks apparent across carriageway and

walls at bottom of Prospect Road and Encombe Drive. (Halcrow to Abbey

National 1959)

‘ Kent County Council issue to public a preliminary outline Gounty Plan.

(Journal of Planning‘Law, 1949, p.442) -

Aerial photo of Encombe Estate (Aerofilms A.24821)

Small cliff fall at eastern end of Encombe -- said to be caused by

surface water discharge from Camp drains above. (Halcrow to Abbey

National,l959)

Cracks in Encombe House and terrace walls. In April existing %" Wide

at front of house opened to 1:" wide. Loggia underpinned with 57ft

concrete piles and roof repaired including 2in. closing pack at ridge.

Refer also to trial pile bore in W.C.Andrews letter of 22.6.51. (Halcorw

to Abbey National 1959)

(1011 Kent Development Plan: The Town Clerk submitted letter 19.12.51

from Clerk of the Kent County Council forwarding draft written statement

and appropriate maps in respect of Kent Development Plan and enquiring

if the Corporation had any observations to make in addition to those

previously forwarded to and considered by County Council.

Resolved - That the Committee (HTP) have no further observations to make

upon plan and statement. 
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Sandgate suffers severe storm damage. Coastguard Terrace breached.

Two houses near Castle undermined. Photographs showing damage

appeared in 'Folkestone and Hythe Gazette' 2 Jan.1952.

Ministry of Housing grant of £155,000 towards new sea defences at

Sandgate (Folkestone & Hythe Gazette)

Application from Kent County Planning Authority (James R.Adams,

Planning Officer) for designation as residential area for development

all West Sandgate including Encombe Estate. (Kent Development Map A.

Library of Ministry of Housing)

Folkeston'es almost complete £224,000 new sea wall at Sandgate received

its first real test during the 60mph sou‘westerly gales this week and

came through it well. (Report in Folkestone & Hythe Gazette)

80 mph gale batters Sandgate, reaching peak at high water of spring

tide. Main road impassable with shingle.

Hayward & Paramor repaired main house sewer which had sheared

vertically by 3" at a point just in front of Encombe House. (Halcrow

to Abbey National, 1959)

R.B.B.Reynolds, Engineer (FEB) passes copy of land drain clans to Boroughl ‘ u.
nng.

Sandgate Laundries, Wilberforce Road (Manager John Mather) burnt

down. It had been drawing off 100,000 gallons 3 week of water from

Encombe Estate.

Tell-tales placed over cracks in 4 Rodney Court 1

which had been showing signs of movement(Health Committee, 28.o.57)

£11,000 grant for Leas drainage and stabilisation (Min.of Housing

Coast Protection 1945

Min.of Housing approval for West Sandgate as Designated Development

aret(County Development Plan A. Min. of Housing Library.)

E.L.Adman, Borough Engineer, Folkestone, passes cutting from Nature

1893 to Halcrows (Muir Wood shows L.R—M)

Cliff fall west of Annexe, Encombe. (Halorow to Abbey National,l959)

Sir William Halcrow dies (b.1883) Member of Radnor Club Folkestone.

Had taken up residence in Folkestone about 5 years previously. His

firm had first been consulted by F'stone Corporatdon in 1938.

Landslide that wrecked 75 houses at Sandgate article in 'Folkestone

Herald' written by former inhabitant of No.8 the Coastguard (now

145 Sandgate High St.) Mr.Foley.

Halcrow Report for Abbey National. No.1. drawing referee to Land

Drain System based on report held in Borough Engineer's Office.

Halorows carry out routine inspection for Abbey National QHalcrow

Report to Dr.S.A.Leader, 26.4.60)

Halorows carry out routine insepction for Abbey National (Report

26.4.60) 
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Dr.S.A.Leader (Portland Plastics Ltd) buys Encombe (Daily Tel.7.5.6o)

for £20,000 (Folkestone Herald 12.5.60)

Mr.Smyth-Osbourne (Halcrows) visits Encombe at DrsLeader‘s request

to carry out routine inspection. ’

Halcrow Report for Dr.S.A.Leader, addressed to Mssrs.Beresford Lye

& Co. Chartered Accts.) following Dr.Leader's request for routine

inspection and siting of any new buildings in grounds. (B—Lye

formerly Company Secretary and a Director of Portland Plastics).

pggombe Hotels Ltd (658210) registered 4 May 1960: Directors

Dr and Mrs Leader, Mr. & Mrs D.Beresford Lye.

Idea of making a superior holiday camp with chalets ( about 5-6)

sited carefully in grounds. Council intimated that idea would not

receive planning approval because of danger of access to beach

across main road. '

Fire at Bassett House, Hythe, Works of Portland Plastics

Application (not known by who) for redevelopment of Encombe Estate

dated 16 May 1960, and copy of plan which accompanied application

stated to be available. (Knight Frank and Rutley Auction PrOSpectus)

Registration of Encombe Hotels Ltd. on Land Registry

“Highways Committee resolve that permission be granted to Land &

Property Development Co (Folkestone)Ltd. for erection of 162 private

flats in 3 blocks each 3 floors high with provision of garages and

garage space. (Folkestone Corp. Minutes for Meeting 6.7.60)

Folkestone Borough Council issue permission for development of land

at Encombe Ref:Code CH/3/60/122 in the following terms ..... (KFR

Sale Prospectus). Permissdon granted to L & P.

Encombe registered in name of L & P on Land Registry

Creation of mortgage on Encombe, The Esplanade bandgate, by Land &

Property Development Co,(Folkestone) Ltd. All monies due to

Barclays Bank. Date of registration 14.10.1960. (Company Register

525552)

Plea to keep flncombe an open space in Sandgate.... the land must be

unsuitable fior building after so many landslides! (Letter in

Folkestone herald from Constance Obee, West Lawn Cottage)

The Times back page advertisement, announcing Auction of Encombe

on 15 Dec. 2.50pm at Knight Frank & Rutley, 20 Hanover Square.

'Assurances were given at a meeting of Folkestone Town Council

on Wednesday that proposed develOpment of Encombe, Sandgate, would

be of high standard, that the existing trees and lawns would be

retained as far as possible without interfering with the reasonable

development of the site and that access to the trunk road would 



be planned to give adequate sight lines.

Giving the assurances to Ald.J.F.Moncrieff, the Chairman of

the Housing and Twon Planning Committee, Ald.T.5.fiilliams, said the

Committee was fully aware of its responsibilities because the are

lent itself to good development. The Committee would be failing in its

duty if it did not maintain the existing standing.

But he pointed out that only 'outline' planning permission had

been granted.‘ (Folkestone Herald, 10.12.60 p.5 -- Folkestone Town

Council Proceedings.)

Encombe put up for Auction; not sold, not previously withdrawn

according to Knight Frank & Rutley. (L.R-M visit to KFR 21.4.69)

NOTE KFR Auction Prospectus also states: In view of earth movements

which have occurred in the past at Sandgate and on this Estate a

report was obtained in April 1959 from a firm of Consulting Engineers

and subsequent reports have also been made by the same firm. These

reports can be seen at the offices of the Auctioneers during normal

business hours.

'Outline' Planning Permission granted to 1land & Property Development

Co.(Folkestone)Ltd for 27 bungalows and 65 flats in six blocks, with

garages. (Ref: 61/289 H.T.P. 17.1.62. Sent to Todd with Land

Certificate late 1963).

Housing and Town Planning Committee resolved that Outline Planning

Permission for Encombe 62/64 (30 houses in 6 blocks of 5) 62/65 (49

flats in 3 blocks) and 62/66 (10 detached bungalows) be deferred

pending inspection of site by TPC.

Town Planning Committee visits Encombe

l4_. Town and Country Planning 1947-1959

Resolved that in accordance with TCPA 1947—1959 following application

be refused (re Encombe) as proposals would

a) Spoil a unique site by changing its character completely and tend

to prejudice stability of site and

b) Type of house proposed to be created is unsuited to this setting.

2) Applicants be informed that before any permission is given to

develop site, the Corporation will require to be furnished with a

report by soil mechanics specialists as to what steps, if any, are

ncecssary to ensure the stability of any development which may be

undertaken on this and and the adjoining sites and that subject to the

furnishing of a report, the Corporation would be willing to consider

alternative development which could be undertaken without substantially

altering the ground levels and so that the majority of the trees could

be retained, the development preferably being in small units carefully

sited.

Planning permission for Encombe granted stipulating report by soil

‘ methanics expert £2 stability, and recommendations of 1960 Halcrow

report being undertaken. (Ref.No.62/211 Planning Permission).

Borough Engineer approach to L & P to know plans for preservation of

‘ tress. Committee of opinion that tree preservation order be made.

Borough Engineer submits plan indicating tress and groups of trees

suggested for inclusion in the tree preservation order.

Tree Preservation Order at Encombe confirmed by Minister. Borough

Engineer to L.R—M admits that trees were cut down both before and after

this date. (Letter 9.1.67) 
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Jim Hyham fined £180 for contravening tree preservation order«- felling

7 oaks and 2 sycamores on site he was developping. (Folkestone Herald

4.5.1967)

Exceptionally heavy rains, 9.07” for the month compared with 3.63”

(30 year average) followed by subsidence and cracking of new road

Encombe. (Rainfall figures with Mr.Todd and low water spring tides

30 Oct.l966)

Aberfan disaster after 2 days of heavy rain

Tremors during the nights, reported.

John Godfrey (159 Sandgate flight St.) 'phones L.R-M in London about

midnight Tuesday 20 to report. Cracks very apparent in side wall (W)

of 162 dandgate High St. otherwise 3 Hillside,Villas. Rebuilt 1902

on site of Spring House and Spring Cottage destroyed in 1893 Landslip.

Cracks reported elsewhere - also broken gas-main outside No.156

dandgite High St.

Disclaimer from Borough Engineer (made Ced.21 Dec) reported on front

page'Folkestone Berald' ... 'resyonsibility of the respective owners

to take any necessary action, as no danger to the public'.

N rman Castle, Borough Engineer.

L.R—M writes to Borough Engineer — also to Ministry of Transport

warning of danger to trunk road

Sandgate Society write letter to Town Clerk complaining about wide-

spread trouble. (Gadd to L.R-M 14.4.,67)

Cyril P.Griggs (Surveyor) report for MOP.Casano (156B Sandgate High

St.) b‘pecial reference to state of dilberforce Garages

L.R4& writes to Costain M.P. to advise of situation in bandgate. 'The

Local Council have permitted considerable development on the Encombe

Estate, and the cutting down of trees on land where there is a known

history of landslip and inadequate land drainage facilities....

roads and pavements have been dug up 8 times since Christmas iL order

to repair fractured mains and cables....'

Costair replies that he will be happy to see L.R~M alter obtaining

Borough Engineers report or the position.

Borough Engineer writes to L.R4£ (in answer to letter of 7.4.6?) that

he is preparing L report for Contain 'as well as for my own purposes{

L.R-M visits C stain at his London Office. He has Borough Engineer's

Report and copy of Halcrow Report (1960?) on Messrs.Benk's note—heading,

on his desk. Feels it is 'nct of God' nothing one can do unless one can

prgve non-natural causes. ouygests a body of peoyle sho‘ld act tosether

to put pressure, might have to pay expenses of test-horings themselves.

Aberfan Enquiry ends, after 76 days sitting.

L.R~k does 'limited site survey' on hnoombe. Goes to Reference Library

Folkestone to dig up 1895 Landslip rel/rte. 



L.R-M to Costain -— 3-pa5e letter giving all backgroundvfects

available 1) History and cause of 1893 landslip 2) Descrintion of

present state of Encombe site and seepage under Seawall 35 Report that

same sites affected as in 1895, but in lesser degree

Costain writes he is passing all L.R-M correspondence and cuttings

to Town Clerk

Further letter from L.R-M to Costain setting out 5 key questions:

'It would be interesting to ascertain:

10 Who bore the cost of the Land drainage installation

2. Who is responsible for its maintenance and supervision

50 Whether the system is still intact or has been breached or interfered

with by development operations

4. what has happenned to the soak pits pnt in by the Abbey National.....

5. What has haptenned to the outfalls to beach situate between ........

L.R4J puts complete file to date in hands of Mr.Vorley (Sec.Sendgate

Society) and to solicity further support of Sandgate Society

Vorely writes to L.R—M that Todd has been ayfroached to carry out

further research

L.R-l meets Vorle1 in street lmjresses on him vitel immortance ofJ 1 I l

finding Sandgete Local Board Minutes for 1893

Town Clerk to Todd re efforts to find minutes of Local Board.

Todd finds that Volumes H-K are missing covering the vital yearso

Griggs report and survey for John Godfrey, 159 Sandgete High St.

Folkestone Herald’ report that Local Council have ayfroached

Helcrows to carry out 3 ‘vey of landslip area

Report of Aberfan Tribunal publishedo Borough Council absolved of

blame

Halcrow Report on Limited Site Survey Encombe to Borough Engineer -—

recommending 2 test borings at cost of £10009 See also recommendation

re supplementary drainage for yrotection of Wilberforce Garages

Town Clerk submits Halorow Report to Highways Committee

Water is blamed for cliff slips: Report in 'Folkestone & Hythe Gazette'

'...Council is being recommended by its highway committee to inform

devellopers of Encombe Estate and owners of pronerty likely to be

affected by the earth movements of the contents of the Consultant's

(Halcrows) report, and to make information available to anyone else

in the are who is interested. Discussions are recommended with the

hinistry of Housing and Local Govto'

Town Clerkds letter in reply to routine searches 'It may be that

your client's proyerty has been affected by these earth movements and

you are therefore invited to purchase ....consultants retort and plan

for 103 6d.‘ .

Letter sent out to prospective purchasers of prderty/ only’but

to existing property owners within affected area '

not 
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Nash report to Mr.G.Mountain at No.7 Encombe Estate

R-P Davies (Chairman) makes annual report to Land'and Property

Development Co.(Folkestone) Ltd '...You wil recall that last year,

under the reference of Encombe Building Estate, I referred to the

heavy rains causing ground movement. Since that report several meetr

have been attended at Corporation level where it has been alleged

that the building activities of the Company must be responsible. Thi:

has been vigorously denied on all occasions and we are confident that

we are not to blame in any way. ' Also note on 'compulsory purchase

order' on the backland by Local Authority. (Company House)

L.RvM letter to Costain asking if there have been any further

developments since Halcrows recommendations of 9 October 1967 which

included 2 test borings to be made on site.

Costain replies to L.R-M that Scragg (Town Clerk) had promised to

keep him informed but he had ndt heard from him on the subject for

some time and 'I am writing to him today to enquire the present

position'.

Town Clerk to Todd ... after extensive search unable to trace two

volumes of minutes of former Sandgate Urban District Council.

Full Renort on Sandqate Land Movement submitted by Todd to Sandgate

Society (4ppT/S)

Under Present State of 1835 Drain (highways and Watch Committee)

Borough Engineer reported that land drainage system installed after

1893 slip appeared to be functioning and that the manholes had been

inspected regularly as this was the only means of ascertaining that

the system was carrying ground water.

This statement is conflicts, and is virtually denied in Minute 51

15.7.68.

Approach made to Kent River Authority in effort to make a scheme

under Land Drainage Acts.

Town Clerk calls meeting 'Earth Movement at Encombe’ at Civic Centre

Folkestone at 7pm. (see also Fokkestone and Hythe Gazette 5.7.68

front page)

R.P.Davies accused of tipping. Stormy meeting. Council attacked from

all sideso

Todd Visits Gadd

339. eouth East News Round—Up (6.25pm) and bouth East News (7.10 ano

...Folkestone Council decides in emergency session to pay for test

borings into a hillside which is moving dangerously under Housing

Estate built on it.... likely that £12,000 drainage scheme needed to

stop further trouble

Report by L.R—M to Costain on Meeting 8 July 



Reports of Town Hall Meeting in 'Folkestone & Hythe Gazette'

” ” 'Kentish Express'

" " 'Folkestone & Hythe Herald' 2-page spread

Test borings (2) at Encombe begin

Telegram from L.R-M to Mayor 'Urgently beg third test boring behind

Wilberforce garages or as near to seafront as possible‘

Town Clerk replies to LoR-M enclosing plan showing site of 2 borings

5

Town Clerk forwards telegram to Halcrows and copy of correSpondence

Todd reports to Vorley that Nimpeys are going to drill 3rd bore—hole

by Sir John Moore memorial to depth of 40ft.

2nd borehole (to 95ft i.e. around sea—level) now finished.

Town Clerk to L.R-M 'You will be interested to know that on the

recommendation of Mssrs.Halcrows it has been agreed to put down another

boring on land near Sir John Moore ......

Halcrow Revert to Town Clerk, Folkestone on site investigation,

Encombe, Sandgute. '...Following a limited site investigation which

included 5 boreholes and a number of laboratory tests, it is concluded

that ground water plays the major role in causing the instability of

the area.‘

heeting at Civic Centre, Folkestone 7pm to hear explanation of

Halcrow Report. Sandgate Society accept on condition that no

contentious (i.e.financial) matters be discussed at this meeting.

Mayor agrees to call further meeting 2 months hence, when Sandgate

Society has had time to decide its position. Chairman and Clerk to

Kent River Board also present.

huir Wood (Halcrows) confirms that land drain outlet which formerly

ran under Coastguard was diverted into main drain (or UDC soil drain)

from Wilberforce junction, when sea defences were built by Demolit-

ion and Construction Co.)

Suggestion that Drainage Scheme could be implemented under Section 50

of 1961 Land Drainage Act, making a charge on the residents in

the affected area.

Sandgate Society Committee meets. Decides that Gadd should seek

Counsel's advice.

Town Clerk to Gadd:

Encombe: Further to my letter to you of 21 February, I now enclose

two coyies of the planning permission dated 18th :eptember 1962.

You will notice that this permission rel es to the construction of

new estate roads and sewers and contains conditions which are

appropriate to an outline planning permission. us you know, an

outline planning permission can only be granted in respect of

buildings. It therefore seums to me that conditions 50.1 and 2

. y, .D

VOld sud 0f no elieot.;n ”died reason for the invalidity of 
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conditions is also the decision in the Kingsway Investment Co. v

Kent County Council which was recently decided by the Court of

Appeal. You will‘however, notice that condition (1v) makes prévision

for the soil mechanics report to be provided.

I understand from the Borough engineer that a copy of the Report

prepared by Halcrows was subsequently produced to the Borough Engineer

which was the 1960 Report prepared by Halcrows on the instructions

of Dr.Leader, the then owner of the Encombe Estate.‘

(confirmation of letter from Muir Wood to L—R-M that unauthorised

use had been made of this 1960 reprgt. At meeting with Costain,

April 1967 L.R-M noticed that he read excerpts from report headed

'Messrs Banks' which had been passed to him by Borough Engineer.)

Town Clerk invites residents to attend third meeting on Earth

Movement Sandgapg at Civic Centre, 14 April at 7pm following

propoaals to make a drainage scheme under 1961 Act. Section 50.

Todd and L.R-M visit Costain (at Conservative Offices, Folkestone)

to lay position before him, and enlist his further advice and

support with regard to action at high level.

Sandgate Society gathers members and residents in affected areas

to meeting at St.Paul's Church Hall 7.45pm. Gadd explains Counsel's

opinion. By unanimous consent, Gadd is asked to be spokesman at

Town Hall Meeting and to press for implementation of Drainage

Scheme under s.1 (5) of 1930 Land Drainage Act.

Civic Centre Meeting at 7pm. Clerk to the Kent Drainage Board

(Mr.A.G.Stirk) present. Meeting reaches stale-mate and it is agreed

that a Deputation should be formed and an approach to the Ministry

of Agriculture be made, consisting of Gadd, Town Clerk, Clerk to

Kent River Board. Also agreed that pressure of Costain would be

desirable. (Gadd to L.R-M 16.4.69)

Water pouring out of Wilberforce Garages into crack in forecourt

Night letter telegram fr0m L.R~M to Town Clerk : MAY 10 and 11

WATER AGAIN TOURING INTO AND OUT OF HILBERFORCE GARAGE RUINS AND FLGiING

INTO GROUND STOP HALCROW 1967 REPORT REFERS STOP CONSIDER EMERGENCY

MEASURES URGENT TO PREVENT FURTHER UNDERMINING OF PROPERTY PUBLIC

UTILITIES AND TRUNK ROAD STOP OBTAIN OR USE POWERS TO AVERT DANGER

TO PUBLIC SEE ALSO TCP ACT 1962 36 BRACKETS ONE PROPER MAINTENANCE

OF WASTELAND IN PARTICULAR ENCOMBE TIP. '

Cepies sent to Permanent Sec.Min of Housing, Costain M.P-, S.E.

Divisional Transport Board, S.E.Gas Board, S.E.Electricity Board

and Folkestone Water Board.

Compulsory demolition order on Rodney Court.

Borough Engineer visits L.R-M in Sandgate - is shown area behind

Wilberforce garages, in partdcular neglect of Water Gardens and

water running off.

Letter from Chairman S.E.Gas Board giving figures since Jan 1966

10 broken mains, 20 leaking pipes; above normal and ascribed to

earth movement.

Halcrows confirm to L.R-m that no reports were made on area prior

to 1959 (except routine inspections at Encombe) except in

connection with recommendations for sea defences 1951/52.

This contradicts statement by Mayor at 14.4.69 meeting. 



SHND"’RTE RELIEF FUND.

ACCOUNT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE.

s. d.

Subscriptions received at Messrs. [ Curanls 111a do to sufferers by the Land-

]enner‘s Bank, Sandgate 6239 10 .1 slip, as per resolution at the Various

lnterest on temporary Deposit 25 9 1o meetings ofthe Executive Committee 5286 111

Subscriptions received at National Grant entrusted to the Sandgate Local

Provincial Bank, Folliestone 2427 10 5 board for purpose of Drainage 2450 0

Interest on temporary Deposit .19 g 2 Grant, made to the Sandgate Local

Board for repair of property, viz:

toads, footpaths, water p1pes sewers

ctc.,dest10yed by theILandslip

Legal Expenses ..

Sur'vcyOL 5 Fees

Timbet for temporary shoting houses

in Sandgate

llonotarium to Semetairy .

Incidental Expenses, Stationery,etc.

Balance at Jcnncr’s Bank

do. National Provin.

cial Bank “1106 15 10

—— 166 13 9

[:741 I9 9 £8141 19 9

1 l1tvc e\aminc<l the forewoing .tcco—unts together with the Minute Book of the Executive C—ommittee;

also receipts for tll monies paid aw1y :111dl1nd the same correct.

W. JARVIS, Public Accountant, Auditor,

January I5Lh, 1894. 



To the Members of the Sandgate Relief Femd

Committee.

 

 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

As Vicar of Sandgate I feel very keenly indeed that the proceedings of last
Wednesday Evening were unworthy of our town, and must be most discouraging

to those who have subscribed to our Relief Fund as well as distinctly calculated to

stop the further flow of subscriptions. I therefore venture to make a very earnest

appeal to every member of our Committee to be not only fair but generous to those

associated with him or her in this important consultative work. I write simply for

the sake of peace and without one spark of ill-feeling towards anyone.

At our to-night’s meeting I suggest that we form a small executive to take

over the administration of the Fund, and I am prepared to propose that it consist of

Sir Charles Keyes, the Mayor of Folkestone, the Mayor of Hythe, myself, and

seven others to be chosen at the meeting. Should this be agreeable to the Committee

I would suggest that the duties entrusted to the executive should be

I.———-Thc arranging of the Fund.

IL—The relief of those who have lost all.

IlI.—The relief of those who require some help in order to start again.

IV.—The consideration of a scheme for grants in aid of rebuilding or

restoration of damaged houses.

I only throw these ideas out as hints, nor have I taken counsel with anyone

as to this letter. But believing it to be important that our action should be prac-

tically unanimous, I submit my proposals, and I ask for them the consideration they

deserve if not of themselves at any rate from the absolutely friendly motive which

inspires them.

Iwould not write except that my position in this place is that of one who

should promote peace, and I do not like to see any signs of distrust and enmity

amongst us. If I have been myself unconciliatory I am extremely sorry. It will be

to me a profound pleasure if my action brings us into harmony.

May we be rightly guided by Almighty God l

Your sincere friend,

H. RUSSELL WAKEFIELD.

The Vicarage,

Sandgate,

17th March, 1893 (St. Patrick’s Day).

 



THE VICARAGE, SANDGATE,

May 17th, 1893.

T0 the Members of the General Committee of the

Sandgate Relief Fund.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

As a very important question in which I am keenly interested will arise at our Meeting

on Friday, the 19th, I wish to put you in possession of certain facts bearing thereupon, which

may help to guide you in forming a judgment.

The Relief Fund, which is now being administered, was raised for the purpose of helping

those who have suffered through the Landslip of the 4th March, and we may consider the

whole amount collected as about £8,500. Of that sum, some [3,000 may be regarded

as already voted, leaving [5,500 at the disposal of the Committee. A large part of the

money already dealt with by the Executive, has been assigned to owners of damaged

property conditionally upon their houses being put into habitable repair. But this property

cannot be considered safe until the area injured by the slip has been drained in a special

manner. No struggling lodging-house keeper can honestly say to a visitor that there is

absolutely no danger; no poor owner of one or two houses can expect to let his property—until

this drainage is done, and several people have not -yet touched their damaged property

because of this fact.

Consequently it is still true (to quote from the letter for the issue of which I was

responsible, and which produced the principal part of the fund) that “many are left home-

less, and without any means of support.”

The question now arises as to how the money required for the drainage is to be

procured, and it is on the propriety of part of the present surplus of the Relief 'Fund being.

used for this purpose that your advice is sought. The estimate of Mr. Baldwin Latham,

who has been employed to prepare a scheme of drainage, is that £1,750 will be needed.

My contention is that, in order to safeguard the houses now under repair, or about to be

repaired, it is the duty of the Relief Committee to expend some part of the. Fund at their

disposal in carrying out this scheme of drainage, nor have I heard one objection of any

weight to this suggestion. . .

Some may regard this as a matter for a rate on the whole District. The result

would be that the people already impoverished by the slip, would be reduced to greater

misery, and I am also advised that it would be practically impossible to legally make such

a rate. Others might argue that this work ought to be done by the land owners in the

district. Some of these could not now afford it, some would decline to assist, some are,

I believe, prepared to contribute— but none could be compelled to bear any part therein. I

might argue the injustice of a rate in this matter as simply the laying of another burden

upon those already seriously suffering.

It must be borne in mind that the inhabitants of the whole town, and not merely those

living in the affected area are sufferers, and no one knows so well perhaps as I do how

heavily some of our tradesmen for instance are just now burdened. Yet there are people

who would suggest that when this overwhelming calamity deprives them of their trade they

should he further weighted with this rate. I hold it to be the fairest, the most wholesome,

and the most beneficial way in which we now can use {1,750 of the Relief Fund, to devote

it to this drainage scheme. By doing this we shall relieve the” whole of Sandgate, and we

shall restore public confidence as we can in no other way. I am confident that any .man

who knows the circumstances would strongly support this view. My great desire Is to

have the Committee absolutely agreed upon this subject, and I, therefore, have drafted

this explanatory letter. . .

As Vicar of the Parish, and as one who, therefore, in the eyes of the public, Will be

regarded as a person largely responsible for the fitting expenditure of the money collected

in all parts of the world, I hold this scheme to be that best calculated to relieve our dear

little town from a burden so sore that it ought to awaken the sympathy of every feeling

soul. Trusting we may arrive at a decision worthy and unanimous,

I am,

Yours faithfully,

H. RUSSELL WAKEFIELD.

. Vicar of Sahdgate,

Chairman of the Sandgazfe Local Board, .

and 70in! Treasurer of the szdgate Relief Fzmd.
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Coastguard Terrace 1896

In the lawless days of smuggling and privateering, the bay was a hotbed of daring gangs of

smugglers, out to defy the Excise. Here, the Board of Customs erected a permanent Coastguard

Station in 1864, the aim being to protect the Revenue, save life, salvage wrecks and patrol the

shore. Badly damaged in the 1893 landslip, the station was rebuilt in 1896 with a Chief Officer's

house and 16 cottages for the men. Over the years the complement was reduced, the last five

leaving in 1961. The row is now in private hands.

Shipbuilders' Cottages 0 1773

Situated at the foot of Sandgate Hill and featured in early engravings, two pairs of cottages survive

from the ship building days on Sandgate beach when Fabian Clayton Wilson (and others) built

seven frigates, four sloops and two fireships for George 1 11's navy. The weatherboarding typifies

many of Sandgate’s earliest dwellings. Behind lies Enbrook park, site of SAGA Group‘s ultra

modern office complex for 750 staff, designed by Michael Hopkins and Partners. Here you may

enjoy the wooded, landscaped grounds, a leafy stroll beside the Enbrook stream, and breathtaking

views across the Channel.

Napoleonic Defences

Poised to repel a possible invasion, siz Martello Towers stand guard above Sandgate. Footpaths

skirting Shomcliffe Camp (est 1794) pass no.s 6-9. Moving west along Sandgate Esplanade

(A259), read the memorial to General Sir John Moore (d. 1809), pioneer of Light Infantry training,

then pass the massive Battery walls and View the strategic start of the 27 mile Royal Military

Canal and Redoubt remains on the Seabrook border. All are Scheduled Ancient Monuments..

War Memorial

http://www.sandgate-kent.org.uk/more.htm 16/1 1/2005 
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Standing where Military Road joins the High Street the memorial lists Sandgate‘s fallen in the two

World Wars. It honours L/Cpl William Cotter awarded a posthumous VC. The ragstone wall

behind bears a tablet recording that Queen Elizabeth 1 rested at the Castle, and that Queen Victoria

passed here on her way to inspect the troops at Shomcliffe Camp A Millennium plaque, nearby, is

dedicated to the people of Sandgate. In 1877 Colonel Wheatley gifted the drinking fountain set in

the wall, and the granite cattle trough standing beside the approach to SAGA Group's

headquarters.

Jubilee Clock 1897

Fronting the Chichester Hall, it celebrates Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee. Initially, it adorned

the Gough coffee Tavern and Soldiers' Institute nearby, named after John Bartholomew Gough

(b.1917). He was a local boy who emigrated to the USA, became a reformed alcoholic and a world

famous temperance orator. The Freemasons' Hall and an antique shop now occupy the site. The

clock was later moved to the Village Hall, built in memory of the Countess of Chichester (of

Enbrook). Here, Sir Squire Bancroft, famous actor/manager, laid the foundation stone in 1913. As

you enter, a memorial plaque recounts the heroism of L/Cpl William Cotter, awarded a

posthumous VC in 1916.
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Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea!

Living as they do between the devil and the deep blue sea, Sandgate

people are aware of the complex geological strata - water absorbent and

permeable - which interact beneath the lovely hills to the North. Locally,

the slopes are capped by the Folkestone beds which weigh upon soft

Sandgate beds of sandy clay. Forming a slip plan (NW/SE) these ’ ‘ ' ' ‘ ' ‘ ’
. . St (1 N 1984 -

overlay the hard Hythe beds, mainly limestone and hassock. thganatefiffgegrhe high

_ , street - but it could ha e

Beneath these he uneven bands of Atherfield clay With the hard Weald been worse! V

clay at their base. Offshore reefs of ragstone indicate the Hythe beds, Frgrnjhe files

mostly taken for sea defences, houses, garden walls and even the Castle [>11th A3215

itself. Seaweed covered gault or slipe is visible at low tide near the toe Famous Residents & Visitors

0fthe slipe,
The devil and the deep blue

5661

. . . . Village at War 1256—1652
This unstable terrain, as records show, 18 affected by coast erOSlon, lost Village at War 17734 893

oftoe-weighting, Spring tides and periods of exceptionally heavy Village at War [9004946

rainfall. Village at War ww 24999

Smugglers & Wrecks

The following list is not exhaustive but will give you a sense of the Manello Towers

natural forces that Sandgate has faced over the years. The Toastrack

History of Folkestone

180] Landslips: On Sunday 8 March, as reported, an immense History 9f Kent

portion ofthat stupendous eminence the clifi’bordering the sea, Hjstoncwrgrwrn Defences in

about a quarter ofa mile west ofFolkestone, suddenly gives way Kent

and is precipitated below with great violence. The footpath from BBC History Pages

Sandgate to Folkestone is severed. Rise and Progress of a Village

Storm & Coast Erosion: In April, the Surveyor of Highways at 5W"?

Cheriton reports to the Inspector General of Fortifications' . . the

sea has been encroachingfor many years on this part ofthe

http://www,sandgate-kent.orguk/environhtm 16/1 1/2005 
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coast and the late gales in conjunction with very high spring

tides (have) caused several breaches in it. Large portions of

footpath have been carried away, causing public danger. Again

1873, high tide and gale carries away many yards of road at

Battery Point.

1876/7 Storm & Coast Erosion: Over New Year, a devastating gale

causes extensive flooding in the Seabrook area endangering the

Canal, and large quantities of stonework at Sandgate Castle are

dragged away. In 1881 a new seawall and groynes extending as

far as a low water mark, further impede the littoral drift to

Sandgate.

Storm & Coast Erosion: The seawall at the west end of

Sandgate Esplanade fronting Battery Point is almost destroyed;

the sea has undermined the Lifeboat House; gas pipes are laid

bare.

 

  
 

Landslips: A major disaster hits two thirds of Sandgate. On

Saturday 4 March around 7pm, a series of shocks resembling

those of an earthquake send people rushing from their collapsing

homes into the streets. Next morning movement renews. No one

is hurt, but 200 houses are damaged of which 70 are rendered

uninhabitable. The face ofthe clifffor the greater part ofa mile

has subsided; the main road is cracked in many places, the

pavement torn up, the seawall bowed out and gas and water

mains are broken and the smaller streets have received serious

damage . . many people ofthe poorer classes are homeless - the

Coastguard have had to leave their barracks which are in a

dangerous almost ruinous condition. Chasms up to 9ft wide

appear at Encombe

http://www.sandgate—kentorg.uk/environ.htm 16/ l 1/2005 
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A pamphletwas producedin 1893 to tellv151torsaboutthe

Sandgate Sensational,SQLLSubsidence

Storm & Coast Erosion: In January a southerly gale ravages

Sandgate and its sea defences. The Hythe and Sandgate

Tramway Co. comes to a halt, the metals along the Esplanade

being seriously undermined.

Storm & Coast Erosion: A tidal wave, 10—12ft above ordinary

sea-level, sweeps up the beach and within 10 minutes attains

high-water mark, then collapses ad vanishes as quickly as it

came. It is thought to be a recurrence of some deep disturbance

under the seabed, as in 1812.

Storm & Coast Erosion: Folkestone is swept by the worst gale

for many years; Sandgate flooded; blocks of concrete removed

from Prince's Parade which the SE. Railway Co. has long since

left in disrepair.

Storm & Coast Erosion: Storms devastate the whole Sandgate

seafront; the South bastion of the Castle is undermined; May

Terrace collapses; Devonshire Terrace flooded; the Coastguard

terrace is breached; the Seapoint Cafe and Bathing

Establishment is totally destroyed; the waves bang out a

mournful tune as a grand piano drifts to a watery grave. Matters

are now desperate.

Storm & Coast Erosion: Storms are too many to recount in

detail, among them 1967-76-81-83-87. Each is 'the worst gale in

living memory' until the next leaves its trail.

Earth Movement Reactivated: The Kent Development Plan is

confirmed. It zones the notorious Sandgate hillside for

residential development heedless of liability to earth movement,

flooding and subsidence.

http://www.sandgate-kentorg.uk/environhtm 16/11/2005 
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Predictably, destablisation is widespread. Residents report

tremors and both public and private property are affected.

Between 1963 and 1980 Encombe House terrace subsides three

times, a total of 10ft. Settlement, fractured service pipes (80

recorded incidents between 1966-72), damaged houses, cracked

roads are evident, and the seawall is at risk.

Four houses on Sandgate High Street (Nos 156-162) are so badly

cracked they have to be demolished. The site becomes

Wilberforce Green. Ludlow's garages, some thirty on Hillside,

are in ruins. The site becomes the Wilberforce Car Park.

The Sandgate Society, independent and non—political, is dedicated to

preserve, maintain and enhance the character and amenity of a village,

rich in history and so pleasantly situated. If you would like to be

involved in this invaluable work please contact The Sandgate Society

for further information.

~~N~~~~~~~~~NN~~-~~~~~N~NN~~~~N~~~

Content for Sandgate-Kent Local History pages is mostly taken from 'Rise and

Progress of a Village" - by Linda Rene-Martin
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1 April, 1959" by Sir William Halcrow and

at wote 2, "Lines of 1893 landslip are

ng 0y Ir.Baldwin Latham, Engineer to the Sand—

e land drain system laid a1ter the 1895

this drawing is held in Folkestone Borough
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of+he 1c993 disaster. The 1967 Report of
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Tour questions are being asked in Sandgate and satisfactory

“Levers must be given. They are:—

as Corporation feel obliged to commission a report

hey did not feel equally obliged to pay for the

n of any measures it might advise? Passing

erested parties without assurance that the .

4 be carried out could only create alarm and destroy
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U Any appropriate remedial measures must be to an

plan covering the whole area of the 1895 landslip

implementation by individual property owners

e out of the question.

are inclined to take the View that it all

time ago and will not happen again are

onsider in just what way Sandgate is in any way

Joiogically since before the 1895 slip, to read the

the time, to examine the photographs of the

»r the disaster, to walk over the ground, look for

” so often mentioned in the accounts, which are

and the ugly cracking and sinking. To avoid anoth4
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TERRIBLE LANDSLIP AT

SANDGATE.

GREAT DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY.

SEVENTY HOUSES DAMAGED.

Between seven and eight o‘clock on Satur~

day evening, a female rushed out of the Coast

guard cottages, Saudgate, exelaiming “ There's

an earthquake, the house and ground are all

of a tremble." Simultaneously some hundreds

in other houses were terror stricken with

Similar experience of what turned out to be a

serious landslip, which has worked havoc

: amongst the homes, roadway, and pr party in

1 all directions in this charming watering place.

That there were indications Of what was

likely to happen is only now too palpable.

\Vitness the evidence of Mr. Turner, 3. l idging

house, keeper, of Wellington Terrace. He

Bays llhat on a previous night, he heard a

‘rumbline: sound, and remarked to his wife

about the peculiarity, and tho next day there

was an ominous crack in the wall Of a back

room. On Saturday evening there was the

same rumbling sound, a sense of rocking, a

crash at the back, and a rush out of the licuse

terror stricken, only to find neighbours in the

roadway suffering from the same awful

experience. Then the news flow for and

Wide that Sandgate was fallng, an earth-

quake or some other terrible etlainiiIv had

happened to the place. They came rushing

down from the hillsides, peiple dazed with

fright got out of their reSidenCcs in Chapel.

street. and in several houses at the back of

Saudgato. Mothers licld clinging children in

their night shirts, ineii terrified about their

householl treasures and thernselvcs. From

fire, possessions can be saved, but “'llOCIl‘eS

about clearing out houses with large cracks in

them? small houses too, which for a sudden

Bee-mod i0 sink into the ground iiiid to ban

over. The pavements in the streets \vere

jerked up, falling tiles rattled upon the

ground,aud every now and then there was a

sound like the tearing of calico, which meant

a crack in the wall, or a breach in a building,

a. gap in some structure. Reverting to Mr,

Turner‘s house, as an instance of the force of

the movoiient, the outliouscs at the back

were displaced. The washliouse, the coal

onse, and outbuildings seemed suddenly

.qucr .ed together, and the door of
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occupied many humble dwullings with which

the back of Sandgate abounds, and it was

piliable to see lllClll removing in the panic

their goods on Saturday night. Through

the kindn--ss of the Rev. Russell Wakefivlil

the National Schools were utilised for sleep-

lug purposes. The rev. gentleman has been

most energetic in this grave crisis, and his

kindness. forethought, and promptilude in

action have hen-n of great service.

The half-i ast nine o‘clock bus was beseiged

by a number of worried women who had

taken just enough cl thus for the night‘s use

and were going to Hytlie in search f 1060‘

ings. The White Hart, the' SWm, and the

Seabrook Hotels being speedily filled with

the refugees. It was not until about nine

o‘clock that ihe news became generally known,

and as it was a lovely inoonl'ght night.

crowds soon assembled and discussed the

situatii-n. It must be spoken to the credit of

Sandgate pe0p1--, that those whose prop rly

was safe, speedily extended hospitality t‘)

their distressed neighbours. When the first

shock was over, men and women settled them-

selves dowu to theincvitablc cl nsideration Of

what was to lie done for the night. It is in

such cases that we realize the truth of the

saying “one touch if nature mad-"es all the

world akin," for frightened childri-n Were.

caressed, and weeping women ('Oiiiforlcd.

Unlike a fire, tliorc was no need to remove

the furniture. tllf'l'f‘ was time the next day to

survey ruined homes. and to remove Ilie

lliouscliuld gools. llong into the night,

lstragglersjvoroscuii with biiiidlos stacking a

{resting place. All the occupants of the

lCoastguards cottages were cleared out, and,

perhaps,syinpzi'hy was not needed in their

case so much as with others, as Government

will see these out of the difficulty. Early next

morning the people were astir. Police and

military provosts had guarded the town dur

ing the night, and with early morning, came

streamsot people, thousands, who inspected

the ruinous scene. New men and women

wearingtroubled looks, and children whose

laughter was hushed, were seen overhauling

the furniture, seine removing it into the road

ways or gardens attached. Then the suffer“

iug suelia calamity entails. became apparent

People wentiusearcli of cottage property in

Heabrook and Hytlie. There is Very little in

 

 he coal cellar cannot new be forced

to mine“; a full stock of coal f()l’I

fear of the whole of the building collaps,

ing. This is but a sample of flip lllIllll'V done l

o the whii'i of this terrace. .\O U\'tll"ll‘lt'~\'ll l

ictiiri- can li‘. iii ido of the people \Vll'i. from i

he li illl‘ of tho \vi'v-ck-ige, right through that

'earlul night. iii-1‘11 '0 be met \vi‘h flying
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mend. .rnd Zia any. .

has b: on juggvd and in.

straiitrd out of sinipr‘. lll this gent i'zili tail.

for ..".:vr pii'ficiiluis of this :-\'('ll‘t are (L...

Wl't‘i‘r given, we must .lrzix prl'izil

uitcnticn to l‘lllL‘illllllr‘. l‘i‘.i~.lilI\' most

our readers wil rcnicinln r this

”h“. ‘. for iii the \llllllt: r the

Miss ll'illy, opened it 1) llll‘ public

for the font fit of chai itics. The land ruse in

lovely groi-iiswilrd, with duli's rind dolls, itllil

‘i illltVt‘ll pail-lies, prolific. in emerald ver-

durc. lnt probab'y only too riiggi'sllve of tilt"

treacherous soil brncatli. l'. was a land

bursting wrth springs. licrv‘. years ago, 311'.

Morris had ii. li«uu\, which nus injured by

gradual land subsidences, and was eventually

pulltd down. The effects of the landscape

can ie seen here with plain suggestiveness.

Piciiucts were told off of military and police,

to prevent people going there. for greeir

houses in heaps of ruins, falling masses of

earth, gaps in the pathway. fissures in all

directions, fallen frees, the roots almost

wrenclicd out Of the soil, told only too plainly

that the mischief, too great extent, arose in

his direction.

The most remarkable circumstance in con-

nection with the event is the variety Of

damam done, and the limiied area over

which it is spread. Exports must decide

the catise,.liiit a cursory inspection almost

confirms the opinion that the slip is purely

heal and confim d to one pair, that is where

ever the shock touched, which dOi s not ap»

pear to have affected the east s‘de of the

town, certainly not near the railway station,

and probably this confinement of the CW]

may hold out the hope of tracing its source

and somewhat mifigating fears of future

calamity. The houses facing the sea within

the area of the mischief, Gloucester Ter-

race. Castle Housc,Lymington House, and

MLBirch‘s residence, below the Clarendon

Inn, on Brewer's Hill, have severely suffered,

but in contradistiuction to this, and showing

the eccentric course of the landslip, it may

lie instanced that Bench Rocks Convalescent

Homes escaped injured. Spring House seems

lobe the most notable instance of damage

Iione. The house is half capsized, and this

iarticular form of injury is evidenced in

T :ral houses on the hill side, parlicularly

r 4r Brewer's Hill. Here there has been a

subsidence in the hill just above the ClareInr

den Inn, and men were busy on Monday dig

51ng up the soil, endeavouring to reach the

drain pipes beneath. Of course SuehI a. Sub-

silenee has seriously injured the drains, the

wati-r pipe, and the gas pipes, and so the

difficulties affecting these has greatly added

to the misery Of the situation. Sonnyside,

Pros-poet Hi use, Portland Villa, Littlebqurne

Lodge. the Homcs'ead, Staiiliope Villas,

(ilenart House, and Devonshirc Terrace, all

these houses are more or less rendered unin-

babitable. The vacant houses at Scabreok

and Hytlic have been taken by families, and

all Sunday and Monday was occupied in the

removal of goods, whilst iheusauds of specta‘

tore; came to inspect the scene of havoc. In

Chapel Street, where the damage has been

Z‘i
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most severe, the artisan and the labouring

classes are the sufferers, also that class has
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l pied by an elderly lady Mrs. I—Iallelt’I my] the j invest their money in buildingIat the spot at

owner is Mr. William Pledge, who, llilllayl')el8l1)IIlaf"e f0? S'IDC .VCMS' 1”“ houses 3‘"

rwluarkedy, is one Of the ’argest sufferers l))'1l"31.‘§“. m rims terrace “"40 owned lll’I Mt“

this calamity. Mrs. Hallott was first alarmed y \\n iamIl ledge. I Mr, Wood, a son of the

a' Bevin o'clock on Saturday ovciiiiig bv , it‘ll “t Ol b0 8~ gives ”3 “-9 llls 01”“1011' that

Ominous sounds. On Monday morning slio , thi' blown“; UP 0f the Calypso and the.

was leaving. evidently with reluctance, two i IllI“;“;)elt’lmf 1:“ 9““‘0‘1 Vibrations “111161.11“ch
11mm, in which she had in d. and she begged I U i . . ic s ippmg up of the various channels

ofItlJOSo around to tell her 1 she might remain ,' 1’.“ “We” “'6 water iron! the Slimhlfi ‘bellmd

With Safety. ifound its way to the sea. l‘hose channels

Adjacent, on Hill Sid», ar Enbrook Villas. l being 'stIoppt-Ll,lit 1has deiused. the water . to

which are very much shakeiifaud two cottages l 'icIcinIu a e e )lll( an brought about this

0C“upl0(l by Mr. Hegben an Mr. Lecfof ‘ caglm‘ll- \V ll f T . l b
, '. . ) , . . , no. a 'e moon 0 rac , OCCu 10! v

dim h Adr. lllndle lsIowner, are Clmmderf‘lfll l M‘llOl‘ Vicholas like sexierril Cvide fispurcs iii
ainage . rs. 'Ogicu was scrc v treiiici ‘ " ‘ " ' ‘ \ ' ‘ “‘ 7‘

,2,” Saturday nigh“, and "id notigo to bed till l tliiI.IliasciIiIicnItI floor, andIItIlic plaxe altogether

four O’clock (m éunday morning. isiu a iangcious cont iiion. ~young lady
At three l I , tl . . . .

O'clock she went out into the front garleu ’ ""m u 1“" Slim ,fyll’ ““0 motion “013 OM," (119'

ly. but forcibly, and she was prae'lcally
with alight a: d saw the fl‘Sl“. iii the‘rtmlw

"r l hXt ' ‘ ' 1 - ‘1 no? it 1 ) ‘ tlHii-Vn from one end of the kitchen table to
,., ounr. i nine ~ oc och at Dig] ticy the itlicr Behii 1 ll i" I] . t ll f Vl'

path had subsided four Inches. She was " ' ’ n ‘1‘“ It ‘ 37,90 l r,

awoke by her son soon after s \: who (‘Illud l BUN" the ”HUNT“ end or “1101‘ 15m ruins,
~‘.' ‘ ’“l ’ i-u. .-... i,

cut. to all 9110 inmates to git up as this house tlIl:II:]l;I‘I‘b :3 3.1“; 11‘” Skull almhl ‘1‘ l‘l’mi 313M“?

was falling 'l‘liey tooklchairs and went and 1 E‘lI. 3 Hméf a“: ‘1 T (Ili‘P 093‘ - . 0“ I0

sat under some trees .on the hill side, and l tlwmh ouIc ant .Ir. Iaienors greenhouse
. . . . . . . , of; . . . , . . . .

awailed m anticipation the de~truction of the , .“..‘ III :iIrIc: ticf nIiostI noticeable outward and

house, but it did not suffer much. ‘ Vb" ’ $51110 “L ( “ms ation. .

. ’ , . At. \\ est (irove House, the rosrlonce of Mr.

But the adiai-cnt liousobpring llousc, occu

pied as a lo igiiig house by Mrs. Kemp, and

owned by M r. l‘niins, was an 21l)\'0lllfu- wreck.

Our illustration shows it as it was on Sun-

day, sliori-d up by the wooden house,

“ Spring Cottav; adjoining. its condition

wa" so (“llill ' lll‘l we 1\ ., -. ‘o i-ii'\r, -
‘. l. l l‘ t ll l) L‘ “71“ l, b l, Cfll‘ll‘. ltllil llht'dlffll. and saw the \Yllll move as

and it was inn, until the (ironing iiiit Mr. \\.1 Hi ”I,“ the _

l}. Kennett. captain oftlie l‘lirn livigiilr'. cn~ (p i“ I

terol and hroiiglii out a quantity of valuable. 1

articles belonging to an other-r and his:

wife.

tln I)lCl\’.

\‘(i‘.liill

i\li~s Court gives a. very ediereiit

in :L few winds of

“ wound like (he rushing of sand there. I

ici'sler \'il:=i. occupied by Mr. ,lloolir-i',

dv. iiilc-lroiitcd house with large cant win:

do vs. has several g iping cracks in it; the

ronlwayis full of crevices, and the garden

, \\:Lll on the opposite side is divided in many

on ‘ Ill.l,"()}l. Grafton ,llotbc, on the s “a front, is

the north side of thcliigh wall was uplifted . built of wood and is not iiiui-h injured, ifat

and the slabs as they discbndcd overlapped .‘ all. and seems to suggest that any houses

one another. The first of those lll clittzigv's 1_ criittod hero in the future Should be of the

to feel the motion were the middle Ones, but l grisiiine Indian bungalow type. The row of

the one which is most daiiiitged is that at . »i hous‘oa, comprising Sunnysidc are severely

the western end, which is \vi'cckc'l. Nos. 1.3. 'ilingmgcd. At No. 1, an old lady, Mrs. \Vil-

11, 1:3, and 1‘3 are not much injured. but. Nos. iziitis, who had been bedridden for: yours, had

11 andINo. 1‘) are very greatly ditiiizigcil. Tliu l0 lie hastily removed on Saturday night, as

new originally stood in a perfect Iv sf: ’glil i it was almost Coil Llll thr- house would fall.

“1101, UHW they 3"“ lWiStHl and b incl n! it .\t (Jhoritoii Clifl' Gardens, the one occu-

dillieult to say \viittlillcr‘ the centre ones pig! by the Miss< s Charlton and the other by

have gone backward or the end one; l'oriva l. Surgeon—Culoiml llevnolds, two

:le valuable houses have been, so to speak,

Then we oreis to the (‘oxistguard flil‘. ages.

Of which there are ill. The llerf‘lllt'lil

is

Nil-l

scar

ll}:iI'\' lll‘

inches  ably fared little better. But if the artizau and

labouiiiig class suffei'cd, the lo lging;

house. keepers pf rhaps, in comparisouI

suffered more. Several of them have Ill-i

lift-stud the whole of their capitd in furni- DlW

‘ lure. spring cleaning has been going on, and

The in-
they were preparing for the season. .

diili-jury that fiiriiifiii'i- has l'iH‘ltlYl'll, tho

w-ulty ol getting oilii-r houses. the loss- of all
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wifi‘lftf‘il will l-i rendered llllli’l'

habitable this Ivrwir. Sonic pm'iubly will be ‘

~p.o-.-.~ l. bii‘. (nii'li loiieo \vill ham: to b~ l'l’ i
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iiiimt l
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.\i»\iiiilu:i'I lllll. l‘will. My, '1 l

ruirli i‘ morning

uremia fi‘inii

. i
inii'is
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‘.i-lti

\\‘t‘l‘l:i fill

i.’l.\'~:.i'i if "‘

and lil'v'rtll unl bu ll‘l‘

)‘iitililiil floii.

(Jliipttl, Illlll

other \\'(‘l

i'iillii‘.

iiiglz I'i'L‘llll.lllI\ of tin-

inis. tln- fiongri-giitimizil

who llllfl taken refuge in

rotri-izis.

l’oi’i‘iiiost in

l‘SS was

" llSl‘

C llllf‘

the work of sheltering till“

Mr. .l. .l. .l mos, the lion.

”tor of Ellt‘ great f' iiivolcsmut Home of"

ltiii- li’)lllliill Sitinai itltll Society, coll. d

5 lb arch lliicks, a. view of tll” li'ont olovalioii of

which is given in the centre. of this p:i._'<‘.

y liotli llL‘ and the Rev. lhisscll \Valo ll» ill, the

(‘li.iplaiiiuf tln‘ l Ionic. did l'f‘ il yeoini‘ii's :(‘.I vim1

:iii the great cutiislroplin. It is not Ilio first

‘(lljl'ilSllJIl on which the \vi ll lcrful cuergIr‘ illlll‘

practical help fl Mr. .1 ...l.-loue< have been aboon

and a blessing to the inhabitants. lfo dc-

thbl‘fi himm’f heartily to alleviate flu:

sufferings of all who am in distress, and this

spli'lillid building will remain as a fitting,

iiionuiuent of his life. work long after he has ‘

ceased to labour in this world.

It had been reported that tho Conviilcs-

9 cent Home itself was iniperilled (perhaps

because Mr. Jones's residence, “ The

Homestead," was practically destroyed, and

the laundries, stables, dairy and outbuildings

connected with the Convalescent Home were

greatly damaged, as described elsewhere),

but happily it stands outside the area of

the disturbance, and in order to allay the.

fears Of the inmates, and to show that ihe

building was not in any way affeC'ed, he cu-

gagcd ~Mr. Andrew JSrOinley, architect, i0

examine it thoroughly, and his report was

published as follows :—

“ Dear Sir,

“ REACH ROCKS, sxxnexTn.

“ At your request I made a careful exain~

inatiou of this building and promises tO-day

atll a.m., from bottom to top, in order to

ascertain if the recent subsidence of land in

the neighbourhood had affected them in any

way, and I am able to certify that there is

not the slightest sign'of a crack either in build»

ings or the terraces abutting upon the sea

shore.

“ I am of opinion that from the substantial

wayin which the buildings have been erected

and the precaulionary measures taken in con-

structing a substantial sea. wall and groync

on the beach, you have rendered your build-

ing safe. I am, yours faithfully,

“ANDREW BROMLEY.

“J. J. Jones, Esq., Beach Rocks.”

The effects of the catastrophe cannot be

estimated by lhe appearance of the outsides

of the buildings, except perhaps in the case

of Spring House and Mr. Birch’s stables.

But, through the kindness of the Rev, Russell

W'akelield, who generously spared the time to

conduct one of Our rcpresenlatives through

the ruins, and Obtained permission for him In

inspect the houses which had suffered 1110?“:

/.

  

fairly well detailed account of the mischief

wrought.

Hallett, was first visited. It lies up on the

cast of the boundary wall and a huge crack in

severely, we are able to give our readers in.

Somerville House, the residence of Mrs“

bank. There is a large opening in the souihe,

In flu.- iiiajoriiy of cases it

the houses have gone several ,li,.,iugely (1,5.U,-1,\.,.,]I

ward. llii‘ there i '

a rush of the. sand forninioa siibslriituiii of
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iii.,:riially they are wrecked. The western

l of No.1). suffered considerably. The

lac ises are practiculhx split in two. Of these

:i_.iii Mr. \V. l'icdgo the iiiifoi:iiiii:i.to

in or In lhr: high ground llt‘lllllil Llll"(‘ art.-
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full if: lions”, Sprino lluiis I, and sumo the l l7 “ll ' ‘Hl iiilyll'h Jll'I-ill'i‘w ”‘WL )L'Al'” ”W. I “I I p .l.(,l_,L tonsil (.lrl. ) y. ) u.i»l the houses foo.

‘lll‘=“"u “l1 “will the Hill! 01 UN“ hind limb ll'U‘Ill ‘ lllr ro are some short lliulits with iron railiiius

HUI‘U'I “but ‘0 >134 -li-()ii~it. 'l'lib rocIkoi; :ippai'a- l which have been piixlngl \',;[-V nearly 910.018

illTiillwllliii I ”'“lb‘iIlflel '“ff‘fIl (if fllIl’lllI‘lI Il’IYI tlIIU l the back walls. Miss Charlton lial an ex-
.. , , . oo, o Hui (no mi too ceedingly iinpimsnit i‘XlHJI'lUUCe. ller sisL-ci'

mistii'n oniIiIorjnm mittagis, are app-artfully was dining out oi; Saturday, and Whip, await-

hulI liltlv alloctil. I I I illlg her return, she heard ii kind of tippiiw

[l ll(l (llkl Hittlllllg Eutllllllfillllllilll l5 affected, l and (Iracl(i|](_{‘ Slit.“ tluvuiilit SOmBODC was ill

but not Vi-ry Striously, as far as can bo soon. the h0usu\vll10 hurl no bii:iiicss there, and 01)

.\ll the Coastlit‘arrlsmcii are cleared out, and going to the room where the noiscvaoparently

are locatnd at he eastern cud of the town, at I proceeded from, found she could nottopen the

Castle (been. ‘ (lOlir. She c-illed out to know who was there,

Farleigh Hoisc, the residence of Mr. W. J. and got no answer, and her suspicions that

Cripps, has sulcred severely, but if is ill the l something was wrong were strenuthened.

garden and premises in the rear where the She went to the next door, and an oflibei‘ who

grcalcr daiiiiige is done. It has, we are .‘ was there returned with her, and toootlicr

informed, been bill” eighty TOM‘S. and ,thwy went all over the house. The criickinU

was specially constructed and tied with strong l continued. Her sister rrturned at half-pasrt

erD Mac '3, Wild! 11430011135 for lt‘ llFWllll,’ Wltll- l ten. The servant was so terrified that she

stood the shock St) well. Mr. “Villl’iing, hoW- . went away to Slll<‘p. 'l‘lie )Iisseg Charlton

ever. said there had been signs of subsidence courageously romaoieil in the house but did

therefor tlielast 30 years. The front door , not go to bed. In the

(“Olllll not be opened. ‘ they saw that the house had sunk

in the garden of )Ir. 'lfavrrioi- there is a 1boiiily at has: five inches. These houses

».., i'

houses being absolutely wrecked, as our caste, 3,5 bpfom Hated, .110 movement “~45

lllllulr’lthll ’lhOWS- MF- 'l'dVOIWF‘H garden l backward. 'lho iiiiliiarv have earned the

lies close up to the Ibase i f the cliff, and the l gratitude of the Misses Charlton, and tliov

greenhouses lay right on the line Of the ”

crevasse, hence the complete destruction. Mr.

Tavcnor save there was no shock—it was a

gradual sulsl once, the greatest amount of

damage occiriiig about half-past eight. Just

before that lime the long greenhouse was

leaning to ihe north, as much as 3ft. and it

gradually liid down, so gcnily that scarcely

any of tlie'Jlass was broken, and the contents

of the houge were compar..tivcly little hurt.

TllCfiHSur: extends behind Mr. DuBoulay’s,

far away in a north westerly direction. A.

little cofi‘aga,I filled Castle House Cottage;

occupied , Mrs. ‘10." urn, is greatly shaken

and furs? enbyéits"_u ates.

West .Lawn, fthe“ residrne of Mr. J. H.

DuBoulayLis irjliICd, but not. so seveiely as

many others. ‘ yinington House has sus-

taineds'gnnch damage to its walls. Castle

House,Occu (1 by Mr. Judge, and belongihg

to Mrs/rye -I, is “’ry greatly damaged. The

lower porti u 0f the front wall has gone .out

nearly a fact, and has left the side wall, there

being-.1" grout gaping space there. The garden

wanrifig‘lhe st side in tho front of the

houstlRS sev ral great er; ks- in it, and the

l);1"\l(i]il€llt in ffontis all forewd up.

‘, ‘Iie‘ house; in Wellington Tcl‘t‘vCC have all

sum-red inor'g) or less very srwrcly. \Vc

jlitpvctedNos: 10 and H as samples of the

otho‘s.’ The. basement floors are

heIpVeId and the preiiiis sat iho back are in

pins, h1rs.IWOO(l, at NO. 8, has lived in it

fiddly; 'I "1‘ since the house was built.

Lke‘i‘iian'y'oihérs, she is ill sad trouble. as

tic destruction of her house means the loss of

energy and untiring zeal with which they

worked all the day on Sunday in removing

the furniture from these two houses. It is

the same everywhere, in fact civilianlabour

would have been quite unab‘e to cope with

the difliculties of the siiuation. On the

authority of Miss Charlton and others, we

give it that the gentlemen were more alarmed

than the ladies, who performed great deeds of

I valour under the most trying circumstances.

., t Lit‘lobourno Lodge, the 'esidehce of

llXS.‘ Christi),- there are Oininou. cracks in

the walls, and internally sci/oral of llio

rooms are much damaged. The large veran-

dah in front. howevu, indicates mos' plainly

the extent. of the shifting, and it isevideut

that in ihis case there is a decided forward

Ililt. Al. Marine Villa iliere is also consider

ab‘e damage.

In front of this house is the damaged

groyue. There is a considerable bellyiog Out

of Ibo sea wall, and in a line with it is the

Z-sliap/id fracture or “ buckling” in the

groync, showing clearly that the movement

of. earth went. right out to so: .

At the lloiin‘sliiful where Mr. J. Jones is

ilot'Mod, and where Ilie Convalescent Home

,laiiiidry work was carried on, the damage

all up-lls so great IiiauIlhe family have wisely

.i die basement there

 

, migrated,

l indications if the great force of the slip, solid

concrete walls being crackrd, the pl‘inClllfll

liiiJui'y being it’ the back, but there are also

' indications that the. Older and the newer por-  the garden. The culinary oflices and lavatory  l

l
l

were built at the back of the main building. i llfill<lls for those who are thus summarily lI tions are. about to part c inipanv. l’n tlu

II . . . ' i n ' ' . . ' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ - '

They are all m ruins. T1113 house was occu- y genital. as it is not expected capitalists Will i den and the outbuildings there are great tis- fund.

Court, the well known Gymnastic Instructor, , by Ilio slip.

L'l"“t havoc has been worked in Hie (illiccs at. l

what happened. '

" l‘i ': heard." she said, pointing to a corner, .

i1.- lieliiinl were :oing rightii- ” l

handsome .
. ll

, Externally they, at a i

1’“- “0 doubl that lli' 1'0 Wit-i sli-r't distance off. altlieai‘ to l)l uninjured? ‘

iail sent in I'(

.12.

I l

l

l
l

IllOl‘lllllg I

. i

scene of terrible destruction. the large green- ‘ have gone dig-Linotly forward, but in several I ““‘l’lll'ff- ““1 at the lll‘timc'l

speak in tCL'HH of the highest praise of the .

. country through the medium Of the bomb n

Manon 11, icon.

2gar-

l

It

 
At a niooliiig of lhc, Folkcsloiiol‘iii‘poi‘otion

Iron Monday iiiorii’iig. the following l('<()lllllf)ll

was l)‘l::»‘“(l :—“ Tli -‘t this llorpnr lliii l takes

iis tlic nuirliW-l upp<\rllinif.I\I' «if exprrus rig its

“.‘inpuiliy w lli 'Lll" iiiliahiiuiit~ o Siiilgiit"

ii: llli' ll l‘l'lllli‘ c:i,t~.-l, iiplic wlii ll his 11”,.

'H'lll‘il lo lll‘ in by the gin-at liiiiilslip Ill‘ rr,‘ or

Si'iii‘ilziv evening last, and Him: \v.lli 1i, view

to 1il'llCilJlLl lli'lli b in: affordid the Mayo"

he asked '0 WM (3 to ill" Lord Mayor of Lon-

(ll)'l, llu-lnird |.ii»iilon-iiif llfllH‘ County, llic

. Archbishop of Canterbury, Lord lililll'll’, and

Sir l‘ldward \Vntkiii to raise fiinil.~ for the.

benefit. of the unfortunate Sillfiti‘l‘l‘s by the

landslip.”

l

cii

(hi Monday afternoon a cro'vilml meeting

\i'Ileil-lil at tho (jougli So'dioi's llouio. Mr.

Mark Judge in the chair. llo saw-d that the.

meeting hid lucii calcd to consider the

actnil }>()s‘ll‘-l<ill the town had be -.i pliccd in

with rigord to the Trinity Board in blowuig

up the llciiviuiiio. The Board lllll l)l.‘“ll

(52l,llli(il|i-ll through a public meeting lit-lil lll

Hindi ti-<iltli-- likely res-ills. ll! ,‘.,lt that

\andgato Local Board ought in the firs!

l

l

i 4

l2)

piibl inn".

mllv‘ss :il in

. was

not

.iiiil\l‘<.

them some iiil'oriiiiitiovi as to the slate of the

Ho rejoice-l at the geiieiOis response

3”ng 111,, piviug bricks p, the latiel‘ being which had been l' .rieI to their app ral, and said

forced apart right across the yard from the that “P ‘0 “Wt “f“llll'u" P‘S" "” “’3’ .th’m

Ellfllill'l'y to thestable. linm diatelyin front «3.500 Will We“ l““'e“"’d H0 thought “J “0

of the llomosleud are two very nice houses, motion in the world would an appml in a few

””0 occupied by Mrs. Potter, slid the other simple words in llioinoruing newspapers evoke

(Slll)l‘llcllil0l“10u3') by Mr. Hammond. The such a generous i'esponso and such heaitfelt

occupiers iire also the owners, and it iq sympatliyiiiid such material aid as had come

satisfactory to stone the houses have only re- to them from all quml’ors.

ceiveda minimum 0‘ damage, and the rccn- The Rev. Run-ell Wakefield proceeded to

pm”, bavcdecidedto remain in them, they put the meeting in possession of ’a few facts

liaviiigdieem—arsured "by Mr. J. J. Jeal that lconeerniiig the practical sympathy which had

thuy are pgrfecily Said. { lieu-n aroused. He would like to say that the

In G oucestcr Terracoall the houses appear Archbishop of Canterbury, who was of course

to‘b’e cut completely through in ilie Centre, his superior officer, had writ'cn a ver sym-

the buck. rooms being divided by a wide pathetic letter, and said if he could pOIsihlv

fissure l'io‘in ilio fronts. We inspected tlii- , ariaiige to do so, he would come toSuidgr-tc

house 0,-eiipicd by Mr. Waller, 24th on Satuidiiy morning and see them, He alsi

Regiment, who like his neighbours, has wisely l would subscribe to the relief fund. was to

decided t» clear out. In the next home, 1 him a very Lri’ilt gratifimition lofiiid that the

the tenant, Mrs. Jelfcrys, is in sore chief of his own filllll should have beeiiii

trouble}? ‘flTlic house bulongs to )l-v, rcadyti respond to their demand for syni-

AniOs,ol‘ IIIvtlie, who, the says has been most pathy. Tho Bishop of Dover had written in

cousidi l'|l(‘, but her home is broken up, u Id l similar terms. Thvii he had, he iiiigl t say, a

slim has nowhere to go. This is the trou. .c; 5 continued succession of let'ers and tolvgniiiis

of many of the tenants. l from Sir lllllwrllll W. t'ain ever since the dis-

Tliero are many other places more or less l astir occiii'i'tul. [To h~id l):§|*|| on elm verge

injured, but the foregoing account la-rly statr-s l of loitii-g his fears flow many times since

lll'3ucllf‘1‘ul Condition oftllc district all'octovl ‘Sa'iii-duy, bot lll‘ llimiglit the first time li~9

l\\'fl.h‘ unable to (pii'o speak as quickly as he

loiight to have due was when :i telegi‘aiii was

handed l‘\ hini .I'iiigr one hundred pounds

were coining from Sir l‘lllanl‘tl :lll’l Lady \Vab

kiii (iiplili:ll\l'). it came from Sir lidwiiid's

:sii-k boll, wlii-i-o lll‘ was still lying. l'lui lii~t

fell-grain l-l‘. i-wii'i'd Was ili:il driy. in which

i Sir l5. l\\'7il‘~l i1lt\'\‘l,lif) i‘wiill of Ilii- efforts ll"

' l1:\(ll(‘-‘II iii:iki lg to gel :i iinfiozi-il subscription

promoted by the Lord Mayor, and which had

been successful litplll’lllfal‘l. The E-ii‘l and

Countess of lliiizoi‘ had sent THO; the geo-

tlonniii who :ll)lIV represent ~d )lwssrs.

Siiiionds iii Riiiilgrito hiid iiifoliiiod l=i:ii flat

the lll‘lll had sent £21. Sulu‘criptions li:id

oomoiii not only from the weilf‘iy llill from

the poor, who liitl shown thr‘iiissélvos alive

to the i-ecisssit‘os of tin) siil'f-irors. Mr. \Vukc-

field added that up to tho present ihe ccuiitv of

Kent had iii-iile the most liberal response. inl

throughout lli \ i-oiii.t"Iv li’tic children ll‘lll done

their iifiiiosl. The i-li-i' I werosliowing their

Isyiiipiitliy in ii very practical way. "nil on

‘ Suiidayspeoiiil offlii‘fuiii-s WO'Ill be til; ill at

lCuiiti-i'biiry (f l!“ill"|l.‘ - l‘liilliiwliliit,‘«‘lilll’Cllt‘S

land Ashf'oi‘d ("iiii'clL l'l concluding his to

l marks he said it ll’lii been 1| vorv grout trial

plum; to have taken action intliis iiiFIiitt-r. :IIIIl liniloml I) llll’l to how ll‘lll t'int disaster hap-

ii iVL‘COIIVL n'nl a public lilOi’llll;{-I .1 lli‘ Ullfll’" ‘ pen while h» was among (hi-iii. lil might tell

an rcol the l. "or which the iriii LIv lloIV-‘il l them without breaking any Sl‘l‘lf‘l that there

\‘ i” film/I r‘33‘fl‘lll'”) l’IlL'S’3’l “5 a was :i very s‘i-iit llllll: :igo :i il‘N‘iliilllY of his

1' wli'cli it Itcd that leaving! fl,i'!l'.l‘1ll liu iitighi Siiv that twenty

11 "l lbw” "Will‘f'l- ll '1“ “‘“Ullg } tiiiins :ll l~si I \ n». :1 ll'il.‘l\' l ii iul :liinkel

l'i'd *tii'all)‘ Iiwlvii'x'x‘l 3”" vilinl that 3.. l-..l 11-11 lllL’lll. \Ym 'l he did

'll-‘.\li!lll'llIlill w l< HI! _\‘ \\'Il_\' , li-.\1\‘(‘ llli’lll, hi li )llvll in ll"t\'f‘. llioiii li-ippv and

‘l‘ wxphriv is. li<' tlmiiwif tll" lll'Uil‘l! ' v i'_\‘ law would

H M l‘ ‘\‘i‘l'i'

', ‘1 l iil>l' .

. Liz}.
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l»i~f
r
. illr-

ill“ l“' liki‘ L i but ~ \\l‘.i'H \ in

doth-us .”V ‘,

i‘ili'. ll ilit'

{tic-“iii :

‘.'.~i. flit:
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'. illiv’lvlllllx‘SN‘
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iii‘mtm

siiii: .m- ““1'

insH”
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. “:oii \\'!'.ll t‘

pl llu- iivi . ., lill“ f':Lll

.1 ilio (iiin‘l‘Il , ll-ii-il

‘Il'i'inii‘y 1'» Mid. ti lllt‘ lief. ‘ 0:1

,.. .‘l'illliy \‘.'i the .

til: lVl'lJ'l' l 1 i

. . l
'4 K"1"" Ll:\ l \‘ spoil

l

r u»

’ l lf‘ ii. if: um; i-zrrriud.

Mix-l. .l. -l.'ll‘:*i lil‘lllil‘ltll a Coiiiiiiiitcc for

‘)'lll'_: on: ilio purpose-4 of tho fund. con»

s -iii:; of \ii' l‘. l'.\.l ii \\‘;i|l.iii. llurl... i\l.l’,, the

‘.L v. :luarmi \\ .il.i iii:ld, tielicriil lie (locum),

: ' .7. i ' illi.‘ liiiili‘f H

i llll'l

s flirt-sown ii

,.. .

...i.. ’Ilthilk- . Al".

11‘”! TN» tin- l{»-'.l’. l)»:

.\li‘. llilwr.

li'olli 'sllillv.‘ :ii.l

\.lhiiigl‘.1~‘,.\l.l’,

‘.i..l2; Hill‘rfi'lll‘li, All”.

‘-. mix; and a lady'»

' l‘:lllll_)' liankcy,

. Mrs. Francis,

. Miss Charlton,

l”oll;e<tonr~, and

-.i:i',

i>i'.i .‘l)'.

'l'lniiiil \iiii,

ling ,.;'

.. nonen at l.ii;_'l- ‘

‘irlil ll

liippr-ii. 11' ill

Trinity l“

largo ,

lurid qiiivi r: ll Itii'i

. L lll tiu- l loll 'l‘i u(:i:‘.ii'r-il 1.

wt ll:(.‘ ll~ -' ' ‘

‘Q'L'vr, lllli(\ i,';..

lll’il. lull l‘llEI, lll '.

git Iiiis'ico from ll li 'h-iiiiin.

mil upped to tho (,‘Jill:i,i .. :Lw.

isccmidol i.l-.. rocoluziwzi. .

‘suggosicd the: the} =hwii'il aill ‘

,. ition that the LXlll’ of thy

W) 11‘ “'f l! as the Borivciim‘ llllll c in-

llmi 41‘ to that result, which we ogre d 1»).

ill (in-ah r to a (lll(\.~'ll‘ ll. ”5

’l,ln- Cliziiviiiaii said he llllili't’stirill t

through Fulkestonc the Lord )lziIx ir li-i.l been

illil'fl‘ll‘llt'l to Open a ii:i.tion:il ~ llIS'I‘l1lLlUll

for llll‘ l'f lfi-f of tho Siiffi l'i'l'S.

(hi the: mo ion of the llcv J).- (ill'llllill, it

\v.i.~~ :Lgi‘iiml but 0. Copy of i'i \iillltl iii

should be sent to the. Doro" iiiLu-r

to tho l‘ounty Meinbr r, for

Allli‘lllrl‘l.

It was stated during

l‘lllWlLl‘ll Watkin had

l'loo.

ilizr ('iii..llll\

ll':

lj, I

'l- . wooii l':ll.I and in

I ipnn thi- men-rig

Ailmizig lii~ ‘le ire:

liiiiz'is'. ll-- lizul

l4 LLUH‘ to Cite

’. ll letter to til’)

i l. - 1ig llllU to open a

ll! il l and had rCClfith l

‘lll'll a fund at the

rush). llo hoped

ll‘lil much greater

’~l.i~~li «p of (hint l'lilli‘y

l \vztif upon his Grace,

,si l'l'. It :i. bw l w uild conic down

I on Su'iiiday :tini lll\l'i'.l tho scene the

“ilaiiii'v. fll‘ llll‘fM-ll in lo: able to say that

ltl‘fl" iiiiioiiiil. no ilil in .:-.llu t'rll shortlv. b"

h- lll'gji d upon tli- i.i tout it was not til

spoiltliiuil; llJlil’ll'll \\i;i' was (lone. but by

who l’ll (illu‘ i‘lJlll’itViilll‘lll‘:

li",'l. ll:- :n-l‘.lii-iii :igiinitiii»

di\'i~:’ii.il~ going 7l.l!ii|1' lmkiistriin- (:olliictiiig

inlll'llli. iiuili i' LI\‘. for ¢\'l\l) <~ who. at such a

l lilllll', iiiznlo iiw i' the *‘llil r ngs of others to

lgiiiii iiioiii-Iv. nor-o Khan a thief llicarl

iln-ar‘s. and hid l.i tt r not I'Ulill) brifore hiiii.

l'l'lio linlief l"lllill \vu ("‘lltllll-llvll. filll’l'ri war;

itllr‘ regulir channel tnro igli which it should

l ll lunar. d litw-:ii‘iii~t'I\'a kid those who had not

siiilvii'il from flw (‘l-l"‘l‘l.()l‘ the laiiilslip to

consider lll ~ir lllll 'l'tllll ito neighbours, ant to

one as llllli‘ll l_‘ i.

.:i 4 l~ ,3; ’ \'

\‘oi'y ii :'- ..

.i if ‘

I “,lylil'fll

'\\'lill lll‘
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Hl'Nl).\Y‘S MEETING 019 THE SAND-

(‘n\Tl*l LOCAL BOARD

On Sunday afternoon tliv‘ro iiii~ :in urgent

meetingr of the Sandgate Local. . yard. hold at

tho lloai‘d Room, Sir Charles Reyes prm‘iliiig.

:iiid a‘l the members being pres“ t The pro.

Cowlillgs were of a formal ch ir i and tho

wt ring was Of a short diir iii. l'. was

l ”did to send ‘ll’i once t i the ll-XI’Il l'rovcrn-

l.':('!‘i lionrd asking the llomvd to ‘ituto on

Mr I. .l.

til it was: :

l to tbs '‘r

i

.is lll"I\‘ oiiiili

The Chairman st if» d that he had received

lllll anon} in ins .. of ljllid from a lady, and

lii‘niii luri ii‘liiii‘ iii‘\ L'J-i illld £30, and .E‘lll

li'oiii l\ll‘. lhl) lll :‘

Iilr. Dull.) :lerv d iliit this meeting of

properly O‘Nlil'l -; inuilii'ins the appointment. of

tho llci'. llmswll «l and Sir Charles

Iliryis j :int ‘iri-iisu-i-rs. tendering their

l>(;.\L tli-inlis to flu-m and the Saudgiite Local

llloard for what they have done. HA wa'mly

‘tlninled the town iiiit'iioi'i Cs, 'hu clergy. Ilie

.. . I I 3 Army. and NivIv.tlic inigistracy, the trade,

the iilayor Of BelliesfoIne (Alderman doll” and tho riwnr‘i's of property for what lliny

bunks), 531d he WOUld Lille 50“ '{lllk‘i’l-S, and l have done, an-l cxprO->eil his confidence that

his excellent example has DUE": liliimVULl by l whatever was co li'ct-d would be distributed

many others. The Mayor alsooroniised to wpmmr airy partialitv.

render What Iassislance ho CO ld ill the The Mayor of llvthc srcondi-d the resolu-

lilitttcr Of sending down police. Mir Charles tioii, who-n \YIIS lllll‘llllllfifll‘ly c-irr ed.

lxoyes brought to notIicewtoli‘ep' a»: “1“be The Rev. lillSSfll Wakefii-ld proposed lliat

which had been committed Iu 'Ia'nlt‘flllllfl} II--r Gracious Majesty the Queen should be

(wounds. in which people had miipol bliem- asked to incoiiirltpntrirll to the mud. This

selves to flowers from the dun 1"(1 .LZI'UCU' wassocomlcd by Allei'inaii Sliorivool, and

houses. ' ' carried.

Mr. J. J. Jores .\l.(,i.C., and J. Dulioulav,

qu., Cliairinrin t l' the .llvtbc Bench of Magi-

stratcs, \\'(-ri- l'(111li‘>tOLl to act as lion. secre-

taries an-l \\‘llll a vote of thanks to the

Chairman the nitctiiig couelu led.

. tiii

ii

W 113:.

l

l
Jones illl‘l the R ~v. Russ; ll

rt. solved to inal'c a Special lL‘Ill)”

.,. . .-
\S i! l\' ill

as

no \‘spnpcrs for pecuniary aid foriliu sufferers

by the disaster, which it willibc seen has

lli‘cllillO production of a liberal response.

v

THE SANDGATE RELIEF FUND.

,\ nice‘iog in connection with tliis~fiiiiil was

lzold .itt‘ie Go'igh Coffee Tavern OiiWediiesday

evening, Sir Charles Koycs in the chair. .‘Xlli'll‘g

those present were the Mayors of I‘hilliC‘tllllC

and Hyilie, J. J. Jones, M.G.C., Llplll».-(‘0liiill‘l

Pi‘llfflld, Dr. Alston Dr. ()liiibb, the Revs. H.

Russell VV:k--fiold, De P. Gliddon and Jeffrey,

Tlu re is :i l'lll'ili ur Iliat the Queen may go to

Hzi‘field House. during the season. It. may be

ri‘lllelllln'rl‘ll iii-.t l’lrr Mnjo ty visited L-inl
   

are l

2 Salisbury dining the jubill‘l! year, though tlii,

was not llio first occasion when the rx-

Pri>iiiio,i’.~ Sl‘nli nus thus highlylioneifledfiinre

IIIor Majcsly li-is \‘isilid lleitfordrliii'e several

times since sin cum.» to the throne. Shouldi \Vlt" a motor of deep rrgrct fillrlhillll‘y should l tl ,

to meet under such (‘ll‘ClltIirt'lllCL‘r‘. ‘miiid- .IL. 'elmlt ll'm' “H r' l l" he further “TIN"
Sltli‘ll that llio will stay over thehad been visiierl b the v‘i' th .

, . ‘ Y , _ Y illll'lli‘, at {List-“HA H, MD \ :1} 1 p ll , l | .

al, :iui they were there in -:ilio oomnul li >w . e . , , vi. 1m In i) n, (on.

Tll‘l‘ .ll:in‘sly lifts 5‘ 11km“: 1“”. thisi iiiiiicd.

WW. leastziblc to [WU-t1}, i,.,,,1,.,,I 1103510,“ l pazt of the (‘J‘lilltl‘_\‘, I:\!ivl an .al‘lll'i'l'liilh‘” of

' ltcv. Russell \Vakcliulil 1,, offer up :i.‘ liO always uppiopi'iato hospitality of LordL'io .
. . . . . . ,' '-l ~ .

prayer for Divuic guul‘inc“, dual turn 10 leO 5811‘ ml)“

Alderman Sherwood, and Hi S<r8.lDllB()ll'fl)',

W. l’l-ulge. G i(lll:il‘(l, Kennett, I" :llllil'il‘, Riley,

A. .l. l). Bl‘m‘kllmll, and many others.

'l‘no Cliairiiuiii, in opening the llliI‘itlllg, said1
l

.
ii'ivo

gut"

fr

~li‘5t to alleviate the sancrings oftlriso who

l (Queen

l 


